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UNITEDSTATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Institute of Standards anid Technology
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899-

January 20, 2016
Cindy Bladey
Office of Administration
Mail Stop O12-H08
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-000 1
RE: Comments on Preparing and Reviewing Licensing Applications for Instrumentation
and Control Systems for Non-power Reactors, Docket ID NRC-20 12-1067
Dear Ms. Bladey:
The NIST Center for Neutron Research is pleased to offer comments on the above
proposed docket, NUREG-1537, Chapter 7. Our specific comments are in the attached
files. In addition, suggested editorial and typographical corrections are submitted as
comments in the original .pdf versions, also attached. As there are some redundancies
between Parts 1 and 2, our comments for Part 1 also apply to the associated language in
Part 2.
We also offer the following comments on the documents as a whole:
*Although NUREG- 1537 is intended to be guidance for non-power reactors, it is,
in reality, used as a de facto regulatory requirement unless significant justification
can be made for not following it. This applies not only for inltial licensing
applications, but also for all ongoing attempts at improvement of reactor
instrumentation which are a frequent target of NRC inspections. As such, there
are a number of requirements for the use of digital systems that are so arduous
that they are be~yond. the capabilities of most non-power reactor facilities. NRC is
essentially discouraging the use of digital systems and are thus pushing many
facilities further into obsolescence.
* There is considerable repetition in many of the subsystems discussed. Sections
of the following can be created to provide requirements common to all the
systems: 'Software Requirements Specifications', 'Software Development Plan',
'Verification and Validation', 'Configuration Management', 'Software Risk
Management', 'Testing', 'Access Control', and 'Cyber Security'. Specific
system requirements then can be discussed in each system section. This change
would substantially reduce the document length.

NIST

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to comment and would welcome the opportunity
with working with NRC to further develop and implement this NUREG.
Sincerel•

Thomas H. Newton Jr., Ph.D.
Deputy Director
NIST Center for Neutron Research
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Comment
Does "flow diagrams" mean program flow or data flow diagrams?
Item 1. "safe shutdown" should be defined.
Next to last bullet: Is this meant to cover only RPS I&C systems that are safety
related?
For "extreme adverse environments," are these intended to be site specific and
different than those postulated in the SAR? If so, this is beyond current
regulatory requirements for NPUFs.
Last bullet: Wording is confusing. As above, this states "I&C systems" without
specifyiing RPS. Is this intended to cover all systems? Also, the implication here
is that multiple failures preventing safe shutdown is acceptable.
First bullet ("Completeness"): is should be noted that ANSI/ANS 15.15-1978 has

withdrawn.
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7.3
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7.3
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7.3

19

Design basis for software. Again, does this only apply to RPS systems? Does
software include firmware?
It states here that the topics should be considered differently for digital systems
but the majority of the items listed here should also apply to analog systems. To
apply an increased standard for these simply because they are digital is not
appropriate.
4 th

paragraph. The statement that "... it is likely that digital modifications

...

will

require staff review" makes no consideration as to the extent of changes made that
could result in a proper 50.59 review finding that NRC review is not necessary.
First bullet. The statement that software common cause failures cannot be
assumed to be incredible ignores highly improbably events and is inconsistent
with NEI-0 1-01 pp. 3-5, and 3-6 language on beyond design basis concern.
First bullet. A digital system failing "fixed" is, in many cases, no different than
the failure of an analog relay. This statement should be reworded to put into
context that such failures are only considered if the failures are fundamentally
different than analog failures.
First bullet. A watchdog timer could possibly add a new failure mode. The
including of "does" makes no consideration of system design.
Last paragraph. "(no digital communication)" covers all kinds of communication,
even local communication with another unit. For instance a subnet may exist
between a meter/recorder and display with no further connectivity to outside.
This statement should include an explanation of the scope of digital
communication.
General. "neutron flux", "neutron flux density", and "neutron density" are used
throughout the document. A consistent term should be used. We recommend
"neutron flux."
6t paragraph on page. "Correct configuration" is better termed "normal
configuration." Also, the use of "effect" in lieu of "interaction" with RCS or RPS
.might be better in that there may be more indirect interactions between the
experiment and system.
Item 29. "Control elements" may not be a clear description as it may be confused
with control rods. Consider "control devices of the RCP and RPS."

7.3

20

Item 32, 2 nd paragraph. Language that states that testing cannot properly evaluate

the performance of digital systems is misleading in that it makes no consideration
of the type of testing or the type of digital device and its use which could, in some
circumstances, result in a proper evaluation.

7.3
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7.3
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7.3

22

2 nd

paragraph on the page. Evaluation of the process in each phase of the

software lifecycle could conservatively be interpreted to require a completely
unwarranted and unreasonable amount of scrutiny of the software development
process. Such a burden will only serve to drive any design away from more
modem systems using software or firmware. It should suffice to analyze the
potential consequences of software failure, consistent with NEI-0 1-01 section
4.1.1
Item 33, third paragraph. These requirements may be too restrictive. Many
companies use the Agile approach. Instead cpnsider: "The framework of the

software life cycle should be described

... "

Top paragraph continuation. Need definition of "experimental controls." Does
this mean that network connections are not allowed for non-experimental

________controls?
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7.4

4245

Item 34, 1st paragraph. There are Federal Processing Standards available, for
NIST Cybersecurity Framework Version 1.0 and FlIPS Standard 142-2.
Item 34, 2nd paragraph. As in item 32, evaluation of each phase of the
development life cycle could be an arduous task and will discourage the use of
modem equipment.
Meeting the detailed requirements of the software life cycle, verification and
validation, testing, and QA will necessitate a large personnel commitment which
is beyond the capabilities of almost all non-power reactor facilities. This will
most certainly drive most designs to be analog and, in many cases, outdated and
less safe than a modem digital system could be. Given the low consequences of
failure, these voluminous requirements are wholly unnecessary and will only
serve to further encourage the use of obsolete equipment. It should be acceptable
to analyze the probability and consequences of failure in accordance with NEI-0 1-

4.1.1.
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7.5

71
_______

7.5

Item 48, 3 rd paragraph. A flat-out prohibition of remote access is overly
restrictive, as there are a number of ways to have remote access for display of
parameters without the capability of modifying the controls.
First item 1. It is not clear if this program is intended to apply only to the RPS or
if is to be applied more globally.
Item 2. This will include performing periodic updates for the operating system
and other software used in the system. This would require either network
connectivity to the outside or a manual approach with portable storage devices.
See NCNR comments for Section 7.4 (pp. 42-45), which also applies for ESF

____systems.

72
_______for

Item 47. Stating that determining a reliability value is impossible is misleading in
that reliability of a commercial system can be assessed by operational experience.
It is also misleading to state that occurrence of low-frequency events is the only
way to qualify reliability. As in the case of analog systems, individual
components can be frequently tested under appropriate conditions to give a
measure of reliability.

Again NRC is tacitly discouraging the use of digital devices.

Item 33, last sentence on the page. As in RIPS, a flat-out prohibition of remote
access is overly restrictive, as there are a number of ways to have remote access

display of parameters without the capability of modifying the controls.
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89
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90

i01
1.

paragraph. Language that "the operator uses such information to make
decisions..." is wholly unhelpful in that a human will make decisions based on a
virtually limitless number of things, including a lack of ihformation. It would
only be appropriate to go through such a vigorous approval process if the operator
could put the reactor in a less safe condition as a result of improper display of
information and that such improper display is fundamentally different than that
which could result from analog systems. Otherwise, this statement is tantamount
to disapproval of all digital displays.
It should also be noted that many digital systems are capable of giving the
operator easier to understand and more reliable information, leading to better and
safer operational decisions. Requiring the monumental task of approval for these
systems will lead to much more reliance on older analog systems with less
information and will result in an overall reduction of safety.
Top paragraph continuation. It is not clear if it is permissible to use an isolated
retransmitted signal for the annunciators. Does the signal need to be redundant
starting from the sensor/transmitter or meter?
Item 20. Is a negligible-risk reactor that as defined in the withdrawn ANSI/ANS
15.15?
Item 24, 4 th paragraph. See comments above on software accounting
requirements for sections 7.4 and 7.5. In this case, the consequences of an
improper display should be analyzed in lieu of these arduous requirements.
2"d paragraph. See comments on section 7.4 (pp. 50-51) above on reliability
for digital systems.
4thparagraph. As commented in in RPS and ESF sections above, a flat-out
prohibition of remote access is overly restrictive, as there are a number of ways to
have remote access for display of parameters without the capability of modifying
the controls.
item 21I, i't bullet. As in other systems described above, documentation of an
entire software development life cycle is overly arduous without a clear safety
benefit.
4 th
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Comment
Process instruments (and elsewhere in document). "Reactor room" may be
confused with control room, reactor building, or containment!/confinement
building. A consistent reference is needed.
Items 33 and 34. Verification of life cycle software control is implied here to be a
mandatory acceptance criterion regardless of impact of software failure. See
NCNR comments for Part 1.
Item 24. Exceeded does not provide a quantitative limit. Consider "reached" for
a conservative approach.
Items 41 and 42. Extensive software V & V and configuration management as
mandated here should be performed only when software failure could have a
significant safety impact.
Item 24. Verification of life cycle software control is implied here to be a
mandatory acceptance criterion regardless of impact of software failure. See
NCNR comments for Part 1.
Item 26. Does the control console accomplish any safety functions?

INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERIM STAFF GUIDANCE
Purpose
This interim staff guidance (ISG) augments Chapter 7 "Instrumentation and Control Systems" for
the following:
*NUREG-1 537, Part 1, "Guidelines for Preparing and Reviewing Applications for the
Licensing of Non-Power Reactors: Format and Content," Revision 0, February 1996.
(Agencywide Document and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No.
*

*

*

NUREG-1 537, Part 2, "Guidelines for Preparing and Reviewing Applications for the
Licensing of Non-Power Reactors: Standard Review Plan and Acceptance Criteria,
"Revision 0, February 1996. (ADAMS Accession No.
Interim Staff Guidance Augmenting NUREG-1537, Part 1 Guidelines for Preparing and
Reviewing Applications for the Licensing of Non-Power Reactors: Format and Content,
for Licensing Radioisotope Production Facilities and AHRs October 17, 2012. (ADAMS
Accession No. ML12156A069)
Interim Staff Guidance Augmenting NUREG-1 537, Part 2, "Guidelines for Preparing and
Reviewing Applications for the Licensing of Non-Power Reactors: Standard Review Plan
and Acceptance Criteria," for Licensing Radioisotope Production Facilities and Aqueous
Homogeneous Reactors. (ADAMS Accession No. ML12156A075)

Chapter 7, 'Instrumentation and Control Systems," of NUREG-1 537 presents guidance for the
licensing of non-power reactor instrumentation and control (I&C) systems. This ISG updates
and expands the content of both NUREG-1 537 Part 1 and Part 2, respectively, to provide
guidance in preparing a license application and for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff in evaluating the application for instrumentation and control systems. This
.uidnceals
expnd the....
applicab..lity of chapte 7-- non, -....r reactors to all non- power
production or utilization facilities (NPUFs), including medical isotope facilities, for licensing
under 10 CFR Part 50.
Whenever the term "reactor" appears, it is understood to mean a "non-power reactor facility," a
"radioisotope facility," or any other non-power production or utilization facility application or
license under Title 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations (10 CFR), as applicable.
Licensinq of 10 CFR Part 50 Production or Utilization Facilities
This ISG provides guidance on NPUF I&C systems to the NRC staff reviewers who perform
safety reviews of applications to construct or modify and operate NPUFs. The format and
content guide and the standard review plan (SRP) are intended to be used as a comprehensive
and integrated document that provides the reviewer with guidance that describes methods or
approaches that the NRC staff has found acceptable for meeting NRC requirements. The ISG
also makes information available to interested members of the public and the regulated industry
and is intended to provide an understanding of the NRC staff review process.
This ISG is not a s-ubstitute fo-r NRc regulations and compliance with the ISG is not required.
The approaches and methods in this ISG are provided as an acceptable means to meet the
NRC regulations. Methods different from those described in this final ]SG should provide a
basis for the staff to make a determination that an applicant is able to meet NRC regulations.
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7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
NUREG-1 537, Part 1, Chapter 7 of the format and content guide, as augmented by this ISG, is
applicable to providing a description of the instrumentation and control systems for the licensing
of a.non-power production or utilization facility (NPUF).
Whenever the term "reactor" appears, it is understood to mean a "non-power reactor facility," a
"radioisotope facility," or any other non-power production or utilization facility under Title 10 of
the Code of FederalRegulations (10 CFR), as applicable. Where the guidance specifically
refers to the "reactor" or a "reactor system," it should be interpreted to mean, as appropriate
and applicable to an equivalent feature or system for the non-power production or utilization
facility under review.
This document describes acceptable format and content of the safety analysis report (SAR) to
be submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) by an applicant or licensee of a
NPUF for a new license, license renewal, or license amendment. A companion document,
NUREG-1 537, Part 2 (Standard Review Plan), gives criteria to assist NRC staff reviewers in
effecting comparable, complete, and consistent reviews of licensing applications for non-power
reactors (NPRs), which is also applicable to NPUFs.
The guidance herein is based on 10 CFR 50.34, which describes the information to be supplied
in a SAR.
In this chapter of the SAR the applicant describes and discusses the design and operating
characteristics of the instrumentation and control (I&C) systems. Sufficient information should
be included to explain the design criteria and bases, and to discuss the functional and safety
analyses of the I&C subsystems. The I&C subsystems generally comprise the reactor control
system (RCS) [also reactivity control system for non-reactor based NPUFs], process
instruments, the reactor protection (safety) system (RPS) [also reactivity protection system for
non-reactor based NPUFs], instruments to initiate operation of engineered safety features
(ESFs), and radiation safety monitoring (RSM) systems. The l&C systems provide protective
functions such as scramming the reactor or initiating safety systems and control functions such
as monitoring reactivity, pressure, conductivity, pH, etc. These systems and their outputs can.
be consolidated into a control console, along with the devices and circuits that control system
operation. The guidance in this chapter of the SAR is based on the principle that most NPUFs
can be designed and operated to pose acceptably small or insignificant risk to the public without
isolating or separating the RPS from other subsystems. Additional design features, such as
separation of systems, may be necessary for some NPUFs, such as high-power test reactors.
Applicants who need additional guidance beyond that given in this chapter should contact their
project manager.
The non-power RPS should monitor selected operating parameters such as neutron flux; fuel
temperature (monitored primarily in Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomic (TRIGA)-type
reactors); primary coolant flow, temperature, and level; and radiation intensity, as applicable.
The RPS is designed to ensure facility and personnel safety by limiting parameters to operate
within" analyzed operating ranges. The RPS c•n also give tlhe-ESF~aCtuation system
information for the operation of ESFs when the instruments indicate that abnormal or accident
conditions could occur. The RCS may monitor many of the same parameters as the RPS and
give information for automatic or manual control of the system operating conditions (e.g., reactor
power, by inserting or withdrawing control rods). The instruments present operating parameter
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and
systemcontrol
status actions
information
the operator
for monitoring
and for deciding
on manual
to betotaken.
Instrument
systems system
are the operation
means through
which
automatic or operator control actions are transmitted for execution by the RCS. Radiation
instruments show radiation levels in selected areas in the facility and could give data to the
RPS, give information to help in •the control of personnel radiation exposure, or monitor the
release of radioactive material.
In this chapter, the applicant should discuss the functional requirements, design criteria and
bases, system descriptions, system performance analyses, and the bases of technical
specification limiting safety system settings (LSSSs), limiting conditions of operation (LCOs),
and surveillance requirements for the I&C systems for NPUFs.
Section 10 CFR 50.59(c)(1) permits licensees to make changes in the facility as described in
the final safety analysis report (FSAR) (as updated), make changes in the procedures as
described in the FSAR (as updated), and conduct tests or experiments not described in the
FSAR (as updated) without obtaining a license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 only if:
i.

A change to the technical specifications (TSs) incorporated in the license is not required,
and
ii. The change, test, or experiment does not meet any of the criteria in paragraph
10 CFR 50.59(c)(2).
A licensee should obtain a license amendment pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90 prior to implementing
a proposed change, test, or experiment if the change, test, or experiment would result in an
increase in the likelihood or consequence of an accident or introduce a previously unanalyzed
accident. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.187 provides guidance for the implementation of
10 CFR 50.59, changes, tests, and experiments, including that for NPRs (Regulatory Position
C.5). Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 01-01, which updates Electrical Power Research Institute
(EPRI) Report TR102348, is endorsed by Regulatory Issue Summary (RIS) 02-22 and
complements NEI 96-07 by explicitly addressing digital upgrade issues. (The original version
of EPRI TR-1 02348 was endorsed by Generic Letter (GL) 95-02, with clarifications.) For I&C
systems that are being upgraded (including systems based on digital technology), the applicant
may consult NEI 96-07 and NEI 01-01. While most of the examples and specific discussion
focus on power reactors, the guidance contained in Revision 1 of NEI 96-07 also contains
information applicable to evaluations performed by NPUF licensees. NEI 01-01 by proposes
ways to address and resolve digital-specific issues in the design and evaluation process. A
license amendment request (LAR) is required for any changes to the TSs. For example, if the
safety analysis credits the trip and the upgrade is to a digital I&C system, a LAR would be
required. Guidance on the need for a LAR and performance of a 10 CFR 50.59 review is
provided in NEI 96-07 and NEI 01-01.
7.1 Summary Description
In this section of the SAR, the applicant should briefly describe the!~.systems, including
block, logic, and flow diagrams showing major components and subsystems, and connections
among them. The applicant should summarize the technical aspects, safety, philosophy, and
objectives of the I&C system design and should discuss such factors as redundancy, diversity,
and isolation of functions. The information should include:
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Summary of Comments on Part_1_editorial markup.pdf
Page: 3
SNumber: 1 Author: Dagistan Sahin Subject: Sticky Note
system high-level architecture of the I&C systems

Date: 01/11/12016 2:13:48 PM

*Type of instruments - System instruments should be described by type [e.g., hardwired
analog,
computerized digital that uses stored programs (software, which includes
firmware) or combinations of these]. If a combination is used, the applicant should
clearly note which portions or functions are analog and which are computerized digital,
and how they relate to each other. The applicant could refer to existing systems
reviewed and approved by NRC that are similar to the described system.

*

Classification of systems - I&C systems and equipment should be classified into
categories by function performed (e.g., the RCS, RPS, ESF actuation system, control
console and display instrument systems, and RSM systems).

The general description of each category of I&C subsystem should include the following, as
applicable:
*For the RCS, a brief discussion of each major subsystem such as manual control
system, automatic control system, control rod drive systems, bypass and interlock
systems, and any experimental facilities or experiments that contain interlocks;
*For the RPS, the types of parameters monitored, both nuclear and nonnuclear, the
number of channels designed to monitor each parameter, the actuating logic that
determines the need for actions to change operating conditions and that takes these
actions, and number and type of reactivity control devices;
*For the ESF actuation system, a discussion of the subsystems that detect the need for
operation and that initiate operation including identification of the parameters monitored
or the source of input information and the number of channels designed to monitor,
process, and act on the information;
*

For the control console and display instruments, a discussion of the parameter display
systems and equipment by which the operator can observe and control the operation of
the system and important subsystems;
*For radiation protection instruments, a brief discussion of area and effluent radiation
detection systems that monitor, alarm, or provide input to other subsystems of potentially
hazardous radiation levels. The applicant should address radiation systems that
monitor effluent streams from the facility, state the type of effluent (such as airborne or
liquid), and list alarms or signals to other subsystems;

*

A summary of the human-machine interface principles used in the location of
instrumentation and controls.

A discussion of access control features, which includes both preventing unauthorized access
but also allowing authorized access. Access control applies to both analog and digital systems.
Access controls such as alarms and locks on panel doors, or administrative control of access to
rooms, should be discussed in Section 7.2 Design of Instrumentation and Control Systems.
Section 10 CFR 50.34(a) describes the information to be supplied in a preliminary safety
analysis report (PSAR) while 10 CFR 50.34(b) describes the information to be supplied in a
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). More specifically, 10 CFR 50.34(a)(3)(i) requires
applicants to provide the principal design criteria for the facility and 10 CFR 50.34(a)(3)(ii)
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requires applicants to describe the design bases and the relation of the design bases to the
principal design criteria.
The SAR should address the following:
*
*
*
*
*

design criteria
design bases
system description
system performance analysis
conclusion

Guidance for the review of a digital upgrade under 10 CFR 50.59 is provided in Section 7.2.6.
7.2.1 Design Criteria
In this section of the SAR, the applicant should describe the criteria for developing the design
criteria for the I&C systems. (The design criteria for the facility are described in Section 3.1 .)
10 CFR 50.34(a)(3)(i) requires applicants to provide the principal design criteria for the facility.
The principal design criteria establish the necessary design, fabrication, construction, testing,
and performance requirements for structures, systems, and components important to safety;
that is, structures, systems, and components that provide reasonable assurance that the facility
can be operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
Types of design criteria that should be considered include, but are not limited to:
1. Consideration of the need to design against single failures (e.g., I&C systems should be
designed so that a single failure will not prevent safe shutdown),
2. Consideration of instruments and equipment designed to fail safe or to assume a safe
state, (A fail safe design has the design objective that no malfunction within the system,
caused solely by the variations of external conditions within the ranges detailed in the
design basis, will result in an unsafe failure.)
3. Consideration of redundancy and diversity requirements,
4. Consideration of the type, size, and orientation of possible breaks in components of the
coolant boundary in determining design requirements to suitably protect against
postulated loss-of-coolant accidents, and
5. Consideration of the possibility of systematic, nonrandom, concurrent failures of
redundant elements in the design of protection systems and reactivity control systems.
The basis for evaluating the reliability and performance of the I&C systems should be included.
All systems and components of the I&C systems should be designed, constructed, and tested to
quality standards commensurate with the safety importance of the functions to be performed.
Where generally recognized codes and standards are used, they should be named and
evaluated for applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency.

gualit.y sadrds cmesurtwihhesft impotac oftefntost epromd
Where generaly reonized: coe and standards are used tey should: bename and
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Page: 5
,•Number: 1. Author: Dagistan Sahin Subject: Sticky Note
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Date: 11/10/201S 2:23:23 PM
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jNumber: 2 Author: Dagistan Sahin Subject: Highlight

Date: 12/21/2015 3:20:57 PM

evaluated for applicability,
adequacy, and sufficiency. They should be supplemented or
modified as needed in keeping with the safety importance of the function to be performed.
Evaluations and modifications of the standards should be described in the SAR. A set of
generally applicable criteria for use as a guide is given below. Criteria that are used should be
clearly stated and should be shown to provide the appropriate level of redundancy, reliability,
safety, and performance capability. The applicability of these criteria should be determined
from the operating analyses in Chapter 4, "Reactor Description," and accident analyses in
Chapter 13, "Accident Analyses," of the SAR.
*Systems and components (including I&C systems) determined by the analyses in the
SAR to be important to the safe operation or shutdown should be designed to be in
accordance with local building and siting codes, and should be able to withstand the
effects of natural phenomena without loss of capability to perform their safety function
(see Chapter 3, "Design of Structures, Systems, and Components," for additional
information).
I&C systems and components determined in the SAR analyses to be important to the
safe operation or shutdown should be designed, located, and protected so that the
effects of fires or explosions would not prevent them from performing their safety
functions.
I&C systems and components determined in the SAR to be important to the safe
operation or shutdown should be designed to function reliably under anticipated
environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, humidity, and corrosive
atmospheres) for the full range of system operation, during maintenance, while testing,
and under postulated accident conditions, ifthe systems and components are assumed
to function in the accident analysis.
*The RPS should be designed to automatically initiate the operation of systems or give
clear warning to the operator to ensure that specified design limits are not •-•lded as
a result of measured parameters indicating the onset of potential abnormal L---i itions.
The ESF actuation system should be designed to automatically initiate operation to
mitigate the consequences of abnormal conditions or accidents.
I&C systems should be designed to have functional reliability, including redundancy and
diversity, commensurate with the safety functions to be performed and the
consequences of failure of the system to perform the safety function. For example, an
I&C system for a NPUF should be designed to perform its protective function after
experiencing a single random active failure within the system.
*

I&C systems should be designed to fail into a safe state on loss of electrical power or
exposure to extreme adverse environments.

*

I&C systems should be designed so that a single failure will not prevent safe shutdown.

7.2.2 Design-Basis Requirements
l&C system design requirements for NPUFs are generally derived from the results of analyses
of normal operating conditions and of accidents and transients that could occur.
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Page: 6
Number: 1 Author: Dagistan Sahin Subject: Sticky Note
Date: 11/10/2015 2:29:59 PM
Confusing sentence, if design limits are not exceeded. perhaps warning limits mutt be in place to have such warning.

10 CFR 50.34(a)(3)(ii) requires applicants to describe the design bases and the relation of the
design bases to the principal design criteria.
Design bases means that information which identifies the specific functions to be performed by
a structure, system, or component of a facility, and the specific values or ranges of values
chosen for controlling parameters as reference bounds for design. These values may be (1)
restraints derived from generally accepted "state of the art" practices for achieving functional
goals, or (2) requirements derived from analysis (based on calculation and/or experiments) of
the effects of a postulated accident for which a structure, system, or component must meet its
functional goals.
The design bases should identify modes of operation, environmental parameters, safety
functions, permissive conditions, variables to be monitored and their ranges, conditions for
manual control, and any other special design bases that may be imposed on the system design
(e.g., interlocks, excess reactivity). For example, the modes of operation at a facility may
require a period meter; this should be identified in the design basis because some pulse
reactors may not need a period meter. For the control system, the design bases should
demonstrate that the RCS is not required for safety.
The design basis should address the following characteristics:

*Completeness

-

The design basis should address all system functions necessary to fulfill

the system's safety intent. Information provided for each design basis item should be
sufficient to enable the detailed design of the I&C system to be carried out. All
functional requirements for the I&C system and the operational environment for the I&C
system should be described. As a minimum, each of the design basis aspects identified
in ANSI/ANS 15.15-1 978 should be addressed.

*Consistency

-

The information provided in the design basis should be analyzed to

demonstrate its consistency with the facility's safety analysis, including the maximum
hypothetical accident (MHA) analysis of Chapter 13 of the SAR; the mechanical and
electrical system designs; and other system designs.
The design bases for software should address the following characteristics:

*

Correctness - The information provided for the design basis items should be technically
accurate.

*

Traceability

It should be possible to trace the information in each design basis item to

-

the safety analyses, facility's system design documents, regulatory requirements,
applicant/licensee commitments, or other documents.
•

Unambiguity

-

The information provided for the design basis items, taken alone and in

combination, should have one (and only one) interpretation.

*

Verifiability - The information provided for the design basis items should be stated or
provided in such a way as to facilitate the establishment of verification criteria and the
performance of analyses and reviews of the various safety systems.
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and components
should
the following, as applicable:
*
*

The function or purpose of systems or instruments considering which system parameters
are monitored or controlled;
The range of values that monitored variables may exhibit for normal operation, shutdown
conditions, and for postulated accidents;

*

Safety or control functions and any unique or facility-specific functions performed by the
I&C system or subsystems;

*

Specification of alarm, trip, and actuation setpoints derived from accident or other
operational analyses of the instrumented system or function;

•

Any special requirements such as redundancy, diversity, quality assurance, and
environmental requirements derived from the results of analyses of the full range of
operating conditions and postulated accidents;

*

The specification of precision and accuracy requirements for the instruments, control
subsystems, or components;

*

The specification of number and type of channels required to monitor variables;

*

The system operational and support requirements such as those for electrical,
mechanical, structural, cooling, heating, and signal input;

*

The requirements that controls and instruments be grouped and located so that
operators can easily reach and manipulate the controls while readily observing on
meters and displays the results of their actions (operator interface requirements);

*

Each clause in IEEE 7-4.3.2-2003•"~RG 1.152, R3 were reviewed for applicability on a
section-by-section basis. If reviej2.•Ji'idance (Part 1)/acceptance criteria (Part 2)
matching the intent of that clause was not addressed it was "expanded" into the list of
criteria.
* Ikemoved the refere~ ~to GL 95-02 in Secins 7.3-7,7; updated th reference and
moved discussion of guidance fo a digital upgrae to the beinning of Section 7.2.
7.2.3 System Description
The system description in the SAR should include equipment and major components as well as
block, logic, and schematic diagrams.
Section 10 CFR 50.34(a) describes the information to be supplied in a PSAR while Section
50.34(b) describes the information to be supplied in an FSAR. The range of the sensors should
cover the range of the accidents.
All applications should provide sufficiept detail to a•--n evaluation on the basis of their
technical content and completeness. '•ystem des&?ins should include equipment and major
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The description should also address the methodology and acceptance criteria

used to establish and calibrate the trip or actuation setpoints, or interlock functions.
7.2.4 System Performance Analysis
The applicant should conduct a performance analysis of the proposed I&C system to ensure the
design criteria and design bases are met and license requirements for the performance of the
system are specified. The system performance analysis in the SAR should describe the
operation of the I&C system and present the analysis of how the system design meets the
design criteria and design bases. The discussion should include accuracy, reliability, adequacy
and timeliness of I&C system action, trip setpoint drift, quality of components and, if required by
the analyses, redundancy, independence, and how a single failure affects both its ability to
perform its safety function and the effect on operation or safe shutdown.
Technical specification LSSSs, LCOs, and surveillance requirements for the I&C system should
be established. These parameters and requirements should include system operability tests,
trip or actuation setpoint checks, trip or actuation-setpoint calibrations, and any system
response-time tests that are required. Surveillance intervals should be specified and the bases
for the intervals, including operating experience, engineering judgment, or vendor
recommendation should be described.
7.2.5 Conclusion
The applicant should summarize in this section of the SAR why the system design is sufficient
and suitable for performing the functions stated in the design bases.
7.2.6 Digital Upgrades
A digital system or component consists of the hardware, software, firmware, and interfaces.
Topics that are considered differently for digital systems include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

equipment qualification, including electromagnetic compatibility,
real-time, deterministic performance,
on-line and periodic test provisions,
communications independence, and
control of access.

When modifying an I&C system or upgrading from an analog to a digital I&C system, there are
two possible conclusions to a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation:
1. The proposed activity may be implemented without prior NRC approval.
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In 1995, the NRC issued GL 95-02, which endorses EPRI Report TR-102348, "Guideline on
Licensing Digital Upgrades" for providing acceptable guidance for determining when an analogto-digital replacement can be performed without prior NRC staff approval under the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59. The EPRI report applies to all digital equipment that uses
software and, in particular, to microprocessor-based systems.
In 2002, the NRC issued RIS 02-22, which endorses EPRI TR-102348, Rev. I/NEI 01-01 (EPRI
1002833), an update to the original EPRI TR-102348 endorsed in GL 95-02. EPRI TR-102348
was updated to reflect the revised 10 CFR 50.59 rule and the industry guidance for
implementing this rule (i.e., NEI 96-07, Revision 1, which was endorsed by RG 1.187). The
NRC staff has reviewed this report and has concluded that it provides suitable guidance both for
designing a digital replacement, and for determining whether it can be implemented under
10 CFR 50.59 without prior staff approval.
It is not the intent of the EPRI/NEI report or of the NRC staff to predispose the outcome of the
10 CFR 50.59 process, but rather to provide a process that will assist licensees in reaching a
proper conclusion regarding the existence of an unreviewed safety question when undertaking a
digital system replacement. The licensee determines (per 10 CFR5 0.59) ifthe change
requires a review by the NRC (per 10 CFR 50.90); however, the applicant should consider
current 50.59 experiences ( e.g., IN 2010-10). Currently most I&C changes should be reviewed
and licensee should consult with the NRC Project Manager (PM) for the latest applicable
guidance.
Although not all digital equipment replacement usage will automatically result in an unreviewed
safety question, it is likely that digital modifications to safety-significant systems such as the
RPS or ESF actuation system will require staff review.
Some potentially adverse effects that should be evaluated include:
*Replacing analog with digital equipment
-

software common-cause failures cannot be assumed to be incr••~ failures

-

a digital system can fail "fixed" without giving any indication that it has failed
a watchdog timer may add diversity and redundancy but goes acI~lnew failure

-

mode
*Combining previously separate functions into one digital device such that failures create
new malfunctions (i.e., multiple functions are disabled if the digital device fails)
*Changing performance from SAR-described requirements (e.g., for response time,
accuracy, etc.)
*Changing functionality in a way that increases complexity, potentially creating new
malfunctions
*Introducing different behavior or potential failure modes that could affect the design
function

10
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*Changes that fundamentally alter (replace) the existing means of performing or
controlling design functions
-

replacement of automatic action by manual action (or vice versa)

-

changes to the man-machine interface

-

changing a valve from "locked closed" to "administratively closed"

-

similar changes

*HSI changes that could lead to potential adverse effects
-

Changes to parameters monitored, decisions made, and actions taken in the
control of plant equipment and systems during transients

-

Changes that could affect the overall response time of the human/machine
system (e.g., changes that increase operator burden)

-

Fundamental changes in data presentation (such as replacing an analog meter
with a numeric display or a multipurpose video display unit (VDU) where access
to the data requires operator interactions to display)
-Changes

that create new potential failure modes in the interaction of operators

with the system (e.g., new interrelationships or interdependencies of operator
actions and plant response or new ways the operator assimilates plant status
information)
If a simple component (no digital communication) has been approved for use under an
Appendix B program for a nuclear power plant, it is good enough to be used at an NPUF
and screened out under a 50.59 review. However, the eight questions in 10 CFR 50.59
must still be answered to address if the replacement introduces a new failure mode. (The
simple components use must be consistent with the original use.)
7.3 Reactor [Reactivity] Control System
The RCS performs several functions such as maintaining a shutdown state, system startup,
changing power levels, maintaining operation at a set power level, and system shut down. In
designs that allow pulsing (such as the TRIGA design), the RCS can rapidly insert reactivity into
the reactor core to produce a predef"•---ned high-power pulse of short duration, or to achieve a
rapid increase in reactor power in a L-•, are wave." The RCS may be discussed using such
subsystems as nuclear instruments, process instruments, control elements, and interlocks. In
describing each subsystem in the SAR, the applicant should include design considerations and
technical specification requirements.
In the RCS, nuclear instruments monitor the neutron flux from the subcritical source
multiplication range, through the critical range, and through the intermediate flux range to full
power. Neutron flux instruments also should determine the startup rate, and in some designs,
reactor period infort•)n.
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Linear and log neutron flux channels should be used to monitor the coreI~ron flux while
control rods are withdrawn or inserted to increase or decrease power. At least one linear
neutron flux channel should be calibrated for thermal power.
The process instruments are designed tcj~asure and display such paf--•ters as coolant flow,
temperature or level fuel temperature or air flow parameters within or fr~t~he reactor room. In
some designs, this information may also be sent to the RPS.
Some NPUFs have an automatic control (servo) system that controls the power about a point
set by the operator. Most servo control systems compare the output of a linear neutron flux
channel against an adjustable setpoint representing the desired power level, and automatically
change the position of a regulating rod in the core to change the neutron flux der~~o reduce
the difference between the two signals until the actual reactor power level is ver~±i~rly equal to
the desired power level. This process can be performed by analog control equipment or by
software in a digital computer system.
Reactors with pulsing capabilities have a transient rod that, on command, is rapidly ejected out
of the core to a pre-programmed distance. This action rapidly inserts a known amount of_
excess reactivity into the core that pulses the core power to very high levels for very .sh4_.•
intervals. The servo control system can also be used to form a square wave power increase to
a predetermined steady-state power level.
The RCS for NPUFs should have a set of equipment protection interlocks and inhibits that
prohibit or restrict operation unless certain conditions are met. For example, in NPRS, there
should be an interlock that prohibits control rod motion unless the neutron flux in the core
produces a neutron count rate sufficient to help ensure that nuclear instruments are responding
to neutrons. There may be additional NPUF equipment protection interlocks to ensure, for
example, that there is sufficient coolant flow, shielding is intact, ventilation air is flowing,
differential pressure is sufficient, coolant level is sufficient, and required neutron instruments
and recorders are functional. There may also be personnel protection interlocks to prevent
operation if certain radiation fields are excessive. Control rods in NPRs may be lowered (i.e.,
run-in or run-back) to automatically reduce the reactor power when certain specified reactor
conditions approach a predetermined limit, but a reactor scram may not be warranted.
Experimental facilities fi-lbe interlocked with the RCS to prevent operation ifthe experimental
facility is not in the cork-•- configuration. If experiments conducted in NPUFs could interact
with the core to change reactivity or otherwise modify the operating conditions, data to the RCS
or RPS from the experiment instruments may be needed to detect reactivity changes. All
experiments should be carefully considered for interaction with any of the I&C systems when the
safety analysis for the experiment is performed. More specifically, the analysis should consider
any interaction with the RCS or RPS. Where such interactions are warranted, they should
meet the standards used for the design of the systems to which the experimental facilities will
be connected.
Section 10 CFR 50.34(a) describes the information to be supplied in a PSAR while 10 CFR
50.34(b) describes the information to be supplied in an FSAR. More specifically, 10 CFR
50.34(a)(3)(i) requires applicants to provide the principal design criteria for the facility and
10 CFR 50.34(a)(3)(ii) requires applicants to describe the design bases and the relation of the
design bases to the principal design criteria.
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The applicant should include the following for each RCS subsystems:
•

A
description
criteria for the RCS as outlined in Section 7.2.1, including any
criteria
specificoftothethedesign
reactor
design not outlined in the section.

*

A description of the design bases information specified in Section 7.2.2 and any
additional design bases of facility-specific subsystems.

•

A description of the RCS as specified in Section 7.2.3, including any additional system
descriptive material specific to subsystem design and implementation not covered in
Section 7.2.
*An analysis of the operation and performance of the RCS as specified in Section7.2.4
including analyses and results of any features or aspects specific to the facility design
and implementation not specified in Section 7.2. The applicant should include the
bases of any TS and surveillance tests with intervals specific to the design and operation
of the systems.

In its analysis of the operation and performance of the RCS, the applicant should address the
specific design features of the RCS, such as the following:
Design Basis
1-3

The sensors in the RCS give a continuous indication of the neutron flux
density from subcritical multiplication source level to the expected power
ranges evaluated in other parts of the SAR. If multiple detector channels
are used, this continuous indication should overlap a minimum of one
decade during detector changeover.
Provide a description showing that the RCS would be capable of
maintaining system variables (including the neutron flux density) within
prescribed operating ranges over its anticipated range for normal operation
(from subcritical multiplication source level through the full licensed power
range), for postulated accidents, and for accident conditions. Include
those variables used to assure adequate safety, including those variables
and systems that can affect the fission process, the integrity of the reactor
core, the reactor coolant pressure boundary, and the containment and its
associated systems. Show that sensors adequately cover the range of
operations and accident conditions and should be based on the accident
conditions evaluated in Chapter 13.

4-12

The RCS design analysis includes verification that instrumentation and
systems, along with the data processing systems and alarms, will
reasonably assure operation within specified design limits. The analysis of
the design should provide assurance that I&C systems can adequately
monitor changes in core reactivity and maintain variables that affect core
reactivity within designed operating ranges, thus minimizing the possibility
of an adverse transient affecting the integrity of the primary fission product
barrier (e.g., fuel cladding).
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With respect to provision of I&C to monitor variables and systems that can
affect the fission process, provide the following:
*A description of the analysis that demonstrates that suitable
instrumentation and systems are provided to monitor the core
power, control rod positions and patterns, and other process
variables such as temperature and pressure, as applicable;
*

A description of the analysis that demonstrates that suitable alarms
and/or control room indications for these monitored variables are
provided.

In addition, provide a description of the specific design features of the RCS
should address the following:
*

Detector channels directly monitor the neutron flux density for
presentation of reactor power level and power rate-of-change.

*

The RCS has at least two channels of reactor power indication
through the licensed power range.
*The startup and operating power detector channels can discriminate
against strong gamma radiation, such as that present after long
periods of operation at full power, to ensure that indicated changes
in neutron flux density are reliable.
*The reactor power indication of at least one channel should remain
reliable for some predetermined range above the licensed power
level. For reactors with power level as a safety limit, the
instrumentation should be able to indicate (and record) if the safety
limit was exceeded. For other reactor types, at least one channel
should be able to indicate if the power level, which is the basis for
limiting licensed power level, was exceeded.

•

All control rod positions should be indicated at the control console
throughout their travel and should indicate when they are at an "in'
or "out" limit.

Provide a summary of the analysis used to verify the adequacy of control
systems with respect to maintaining variables within operational limits
during facility operation and to verify that the impact of control system
failures is appropriately included in the MHA analyses. The applicant
should summarize in this section of the SAR why the RCS system design is
sufficient and suitable for performing the functions stated in the design
bases.
13

Provide a description showing that RCS is designed for reliable operation in
the normal range of environmental conditions anticipated within the facility.
If environmental controls such as heat tracing and routing of instrument
lines or cabinet cooling fans are necessary to protect equipment from

14
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environmental conditions, these should also be described.
14

The basis for the technical specifications of NPUFs (Ch. 14) must be
consistent with the safety analysis with respect to reliability, availability, and
capability of the RCS.
Provide a description showing that the capability of the RCS is addressed
by limiting or enveloping conditions of design and operation, such as:
*The control rod drive speed in "manual" and "automatic" modes of
operation (or applicable reactivity control method) should be limited
to that analyzed and allowed for controlling the rate of change of
reactivity.
°

The RCS and the reactor reactivity control system should meet the
requirements of minimum shutdown margin considering the stuck
rod criteria.

Factors in experiments which could adversely affect the operability and
integrity of the RCS include:
a. Neutron flux perturbations affecting calibrations of safety channels
and/or NPR rod worths;
b. Mechanical forces adversely affecting shielding or confinement
arising from causes as in mechanical forces on fuel cladding arising
from the manipulation of experimental components, experiment
flooding, buoyancy, from tools used for such manipulation, from
thermal stress, vibration, or shock waves, or from missiles arising
from functioning or malfunctioning experiments;
c. Radiation fields or radioactive releases from experiments which can
mask the performance of an operational monitoring system intended
for the detection of fission product releases at early stages;
d. Physical or electrical interference by experiment components with
NPUF system components such as control or safety rods, physical
displacement of reactor system shielding, electrical noise, electrical
transients, or induced fields (magnetic, capacitive, or inductive).
Provide a description of the factors in experiments that can adversely affect
the operability and integrity of the RCS and any associated technical
specifications arising from experimental systems.
15

The RCS has a reactor period channel that covers subcritical neutron
source multiplication from the approach to critical, through critical, and into
the power range. Depending on the analysis in the SAR, some facilities
may not have this channel.

15
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If the design
requires control
the usesystems
of period meters, provide a description
showing
that basis
the reactivity
are designed with appropriate
limits on the potential amount and rate of reactivity increase to assure that
the effects of postulated reactivity accidents cannot impair significantly the
capability to cool the core. These postulated reactivity accidents should
include consideration of reactivity addition accidents (e.g., ramp, pulse,
experiments, etc.), as applicable.
16

Provide a description showing that any single control system component or
channel, or failure or removal from service of any single component or
channel in the RPS, which is common to the RCS and RPS systems,
should bring the system (i.e., reactor or irradiation facility) to a safe state or
leave intact a system satisfying all reliability, redundancy, and
independence requirements of the RPS.

17

In a reactor designed for pulsing, provide an analysis that shows that the
movement of the transient rod is limited in accordance with reactivity
amounts and rates derived from the SAR analysis.
In a reactor designed for pulsing, provide a description of the system
indication for the position of the transient rod, when this rod is fully inserted,
and when it is set in position to initiate a pulse, and describe the interlocks
to ensure the position of the rod.

18

The features for manual and automatic control facilitate the capability to
maintain facility variables within prescribed operating limits. Provide a
description of how the control systems permit actions to be taken to operate
the facility safely during normal operation, including postulated accidents.

19

The control console and display system should indicate the mode of
operation, including special modes of operations, pulsing, shutdown, etc.
For example, the RCS should indicate the operating mode, status and
change of status of the reactor control mode at all times for facilities with
any automatic control modes.
Provide a description of the displays available to the operator indicating the
mode of operation, status, and change of status for automatic and manual
control.

Design Criteria
Independence
20-21

If the RCS and RPS are designed to be independent systems, the issues of
independence arel~r--Iiical, electrical, cor•}lhications, and functional
independence. TLi-•"rSe of digital I&C a~h~2ique independence issues
related to communication independence and functional independence.
The SAR should address the separation and independence of the RCS and
the RPS with consideration of the radiological risk of facility operation,
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because these systems include common types of subsystems and
components and similar functions. If the safety analysis in the SAR shows
that conditions for safe operation and safe shutdown would not be
compromised by combining the two systems, they need not be separate,
independent, or isolated from each other. The RPS design should be
sufficient to provide for all isolation and independence from other
subsystems required by SAR analyses to avoid malfunctions or failures
caused by the other systems. Isolation devices between the safety system
and a non-safety system are classified as part of the safety system.
Provide a description of the physical, electrical, and communications
independence of the RCS from the RPS. The description should be
sufficient to show that the safety system design precludes the use of
components that are common to redundant portions of the safety system,
such as common switches for actuation, reset, mode, or test; common
sensing lines; or any other features which could compromise the
independence of redundant portions of the safety system. Physical
independence is attained by physical separation and physical barriers.
Fail Safe
22

The RCS and associated equipment are designed to assume a safe state
on loss of electrical power.
Provide a description of the safe state for a loss of electrical power and
those components that should change state for these conditions.

Effects of control system operation/failures
23

The conclusions of the analysis of postulated accidents and accidents as
presented in Chapter 13 of the SAR are used to verify that facility safety is
not dependent upon the response of the control systems. In addition,
failure of the control systems themselves or as a consequence of
supporting system failures, such as loss of power sources, should not result
in facility conditions more severe than those described in the analysis of
MHA and postulated accidents. Show that the accidents analyzed in
Chapter 13 of the SAR do not depend on the operability of the RCS to
assure safety.
If the RCS and RPS are separate systems, the safety functions should be
placed with the RPS. This requirement does not apply to a combined
RCS-RPS.
Provide a summary of potential accidents analyzed in Chapter 13 of the
SAR, identifying those I&C systems necessary to preclude or mitigate those
accidents.

24

The RCS protects against a failure or operation in a mode that could
prevent the RPS from performing its intended safety function. The design
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of the RCS should consider the following:
*
*
*

effects of control system operation upon accidents,
effects of control system failures, and
effects of control system failures caused by accidents.

Provide a description showing that the failures of any component in the
RCS or any auxiliary supporting system for control systems are bounded by
the analysis of postulated accidents in Chapter 13 of the SAR. While
failure analyses typically address random hardware failures, this evaluation
should also address failure modes that could be associated with software
failures.
The SAR should contain a review of the consequential effects of postulated
accidents and accidents are bounded by the accident analysis in Chapter
13 of the SAR. Finally, the review should summarize the safety analysis
regarding consideration of the effects of both control system action and
inaction in assessing the transient response of the facility for accidents and
postulated accidents.
Operational Bypass
25

Bypasses of interlocks should be under the direct control of the control
room operator and should be indicated in the control room (or equivalent
operating location). The need for, and potential consequences of
bypassing interlocks should be carefully evaluated in the SAR.
Provide a description of the interlocks on applicable (or equivalent)
systems, such as the following, including provisions for testing and
bypassing, if shown to be acceptable: transient rod drives; power level or
reactor period recorders; startup neutron counter, gang operation of control
elements; coolant flow or temperature conditions; beam ports, thermal
column access, irradiation chambers, pneumatic or hydraulic irradiators,
high radiation areas; confinement or containment systems; experiment
arrangements and beam lines; software bypasses or jumpers; or special
annunciator or information systems. Interaction with the RPS, ifapplicable,
should be described.

26

Direct interacting or interlocking with system controls may be justified if
analyses of an experiment or experimental facility could show hazard to
itself, the facility, equipment, personnel, or the environment. Any such
automatic limiting devices should demonstrate that function of the RPS will
not be compromised, or a safe shutdown condition will not be prevented
(see Chapter 10, "Experimental Facilities and Utilization").
Provide a description of those conditions in which experiment controls,
including reactivity changes, can interact with operating controls.

18
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Surveillance
27-28

To maintain reliable and accurate performance, I&C systems undergo
testing and calibration. Calibration, especially in analog systems, is used
to address instrument drift, inaccuracies, and errors. The performance of
analog systems can typically be predicted by the use of engineering
models. Digital I&C systems are fundamentally different from analog I&C
systems in that minor errors in design and implementation may cause them
to exhibit unexpected behavior. Inspection and testing are used to verify
correct implementation and to validate desired functionality of the final
product, in both analog and digital systems.
One benefit of digital I&C systems is the use of self-testing, which is a test
or series of tests performed by a device upon itself. Self-tests include online continuous self-diagnostics, equipment-initiated self-diagnostics, and
operator-initiated self-diagnostics. Self-testing can be used to ensure
reliable and accurate performance.
Surveillance tests are conducted specifically to verify compliance with
technical specification surveillance requirements.
Provide a summary of the calibration, inspection, and testing (including selftests and surveillance tests) to validate the desired functionality of the RCS.

29

Provide a description of how all control elements, their driver and release
devices, and display or interlock components will be calibrated,
inspected, and tested periodically to ensure operability (from sensor to
actuator) as analyzed in the SAR.

Quality
30

Section 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1) requires that structures, systems, and
components be designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and
inspected to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the
safety function to be performed. The design of the control system should
be of sufficient quality to limit the potential for inadvertent actuation and
challenges to safety systems. However, based on safety-analyses,
inadvertent actuation may not be a concern for some NPUFS, such as
research reactors licensed below 2 MW and TRIGAs.
Provide a description of the quality~~gram for the RCS.

31

Managerial and administrative controls are used to assure safe operation.
10 CFR 50.34(a)(7) requires that applicants for construction permits
describe a quality assurance program for the design and construction of the
structures, systems, and components of the facility. Section 10 CFR
50.34(b)(6)(ii) requires a description in the SAR of managerial and
administrative controls to be used to ensure safe operation. ANSI/ANS
15.8-1 995, endorsed by RG 2.5, provides an acceptable method in
developing a quality assurance program for the design, construction,
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testing, modification, and maintenance for complying with the program
requirements of 10 CFR 50.34. Included in the description should be
plans for installation of software on installed systems in operating facility's,
recognizing the need to declare all affected functions inoperable according
to the facility's technical specifications before proceeding with installation,
and to conduct appropriate return-to-service testing before declaring the
modified function operable.
Provide a description of the overall quality assurance program
requirements. The program should identify the items and activities to
which it applies and the extent of program application for each item and
activity. The program should provide for the appropriate and necessary
indoctrination and training of personnel who perform activities that affect
quality, to ensure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.
Use of Digital Systems
32

Digital I&C systems require additional design and qualification approaches
than are typically employed for analog systems. The performance of
analog systems can typically be predicted by the use of engineering
models. These models can also be used to predict the regions over which
an analog system exhibits continuous performance. The ability to analyze
design using models based on physics principles and to use these models
to establish a reasonable expectation of continuous performance over
substantial ranges of input conditions are important factors in the
qualification of analog systems design. These factors enable extensive
use of type testing, acceptance testing, and inspection of design outputs in
qualifying the design of analog systems and components. If the design
process assures continuous behavior over a fixed range of inputs, and
testing at a finite sample of input conditions in each of the continuous
ranges demonstrates acceptable performance, performance at intermediate
input values between the sampled test points can be inferred to be
acceptable with a high degree of confidence.
Digital I&C systems are fundamentally different from analog I&C systems in
that minor errors in design and implementation can cause them to exhibit
unexpected behavior. Consequently, the performance of digital systems
over the entire range of input condition lcannot generally be inferred from
testing at a sample of input conditions.'i'nspeci-s, type testing, and
acceptance testing of digital systems and components do not alone
accomplish design qualification at high confidence levels. To address this
issue, the staff's approach to the review of design qualification for digital
systems focuses to a large extent on verifying that the applicant/licensee
employed a high-quality development process that incorporated disciplined
specification and implementation of design requirements. MS in
and
testing ar use to veriycorc implemenation and to validt desired

fntoaity.oftl fnal prouct butcniec thtat isoatd discninuous
pon falure wilI 4ho occr derivs from the discpline of the developmnt
process.
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Failures in the RCS cannot have an adverse effect on safety system
functions and will not pose frequent challenges to the safety systems. The
design of the RCS should be consistent with the commitments for control
system/safety system independence. Isolation of safety systems from
control system failures should be addressed. The topics to be covered for
the RCS include identifying the functional requirements, the development
process, the process implementation, and the design outputs.
The software in the RCS should be developed using a structured process
similar to that applied to safety system software. The software
development process should address potential security vulnerabilities in
each phase of the software lifecycle.
Provide a description of the software development activities. If the software
or system development was delegated to others, the authority, duties,
verifying, and any activities that can affect the safety-related functions
should be discussed.
Access Control
33

Access control, which includes physical and electronic control, applies to
both analog and digital systems. Controls for physical access include
provisions such as alarms and locks on panel doors, or administrative
control of access to rooms. Access control includes both preventing
unauthorized access but also allowing authorized access.
The objective of access control include protection of information and
property from theft, corruption, or natural disaster, while allowing the
information and property to remain accessible and productive to its
intended users.

Access control and cyber security should be addressed throughout the
software life cycle. The framework for the waterfall life cycle model
consists of the following phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

concepts,
requirements,
design,
implementation,
test,
installation, checkout, and acceptance testing,
operation,
maintenance, and
retirement.

Review of digital computer-based systems should consider controls that
govern electronic access to software and data in the RCS. Provide a
description of the controls used to address local and remote access.
Examples of local access include access via maintenance equipment (e.g.,
workstations) and portable/removable storage devices. Examples of
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remote access include access via network connections. Network
connections may be allowed to experimental controls provided proper
communications barriers provide adequate confidence that the nonsafety
portions cannot interfere with performance of the safety portion of the
software or firmware. Provide a description of any network connections
and those controls used to prevent attacks and protect information.

For a combined RPSIRCS, the RCS should meet the requirements for the
RPS.
Provide a description of those provisions to prevent unauthorized access to
hardware and software, throughout the life cycle, for the RCS.
Cyber Security
34

Cyber security refers to preventative methods to protect information
systems and networks from attacks. It requires an understanding of
potential information threats, such as cyber attacks, viruses and other
malicious code. The specific security requirements and subsequent
review(s) are commensurate with the risk and magnitude of the harm
resulting from unauthorized and inappropriate access, use, disclosure,
disruption, or destruction of the digital safety system. Cyber security
strategies include identity management, risk management and incident
management.
The digital safety system development process should identify and mitigate
potential weaknesses or vulnerabilities in each phase of the digital safety
system life cycle that may degrade the Secure Development and
Operational Environment (SDOE) or degrade the reliability of the system.
The cyber security program should include policies, procedures and
processes for providing appropriate assurance that the SDOE is
adequately protected from cyber threats and attacks.
Provide a description of the cyber security program for the RCS.

A description of the conclusions about capability and suitability of the RCS requested in
Section 7.2.5 should be included. That is, the applicant should summarize in this section of
the SAR why the design of the RCS is sufficient and suitable for performing the functions
stated in the design bases.
7.4 Reactor Protection System
The RPS is designed to detect the need to place the reactor in a subcritical, safe shutdown

con ~t~lrj (scram) when any of the monitored parameters exceeds the limit as determined in the
SA
on detecting the need, the RPS should promptly and automatically place the reactor in a
subcritical, safe-shutdown condition (scram) and maintain it there. This prevents or mitigates
unintended operation in regions where risks of the following types could occur: fuel damage
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from overpower or loss of cooling events, uncontrolled release of radioactive materials to the
unrestricted environment, or overexposure of personnel to radiation. Parameters monitored for
this purpose could include core neutron flux, fuel temperature, core coola•4 flow and
temperature, coolant level, area radiation levels, and air concentration, or1 ea~se, of radioactive
materials.
Non-power reactors can be designed and operated so that postulated accidents pose risks to
the facility or the public that are not significant or that are within applicable regulatory limits. If
justified by the accident analyses of Chapter 13, the RPS need not be separate and
independent of the RCS. The applicant for such reactors may perform an analysis to
determine whether certain RPS-monitored parameters or interlocks should be required to be
redundant, diverse, or single-failure-proof. Two examples of these parameters are the reactor
pool level or area radiation exposure rates. Therefore, the RPS and its subsystems should be
designed in accordance with the guidance in Section 7.2, and the SAR should include the
following information:
*

A description of the design criteria for the RPS as outlined in Section 7.2.1, including any
criteria specific to the reactor design not outlined in the section.

*

A description of the safety and system design bases information as specified in Section
7.2.2. Any supplemental facility-specific design bases not specified in the general system
requirements should be included.

*

A description of the RPS consistent with that specified in Section 7.2.3, along with any
subsystem description that is facility specific and that may not be identified in the general
system requirements.
*An analyses of the operation and performance of the RPS similar to that specified in Section
7.2.4. This should include analysis of any features, aspects, or technical specifications
including surveillance tests that may be reactor specific and not identified in the general
system requirements. These analyses should be based on postulated credible accidents,
transients, and other events that could require RPS intervention, and should include all of
the applicable features noted in Section 7.3 for the RCS. The analyses should include
quantitative performance of all scrams, runbacks, interlocks, and ESF initiators.
In its analysis of the operation and performance of the RPS, the applicant should address
the following:
Design Basis
1

A log power level channel with a reactor period or rate-of-flux change
output with a rate or period channel set to scram in accordance with the
analysis (certain reactor designs do not require the period scram design
feature because they are designed to accommodate rapid additions of
reactivity). The log channel and a linear flux monitoring channel should
accurately sense neutrons even in the presence of intense high gamma
radiation.
Identify the MHA applicable to each mode of operation; this information
should be consistent with the analysis provided in Chapter 13 of the SAR.
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Consideration should be given to failures that cause actions as well as
prevent actions, such that all possible effects are examined. Further,
failures that could lead to single or multiple rod position changes or out-ofsequence rod patterns should be analyzed. The staff considers operator
error to be an anticipated operational occurrence, in addition to the
consideration of single malfunction requirements, for which conformance to
these requirements is to be evaluated.
2

Neutron flux (power) monitor channels covering the range from subcritical
source multiplication to well beyond the licensed maximum power level.
Identify the variables that are monitored in order to provide protective
action. The applicant/licensee's analysis, including the applicable portion
provided in Chapter 13, should confirm that the performance requirements
for the RPS are adequate to ensure completion of protective actions. The
licensee should also identify the analytical limit associated with each
variable. Performance requirements--including system response times,
system accuracies, ranges, and rates of change of sensed variables to be
accommodated until conclusion of the protective action-should also be
identified in the system designation.

3

Separation between safety divisions begins with the sensors monitoring the
variables and continues through the signal processing and actuation
electronics. The licensee should describe the independence of the RPS
detector or sensor devices for the reactor trip channels.
LSSSs are settings for automatic protective devices related to variables
with significant safety functions. Section 10 CFR 50.36(c)(1)(ii)(A),
"Technical specifications," requires that, where an LSSS is specified for a
variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the setting be so chosen
that automatic protective action will correct the abnormal situation before a
safety level is exceeded.
Provide an analysis showing the establishment of the LSSS settings and
describe how the settings will be verified.

4

RPS scram time as established in the accident analysis, and any other
requirements to ensure operability.
The RPS scram time includes not only the rod drive speed both up and
down and the time from scram initiation to the full insertion of any control
rod from the full up position, but the system response time for initiating a
scram.
Identify those variables that are monitored in order to provide protective
action. Performance requirements, including system response times,
system accuracies, ranges, and rates of change of sensed variables to be

accommodated until conclusion of the protective action

-

should also be

identified in the system designation. The applicant/licensee's analysis,
including the applicable portion provided in Chapter 13, should confirm that
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the system performance requirements are adequate to ensure completion
of protective actions.
5

Show that the the scram circuit is designed for the protective action to go to
co)mpletion once it is initiated. Functional and logic diagrams can be
provided to show that "seal-in" features are provided to enable system-level
protective actions to go to completion. The circuit cannot be reset until all
released rods are fully inserted.

6

The RPS shall always be capable of shutting down the reactor at least to
the shutdown margin described in Chapter 4 and the technical
specifications.
Summarize the analyses for determining the shutdown margin, including
assumptions and how the margin will be verified.

7

A startup channel measuring neutrons at subcritical with a minimum count
rate interlock to ensure operation and to prevent control or safety rod
withdrawal unless the neutron count rate is at least some predetermined
minimum such as two counts per second should be included in the design
of the RPS. An interlock may not be needed in reactor designs that use
photoneutrons for startup; the applicant should justify not needing the
interlock in this case. The detector should be capable of detecting
neutrons in a high gamma field and can be verified so that subcritical
neutron multiplication can be determined and all reactivity changes can be
monitored until the startup channel indication is overlapped by the log or
linear channel power indication.
Provide a description of the startup channel for measuring neutrons,
including its type, design, operation, interlocks, and environmental
qualification.
8

Where it is determined that the spatial dependence of a parameter requires
several sensor channels to ensure the protection of the facility, the
redundancy requirements are determined for the individual case. In
certain designs, for example, adequate monitoring of core power requires a
minimum number of sensors arranged in a given configuration to provide
adequate protection. This aspect of redundancy is dealt with in
coordination with the organization responsible for reviewing reactor designs
to establish redundancy requirements.
Identify the number and location of those variables monitored to manually
or automatically, or both, control each protective action that have a spatial
dependence (that is, where the variable varies as a function of position in a
particular region). The analysis should demonstrate that the number and
location of sensors are adequate.

9

Redundant instrumentation sensing lines should be routed and protected
so that any credible effects (consequences) of any design-basis event that
is to be mitigated by signals sensed through those sensing lines should not
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render any of these redundant sensing lines inoperable unless it can be
demonstrated that the protective function is still accomplished. This level
of protection should ensure that after the event, a single failure should not
prevent mitigation of that event. Credible effects of design-basis events
that do not depend on a given group of redundant instrument-sensing lines
for mitigation or accident prevention may render inoperable any or all of
that group of sensing lines without violating this criterion. All nuclear
safety-related instrument-sensing lines should be protected from damage
during normal operational activities and occurrences.
10

Interlocks ensure that operator actions cannot defeat an automatic safety
function during any operating condition where that safety function may be
required. These interlocks include permissives for manually initiated
operating bypasses and interlocks to ensure manually initiated operating
bypasses are automatically removed when operating conditions would
require the trip functions. Interlocks are also provided to ensure that
manually initiated maintenance bypasses can only defeat a single train or
channel of the RPS but not multiple channels or trains that would impair the
system's ability to function and, if required, meet the single-failure criteria.
Where operating requirements necessitate automatic or manual block of a
protective function, the block is automatically removed whenever the
appropriate permissive conditions are not met. Hardware and software
used to achieve automatic removal of the block of a protective function are
part of the RPS and, as such, are designed in accordance with the same
criteria as the protective function.
Some operating bypasses may be automatically initiated when the
permissive condition is sensed by the RPS input channel(s). An example
of an automatically initiated operating bypass for the RPS would be
automatically bypassing the high-source-range neutron flux trip by the
power range neutron flux.
Some operating bypasses should be manually initiated. These operating
bypasses can be manually iri~d separately within each RPS division
when the permissive conditi nj•' sensed by the RPS input channel(s). An
example of a manually autom---aically initiated operating bypass for the RPS
,~iould be manually bypassing the hi•.-S~Urce-range neutron flux trip with
'ighintermeiate-range neutron fl ux.~
All operating bypasses, either manually or automatically initiated, should
be automatically removed when the facility moves to an operating regime
where the protective action would be required if an accident occurred.
Status indication should be provided in the MCR for all operating
bypasses.
Provide a description of the permissive conditions for operating bypasses
and the manual/automatic controls for those bypasses.
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11

Equipment should meet its functional requirements during normal
environmental conditions and anticipated operational occurrences, the
requirements should be specified in the design/purchase specifications. A
maintenance/surveillance program based on a vendor's recommendations,
which may be supplemented with operating experience, should ensure that
equipment meets the specified requirements.
For safety-related computer-based I&C systems, the evidence of
qualification should be based on actual environmental conditions, and the
records should be retained at a facility in an auditable and readily
accessible form for review and use as necessary.
Provide a description of how the RPS equipment is designed to meet the
functional performance requirements over the normal range of
environmental conditions anticipated within the facility. The licensee
should identify normal environmental conditions, including those resulting
from anticipated operational occurrences, as applicable, for temperature,
pressure;, radiation, relative humidity, EMI/RFI, power surge environment,
and operational cycling, and MHAs to which the equipment is qualified.

12

The RPS should provide automatic initiation so that (1) fuel design limits
are not exceeded and (2) accidents are sensed and mitigated. Both
require timely operation of RPS components, thus establishing the timing
requirements for detecting parameters exceeding their setpoints and
equipment actuation in the RPS.
Specific timing requirements may affect system architecture because it may
not be possible to get sufficient computational performance for a specific
function or group of functions from a single processor, or the locations
where functions are performed may be widely separated. Timing
requirements may also increase complexity, either by fragmenting the
system into multiple processors or by code tuning, which makes the
software product harder to understand, verify, or maintain. The digital
instrumentation loop often includes the sensor, transmitter, analog-to-digital
converter, multiplexer, data communication equipment, demultiplexer,
computers, memory devices, controls, and displays. Timing analysis
should consider the entire loop.
The level of detail in the architectural description should include the number
of message delays and computational delays interposed between the
sensor and the actuator. An allocation of time delays t~elements
tI
system and software architecture should be available. efh digita
insrmentation loo often incues the senso, trnsmitter, analo-to-digital
converter mulipexr, data comniain• euipmnt deultilexer,
co ptrm mt devices cotrols, and displays. Tiiganalysis
shol cosider the entire loop. In the initial design phases (e.g., at the
point of design certification application), an estimated allocation of time
delays to elements of the proposed architecture should be available.
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Subsequent detailed design and implementation should develop refined
timing allocations down to unit levels in the software architecture.
A design should be feasible with currently known methods and
representative equipment. Design timing feasibility may be demonstrated
by allocating a timing budget to components of the system architecture so
that the entire RPS meets its timing requirements. The timing budget
should include internal and external communication delays, with adequate
margins. Any non-deterministic delays should be noted and a basis
provided that such delays are not part of any safety functions, nor can the
delays impede any protective action.
Software architectural timing requirements should be addressed in a
software architectural description. Databases, disk drives, printers, or
other equipment or architectural elements subject to halting or failure
should not be able to impede protective system action.
Provide an analysis of the real time performance of the RPS, from sensors
to actuators.
13

A special concern for digital computer-based systems is confirmation that
system real-time performance is adequate to ensure completion of
protective action within the time scale derived from the applicable
r-l
analyses in the SAR. '•fhe digital instrumetaio loop often includes the l__Jsenso, transmitter, analog-to-digita converter, multiplexer, at
comniain equipmnqt, demultiplxer, computers, meory devices,
controls, and displays. ~ming analysis should consider the entre loop.
System timing requirements calculated from the MHAs and other criteria
have been allocated to the digital computer portion of the system as
appropriate, and have been satisfied in the digital system design and
implementation. Digital system architecture affects performance because
communication between components of the system takes time, and
allocation of functions to various system components affects timing. The
architecture may also affect timing because an arrangement of otherwise
simple components may have unexpected interactions.
The test should confirm operability of both the automatic and manual
circuitry. When this capability can only be achieved by overlapping tests,
the test scheme should be such that the tests do, in fact, overlap from one
test segment to another. Test procedures that require disconnecting
wires, installing jumpers, or other similar modifications of the installed
equipment are not acceptable test procedures for use during power
operation.
For digital computer-based systems, test provisions should address the
increased potential for subtle system failures such as data errors and
computer lockup.
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Provide a description of the tests used to confirm performance of the RPS.
Design Criteria
Single Failure
14

The RPS for an NPUF should be designed to perform its protective
function after experiencing a single random active failure within the
system.
Because digital computer-based l&C systems share data, data
transmission, functions, and process equipment to a greater degree than
analog systems, it can be more difficult to show that a single random failure
or malfunction could not prevent the RPS from performing its intended
function. Although this sharing forms the basis for many of the
advantages of digital systems, it also raises a key concern with respect to
l&C system vulnerability to a different type of failure. The concern is that a
design using shared databases and process equipment has the potential to
propagate a common-cause failure of redundant equipment. Another
concern is that software programming errors can defeat the redundancy
achieved by the hardware architectural structure. Because of these
concerns, the NRC staff has placed significant emphasis on defense-indepth against common-cause failures within and between functions. The
principle of defense-in-depth is to provide several levels or echelons of
defense to challenges to facility safety, such that failures in equipment and
human errors will not result in an undue threat to public safety.
Any single failure within the safety (RPS) or nonsafety (RCS) system
should not prevent proper protective action at the system level when
required. Provide a description of the analysis used to confirm that the
l&C system can perform its protective function after experiencing a single
random active failure.

15

Traditionally, diversity is used to protect against design inadequacies.
digital technology is used in the implementation, diversity should be
considered to protect against implementation inadequacies.

If

Independent redundant or diverse reactor power level trips should be
considered if a common-cause failure (CCF) failure of the RPS could result
in exceeding the results in the accident analysis or have consequences
within those of the MHA.
Assessments of adequate diversity in safety systems generally consider
the following six attributes:
*
*
*
*
*

design diversity,
equipment diversity,
functional diversity,
human diversity,
signal diversity, and
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•software diversity.
As
addressed
Section 7.2.1,
the l&C systems should be designed to
have
functionalinreliability,
including
redundancy and diversity,
commensurate with the safety functions to be performed and the
consequences of failure of the system to perform the safety function.
There should be at least two completely independent power level scram
channels and they should provide diversity and redundancy. For example,
General Atomics uses both the computer watchdog scram and the digital
NM-1000 (multi-range power channel) scram that provides diversity and
redundancy to the scram system.
With the introduction of computers as a part of a safety system, concerns
have arisen over the possibility that the use of computer software could
result in a common-mode failure. Diversity is one method of addressing
this concern.
The two principal factors for defense against CCF are quality and diversity.
Maintaining high quality will increase the reliability of both individual
components and complete systems. Diversity in assigned functions (for
both equipment and human activities), equipment, hardware, and software
can reduce the consequences of a common-mode failure.
Consideration should be given in the analyses for the RPS to be designed
to perform its safety function after a single failure and to meet its
requirements for seismic and environmental quaiification, redundancy,
diversity, and independence.
Provide a description of the analysis that shows that vulnerabilities of the
RPS to CCFs are adequately addressed. Where indicated by the SAR
analysis as being necessary, a diverse means should be provided for
initiating the affected RPS function or an alternate compensating function to
mitigate the consequences of the identified MHA or design basis accident
for which action is required.
Independence
16-17

The RPS should be separated from control systems to the extent that
failure of any single component or channel in the RCS, or failure or removal
from service of any single RPS component or channel which is common to
the RCS and RPS leaves intact a system satisfying all reliability,
redundancy, and independence requirements of the RPS. Interconnection
of the RPS and RCS systems should be limited so as to assure that safety
is not significantly impaired.
To satisfy the design requirements of independence, the safety system
functions in the RPS should maintain their independence between
redundant portions of the safety system and between safety systems and
other systems. The aspects of independence are:
•Physical independence.
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**

Electrical independence.
Communications independence.

Physical independence can be achieved through physical separation (e.g.,
separate wireways, cable trays, and .penetrations), or barriers (e.g.,
cabinets or rooms).
Electrical independence includes more than the use of separate power
sources. To ensure electrical independence, fiber optic cables or qualified
isolators can be used to interface all signals between equipment.
For digital interfaces, communications isolation is provided to ensure
functional independence between systems. Communication isolation
includes communication buffers, which provide separation between
communication processing, functional processing, and functional logic,
which ensures prioritization of all safety functions.
Communications independence should include confirmation that the routing
of signals related to safety maintains (1) proper channeling through the
communication systems, and (2) proper data isolation between redundant
channels or alternatively, some form of data communication such that data
from one channel cannot adversely affect to operation of another channel.
Transmission of signals between independent channels should be through
isolation devices.
Where data communication exists between different portions of a safety
system, the licensee should confirm that a logical or software malfunction in
one portion cannot affect the safety functions of the redundant portion(s).
If a digital computer system used in a safety system is connected to a
digital computer system used in a non-safety system, the licensee should
confirm that a logical or software malfunction of the non-safety system
cannot affect the functions of the safety system.
The I&C evaluation is limited to the review of components and electrical
wiring inside racks, panels, and control boards for systems important to
safety. The evaluation of the physical separation of electrical cables is
addressed in the review of Chapter 8 of the SAR.
Provide a description of the physical, electrical, and communications
independence of the RPS both within the RPS channels and between the
RPS and non-safety-related systems. The description should be sufficient
to show that the RPS design precludes the use of components that are
comm~on to redundant portions of the RPS, such as common switches for
actuation, reset, mode, or test; common sensing lines; or any other
features which could compromise the independence of redundant portions
of the RPS. Physical independence is attained by physical separation and
physical barriers.
18

The use of computers in safety systems has provided an opportunity for a
high level of data communication between computers within a single safety
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channel, between safety channels, and between safety and non-safety
computers. Improper use of this communication ability could result in the
loss of a computer's ability to perform its function or multiple functions and.
thereby inhibit the RPS from performing its function.
Whenever communication techniques are employed, t~he major concern
relates to the need to eliminate the potential loss of safety functions as a
result of communication activities. This includes transmission of data and
any vehicle for acknowledging receipt of the data or indicating a failure in
data transmission. The detection and correction of any communication
failures cannot be allowed to impede or interfere with the performance of
safety functions. Communication faults should not adversely affect the
performance of required safety functions in any way. Examples of credible
communications include messages being corrupted because of errors in
communications processors, errors introduced in buffer interfaces, errors
introduced in the transmission media, or from interference or electrical
noise; messages being repeated at an incorrect point in time; messages
may be sent in the incorrect sequence, etc.
If the RPS and RCS are not part of a combined system, any datacommunication Within a single safety channel, between safety channels, or
between safety and non-safety systems should not inhibit the performance
of the safety function. Isolation needs to be considered in order to prevent
fault propagation between safety channels and from a non-safety computer
to a safety computer. In practical terms, this means that for
communications between safety and non-safety systems, the
communications should be such that the RPS does not require any nonsafety input to perform its safety function. In addition, any failure of the
RCS, communications system, or data transmitted by a non-safety system
should not prevent .or influence the safety function of each safety channel.
The portion of the safety software which actually performs the safety
function, i.e., determining whether or not to trip based on sensor inputs,
should not receive input or influence from any non-safety system while the
RPS is on-line and performing that safety function.
If the safety and non-safety software reside on the same computer and use
the same computer resources but are independent systems, either of the
following approaches is acceptable to address the data communication
issues:

*Barrierrequirements-shoUld be identified to provide adequate
confidence that the non-safety functions cannot interfere with
performance of the safety functions of the software or firmware.
The barriers should be designed in accordance with the
requirements of the safety system software. The non-safety
software is not required to meet these requirements.
*

If barriers between the safety software and non-safety software are
not implemented, the non-safety software functions should be
developed in accordance with the requirements for safety system
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software.
the RCS should meet the requirements for the
For a combined RPS/RCS,
RPS. Equipment that is used for both safety and non-safety functions
should be classified as part of the safety system. For this reason, any
software providing non-safety functions that resides on a computer
providing a safety function should be classified as a part of the RPS. If an
applicant/licensee desires that a non-safety function be performed by a
safety computer, the software to perform that function should be classified
as safety-related, with all the attendant regulatory requirements for safety
software, including communications isolation from other non-safety
software.
Provide a description of data communications within and between safety
channels and between safety and non-safety systems and how incoming
and outgoing message data are stored and segregated. Provide a
description of how the safety channels withstand communications faults
and any barriers used to isolate systems and channels.
19

Protocols are standards and rules that allow computers to "talk" to each
other--i.e., to send and receive messages over networks. Data
communication protocol is a set of rules, formats, encodings, specifications,
and conventions for transmitting data over a communication path. Typical
safety communication protocols include a process field bus (Profibus)
between safety divisions and Ethernet between digital safety systems and
safety human-machine interfaces (HMIs).

Communications protocols are

no different from any other software. That is, protocol design and protocol
software should be treated with the same stringency as software in the
safety subsystem the protocol serves.
Bandwidth is often used as a synonym for data transfer rate--the amount
of data that can be carried from one point to another in a given time period
(usually per second). A channel with 'x' bps may not necessarily transmit
data at 'x' rate, because protocols, encryption, and other factors can add
appreciable overhead. In fact, the proximate cause of performance failure
in digital communications systems is that actual data rates exceed the
capabilities of one or more data links, or the ability of associated nodes to
handle the traffic. A node should also have sufficient computational
capacity left after handling communication traffic to perform its other
functions.
For the protocols used in the RPS, the licensee should (j~cuss ac•-•
protocol functions needed to perform the safety mission 'hould be•
determined. At a minimum, safety, liveness, and real-time performance
properties required by the safety application should be verified in the
protocol. Safety properties describe what a system is allowed to do.
Liveness properties describe what it should do. Real-time performance
properties describe how quickly it should do its job to meet externally
imposed system deadlines. The use of the services provided by the
protocol by the safety application should be reviewed for appropriateness.
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Inefficiency, unused services, or excessive application software complexity
when using protocol services are indications that the chosen protocol does
not match the safety requirements well.
Data rates, data bandwidths, and data precision requirements for normal
and off-normal operation, including the impact of environmental extremes,
should be discussed by the licensee. There should be sufficient excess
capacity margins to accommodate likely future increases in data
communication demands or software or hardware changes to equipment
attached to the data communication system. The error performance
should be specified. Vendor test data and in situ test results should be
reviewed to verify the performance. Analytical justifications of data
communication systems capacity should be reviewed for correctness. The
interfaces with other data communication systems or other parts of the I&C
system should be reviewed to verify compatibility.
Equipment Qualification
20

21

Show that the RPS is designed for reliable operation in the normal range of
environmental conditions anticipated within the facility. If environmental
controls such as heat tracing of instrument lines or cabinet cooling fans are
necessary to protect equipment from environmental conditions, these
should also be described.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI), radio-frequency interference (RFI), and
power surges have been identified as environmental conditions that can
affect the performance of safety-related electrical equipment.
Fiber optics typically offer resistance to such effects but have other
attributes that prevent universal acceptability. For example, ifthe fiberoptic medium may be subject to radiation, fiber that does not become
opaque or brittle under irradiation should be specified, or there should be a
defined replacement schedule.
Provide a description of the design, installation, and testing practices for
addressing the effects of EMI/RFI and power surges on safety-related I&C
systems. Information should be sufficient to allow a reviewer to confirm that
data communication media do not present a fault propagation path for
environmental effects, such as high-energy electrical faults or lightning,
from one redundant portion of the RPS to another or from another system
to the RPS.

Prioritization of functions
22

A priority function receives device actuation commands from safety and
non-safety sources, and sends the command having highest priority to one
or more safety-related actuated devices. The actuated device is a safetyrelated component such as a motor actuated valve, a pump motor, a
solenoid operated valve, etc. The priority module should also be safety-
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related.
commands that direct a component to a safe state should
Safety-related
always have the highest priority and should override all other commands.
Communication isolation for each priority module should be as described in
the guidance for interdivisional communications. Software-based
prioritization should meet all requirements (quality requirements, V&V,
documentation, etc.) applicable to safety-related software. To minimize
the probability of failures because of common software, the priority module
design should be fully tested. (This refers to proof-of-design testing, not to
individual testing of each module and not to surveillance testing.)
the
Automatic testing within a priority module, whether initiated from within
testing
automatic
of
failure
module or triggered from outside, and including
features, should not inhibit the safety function of the module in any way.
The priority module should ensure that the completion of a protective action
is not interrupted by commands, conditions, or failures outside the module's
own safety division.
Provide a description of the priority functions within the RPS and the proofof-design tests to verify that it meets its intent as specified. Provide a
description of the selection of a particular command to send to an actuator
when multiple and conflicting commands exist.
Setpoints
23-24

For setpoints that have a significant importance to safety, a rigorous
setpoint methodology should be used. The methodologies utilized should
be documented and appropriate justification for their use should be
provided.
Because all measurements are imperfect attempts to ascertain an exact
natural condition, the actual magnitude of the quantity can never be known
•Therefore, the actual value of the error in the measurement of a quantity
is also unknown. There are a number of recognized methods for
combining instrumentation uncertainties such as the statistical square root
sum of squares methods to combine random uncertainties and then
algebraically combine the nonrandom terms with the result.
Provide a description of the methodology used to determine the setpoints
for the RPS, including a description of the uncertainties associated with the
parameters used.

25

For both direct and indirect parameters, the applicant/licensee should show
that the characteristics (e.g., range, accuracy, resolution, and response
time) of the instruments that produce the RPS inputs are consistent with
the analysis.
Show that any indirect parameter is a valid representation of the desired
direct parameter for'all events.
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26

in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(1)(ii)(A), "Technical specifications,"
regulation
The
that, where a LSSS is specified for a variable on which a safety
requires
limit has been placed, the setting be so chosen that automatic protective
action will correct the abnormal situation before a safety level is exceeded.
LSSSs are settings for automatic protective devices related to variables
with significant safety functions. Setpoints found to exceed technical
specification limits are considered as malfunctions of an automatic safety
system. Such an occurrence could challenge the integrity of the reactor
core, reactor coolant pressure boundary, containment, and associated
systems.
Accident analyses establish the limits for critical process parameters.
These analytical limits, as established by accident analyses, do not
normally include considerations for the accuracy (uncertainty) of installed
instrumentation. Additional analyses and procedures are necessary to
assure that the limiting trip setpoint of each safety control function is
appropriate.
Provide a description of the physical features of the RPS that assure that
the proper setpoints are automatically made active or include features that
facilitate administrative controls to verify the proper setpoints, or both, when
the operating mode of the reactor is changed.

Operational Bypass/Permissives and Interlocks
27

Any individual channels for which bypassing is allowed during reactor
operation should be justified in the SAR. Only minimal bypassing should
be permitted in the RPS and any bypass should never compromise scram
capability of the other channels.
The purpose of interlocks is to maintain the RPS in a state that assures its
availability in an accident. For the l&C systems, interlocks are used to
isolate safety systems from non-safety systems, and interlocks to preclude
inadvertent inter-ties between redundant or diverse safety systems where
such inter-ties exist for the purposes of testing or maintenance.
The requirement for automatic removal of operational bypasses means that
the reactor operator should have no role in such removal. The operator
may take action to prevent the unnecessary initiation of a protective action.
Whenever the applicable permissive conditions are not met, a feature in the
RPS should physically prevent or facilitate administrative controls to
prevent the unauthorized use of bypasses. If operating conditions change
so that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible, the RPS
should automatically accomplish one of the following actions:
*
*
*

Remove the appropriate active operating bypass(es).
Restore conditions so that permissive conditions once again exist.
Initiate the appropriate safety function(s).
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Provide a description of the interlocks within the RPS, the conditions
or
their initiation and removal, and which conditions are manual, automatic,
both.
28

At times, administrative procedures may allow safety functions to be
or
bypassed or made inoperable during the performance of periodic tests
indication
an
maintenance. These procedures should be supplemented by
RPS,
system that automatically indicates, for each affected channel in the
the
and
function
the bypass or deliberately induced inoperability of a safety
should
systems actuated or controlled by the safety function. Provisions
also be made to allow the operations staff to confirm that a bypassed
channel in the RPS has been properly returned to service.
give
If a facility's administrative procedures may require that the operator
the
permission before the initiation of any activity that would or could affect
knowledge
on
based
be
should
permission
such
RPS, the decision to grant
of the operating status of the safety systems, the extent to which the
activity will affect those systems, and whether that effect is permissible
used to
within the provisions of the license. However, when the measures
the
procedures,
administrative
of
solely
consist
indicate inoperable status
each
of
ramifications
the
of
aware
fully
operator may not always be
bypassed or inoperable component.
If the protective action of some part of the RPS is bypassed or deliberately
rendered inoperative for testing, that fact should be continuously indicated
that a
in the control room. Operations staff should also be able to confirm
service.
to
returned
properly
bypassed safety system has been
Provide a list of those safety functions that can be administratively
bypassed and discuss measures to inform the operators of its status.

29

In most cases, bypasses of a part of the RPS to perform periodic testing
the
during reactor operation should be allowed only when the remainder of
the
to
exceptions
RPS satisfies the single-failure criterion. However,
single-failure criterion include, if supported by its safety analysis, negligiblerisk research reactors or pulse-reactors. In addition, a probabilistic
assessment of the RPS may be used to eliminate certain postulated
not to
failures from consideration on the basis that such failures are shown
analysis
reliability
be credible. If trustworthy failure rate data is available,
may be used to demonstrate that the RPS satisfies such sufficient reliability
goals that allows exemption from the single-failure criterion.
For those facilities where the single-failure criterion is applicable to the
extent
design of the RPS, additional redundancy should be provided to the
is not
level
system
the
at
necessary to assure that loss of protective action
initiate
both
could
failure
single
credible in those instances where a credible
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an event and cause the loss of the corresponding protective action.
Nevertheless, for one-out-of-two portions of the RPS, compliance with the
single-failure criterion may not be mandatory when a bypass is necessary
for a brief time to perform periodic testing ifthe reliability of the portion
remaining active has been shown to be acceptable. For example, if the
time permitted for the bypass has been shown to be so brief that the
probability that the active portion might fail during the bypass time is
commensurate with the probability that the one-out-of-two system might fail
during the normal operating time between tests.
The licensee should discuss the capability of the RPS to accomplish its
safety function while execute features equipment is in maintenance bypass.
If an exemption from the single-failure criterion is maintained, the licensee
should provide a reliability analysis used to demonstrate that reliability
goals are met.
30

Isolation devices are used to assure that credible failures in the connected
non-safety or redundant channels will not prevent the RPS from meeting its
required functions. Isolation devices between the RPS and a non-safety
system are classified as part of the RPS.
In most facilities, the RPS will include separation and isolation methods
adequate to protect each interface with non-RPS equipment. In those
cases where the software for the safety and non-safety systems reside on
the same computer and use the same computer resources, the licensee
should provide the following information:
*Identification of any barriers such as broadcast communication, or
buffering circuits for communications isolation, and fiber optic cable
or optical isolators for electrical isolation used to provide adequate
confidence that the non-safety functions cannot interfere with
performance of the safety functions of the software or firmware.
*

If barriers between the safety software and non-safety software are
not implemented, the non-safety software functions were developed
in accordance with the requirements of the RPS.

Provide a description of the barriers and isolation devices/techniques used
to isolate the safety-related RPS from the non-safety-related l&C systems.
Electrical power circuits should be isolated sufficiently to avoid
electromagnetic interference with safety-related l&C functions.
reviewed in Section 8.1 of NUREGI1537.

This is

Surveillance
31-32

If continuity of operation is a requirement, then the RPS should be
designed to permit periodic testing of its functioning when the reactor is in
operation, including a capability to test channels independently to
determine failures that may have occurred. Where testing of the RPS
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during operation is required or provided as an option, the RPS design
should retain the capability to accomplish its safety function while under
test.
To maintain reliable and accurate performance, I&C systems undergo
testing and calibration. Calibration, especially in analog systems, is used
to address instrument drift, inaccuracies, and errors. The performance of
analog systems can typically be predicted by the use of engineering
models. Inspection and testing are used to verify correct implementation
and to validate desired functionality of the final product, in both analog and
digital systems.
One benefit of digital l&C systems is the use of self-testing, which is a test
or series of tests performed by a device upon itself. Self-tests include online continuous self-diagnostics, equipment-initiated self-diagnostics, and
operator-initiated self-diagnostics. Self-testing can be used for the early
identification of inoperable equipment. When self-diagnostics are applied,
the following self-diagnostic features should be incorporated into the design
of the RPS: Self-diagnostics during computer system startup, periodic
self-diagnostics while the computer system is operating, and self-diagnostic
test failure reporting.
Test and calibration functions should not adversely affect the ability of the
computer to perform its safety function. V&V, configuration management,
and QA should be required for test and calibration functions on separate
computers (e.g., test and calibration computer) that provide the sole
verification of test and calibration~data. V&V, configuration management,
and QA should be required when the test and calibration function is
inherent to the computer that is part of the RPS.
Surveillance tests are conducted to confirm compliance operability of the
RPS.
Provide a summary of the calibration, inspection, and testing (including
self-tests and surveillance tests) to confirm operability of the desired
functionality of the RPS.
33

The regulation in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3), "Technical specifications," states that
surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, calibration, or
inspection to assure that the necessary quality of systems and components
is maintained, that facility operation will be within safety limits, and that the
limiting conditions for operation will be met. Maintaining system
performance provides the basis for the technical specifications of NPUFs
(Ch. 14), consistent with the safety analysis with respect to reliability,
availability, and capability of the RPS.
Provide a summary of its technical specifications and the bases for the
surveillance intervals used in its safety analyses.
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Classification and Identification
34

In order to provide assurance that the design, construction, maintenance,
and operation of the facility meet the design criteria, the licensee should
describe the following:
*how safety system equipment should be identified for each
redundant portion of the RPS;
*how the identification of safety system equipment is distinguishable
from any identifying markings placed on equipment for other
purposes (for example, identification of fire protection equipment,
phase identification of power cables).
One acceptable method of identification is color coding of components,
cables, and cabinets.
Provide a description of how the safety system equipment is identified for
each redundant portion of the RPS and how the identification of safety
system equipment in the RPS is distinguishable from any identifying
markings placed on equipment for other purposes.

Human Factors
35

Human factors engineering principles and criteria should be applied to the
selection and design of the displays and controls. Human-performance
requirements should be described and related to the facility's safety criteria.
Recognized human-factors standards and design techniques should be
employed to support the described human-performance requirements.
Provide a summary of the human-machine interface principles used in the
location of instrumentation and controls for the RPS.

36

The RPS should include means for manual initiation of each protective
action at the system level (e.g., reactor trip). The control interfaces for
manual initiation of protective actions should be easily accessible to the
operator so that action can be taken mnan expeditious manner at the point
in time or under the facility's conditions for which the protective actions of
the RPS should be initiated. Information displays associated with manual
controls should (i) be readily present during the time that manual actuation
is necessary, (ii) be visible from the location of the manual controls, and (iii)
provide unambiguous indications that will not confuse the operator.
The location of manual controls should incorporate human factors to
ensure that the functions controlled and the characteristics of the controls
(e.g., location, range, type, and resolution) allow operators to take
appropriate manual actions.

40
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The manual scram switch is located where the operator has ready access,
such as near the rod drive controls.
37

The information displayed and the characteristics of the displays (e.g.,
location, range, type, and resolution) support operator awareness of
system and facility's status and will allow facility's operators to make
appropriate decisions.
The annunciator system is considered to consist of sets of alarms (which
may be displayed on tiles, VDUs, or other devices) and sound equipment;
logic and processing support; and functions to enable operators to silence,
acknowledge, reset, and test alarms. The main control room (MCR)
should contain compact, redundant operator workstations with multiple

display and control devices that provide organized, hierarchical access to
alarms, displays, and controls. Each workstation should have the full
capability to perform MCR functions as well as support division of tasks
between two operators.
The designer should use existing defensive measures (e.g., segmentation,
fault tolerance, signal validation, self-testing, error checking, supervisory
watchdog programs), as appropriate, to assure that alarm, display, and
control functions provided by the redundant workstations meet these
criteria. Alarms that are provided for manually controlled actions for which
no automatic control is provided, and that are required for the safety
systems to accomplish their safety functions, should meet the applicable
specifications for Class !E equipment and circuits.
Upon receipt of a scram signal, the RPS will annunciate the scram and
signify the circuits that are in a tripped state.
Quality
38

For construction permits, 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1) requires that structures,
systems, and components be designed, fabricated, erected, constructed,
tested, and inspected to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety function to be performed. Licensee's should
consider these requirements for operations and maintenance.
The quality standards and design control measures for the RPS should be
provided for verifying or checking the adequacy of design. The design of
the RPS reasonably ensures that the design bases can be achieved, the
system will be built of high-quality components using accepted engineering
and industrial practices, and the system can be readily tested and
maintained in the designed operating condition.
Provide a description of design criteria for the RPS and a statement that
the criteria and guidelines for implementing those criteria will be
implemented in the design of RPS.

39

Managerial and administrative controls can be part of the quality assurance

41
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used to assure safe operation. 10 CFR 50.34(a)(7) requires that applicants
for construction permits describe a quality assurance program for the
design and construction of the structures, systems, and components of the
facility. 10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(ii) requires a description in the SAR of
managerial and administrative controls to be used to ensure safe operation.
ANSI/ANS 15.81995, endorsed by RG 2.5, provides an acceptable method
in developing a quality assurance program for the design, construction,
testing, modification, and maintenance of research and test reactors for
complying with the program requirements of 10 CFR 50.34.
Provide a description of the overall quality assurance program
requirements. The program should identify the items and activities to
which it applies and the extent of program application for each item and
activity. The program should provide for the appropriate and necessary
indoctrination and training of personnel who perform activities that affect
quality, to ensure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.
Use of Digital Systems
40

Software development plans can be used to provide a high-quality software
life cycle process. These plans commit to documentation of life cycle
activities that enhance the quality of the design features upon which the
safety determination is based.
Digital l&C systems are fundamentally different from analog l&C systems.
Digital I&C systems can share code, data transmission, data, and process
equipment to a greater degree than analog systems. Minor errors in
design and implementation can cause them to exhibit unexpected behavior.
Consequently, the performance of digital systems over the entire range of
input conditions cannot generally be inferred from testing at a sample of
input conditions. Inspections, type testing, and acceptance testing of digital
systems and components do not alone accomplish design qualification at
high confidence levels. To address this issue, the design qualification for
digital systems focuses to a large extent on the applicant/licensee
employing a high-quality development process that incorporates disciplined
specification and implementation of design requirements. Inspection and
testing are used to verify correct implementation and to validate desired
functionality of the final product, but confidence that isolated, discontinuous
point failures will not occur derives from the discipline of the development
process.
The development of safety system software, such as that for the RPS,
should progress according to a formally defined life cycle (e.g., Concepts;
Requirements; Design; Implementation; Test; Installation, Checkout, and
Acceptance Testing; Operation; Maintenance; Retirement). The software
developer should select and document the software life cycle, and specify
the products that will be produced by that life cycle. The software
developer can be the applicant/licensee, the vendor, a company working on
behalf of either, or a commercial software development company.
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Although not required, specific output documents that formally document
the development process and are helpful in also documenting the
successful completion/planning throughout the life cycle processes. The
information to be reviewed may be contained in the following documents:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software

Management Plan (SMP)
Development Plan (SDP)
Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP)
Integration Plan (SlntP)
Installation Plan (SlnstP)
Maintenance Plan (SMaintP)
Training Plan (STrngP)
Operations Plan (SOP)
Safety Plan (SSP)
Verification and Validation Plan (SVVP)
Configuration Management Plan (SCMP)
Test Plan (STP)

Provide a description of the software development activities for the RPS.
If the software or system development was delegated to others, the
authority, duties, verifying, and any activities that can affect the safetyrelated functions should be discussed.
•41

Verification and validation (V&V) and Independent verification and
validation (IV&V) are used to verify that implementation of the software life
cycle process meets the criteria expected for high-quality software.
V&V processes provide an objective assessment of software products and
processes throughout the software life cycle. This assessment
demonstrates whether the system requirements and software
requirements (i.e., those allotted to software via software specifications)
are correct, complete, accurate, consistent, and testable. These V&V
processes are used to determine whether the development products of an
activity conform to the requirements of that activity, and whether the
system performs according to its intended use and user needs. This
determination of suitability includes assessment, analysis, evaluation,
review, inspection, and testing of products and processes.
The levels of independence required for the V&V effort are defined by three
parameters: technical independence, managerial independence, and
financial independence.
The V&V activities and tasks should include system testing of the final
integrated hardware, software, firm-ware, and interfaces. The V&V effort
should be allocated resources that are independent of the development
resources.
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The V&V tasks, inputs, and outputs for each life cycle process (e.g.,
management, acquisition, supply, development, operation, maintenance)
that should be addressed include:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Component V&V test plan and test procedure generation
Concept documentation evaluation
Criticality analysis
Software hazard analysis
Installation checkout
Identify improvement opportunities in the conduct of V&V
Integration V&V test case, design, execution, plan, and procedure
generation
Interface analysis
Management review of the V&V effort
New constraints evaluation
Planning the interface between the V&V effort and supplier
Proposed/baseline .change assessment
Scoping the V&V effort
Security analysis
Software design and requirements evaluations
Software V&V plan generation and revision
Source code and source code documentation evaluation
System requirements review
System V&V test case, design, execution, plan, and procedure
generation
Task iteration
Traceability analysis
V&V final report generation

The development activities and tests should be verified and validated by
individuals or groups with appropriate technical competenc• _other than
those who developed the original design. Oversight ofhel~_--V"effort
should be vested in an organization separate from the development and
program management organizations.
Provide a description of the V&V processes for the computer hardware and
software, the installation of the digital system components (i.e., software
installed in hardware), and the integration of the resulting digital system
(software, hardware, l&C) that forms a complete computer system that
satisfies the system design and system requirements within the nuclear
facility. The V&V activities and tas• shoul~d include system testing of the
final integrated hardware, software, •rm-ware, and interfaces.
42

Configuration management (CM) is a significant part of high quality
engineering activities. The quality assurance criteria for software is
implemented through a configuration management program, which includes
criteria for administrative control, design documentation, design interface
control, design change control, document control, identification and control
of parts and components, and control and retrieval of qualification
information associated with parts and components.
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the principles and intentions of traditional configuration management
While
apply equally to software, with software there is a greater emphasis on the
design process; the deliverable product is more like a design output. With
engineered software, a large amount of the design process information and
many intermediate design outputs are associated with the final design
output. Relatively many software engineering changes are expected and
encountered. Consequently, although similar in intent to hardware
configuration management, software configuration management requires a
change in emphasis, with expansion of the importance of intermediate
design baselines and associated design process information. The needs
for robust change management and identification and control of product
versions are also substantially increased.
Software changes should be traced to their point of origin, and the software
processes affected by the change should be repeated from the point of
change to the point of discovery. Proposed changes should be reviewed
for their impact on system safety. Status accounting should take place for
each set of life cycle activities prior to the completion of those activities.
The status accounting should document configuration item identifications,
baselines, problem report status, change history and release status.
a. Provide a description of the following set of activities associated
with configuration management of its safety system software for the
RPS:
b. Identification and control of all software designs and code,
c. Identification and control of all software design functional data (e.g.,
data templates and data bases),
d. Identification and control of all software design interfaces,
e. Control of all software design changes,
f. Control of software documentation (user, operating, and
maintenance documentation),
g. Control of software vendor development activities for the supplied
safety system software,
h. Control and retrieval of qualification information associated with
software designs and code,
i. Software configuration audits, and

j. Status accounting.
43

Software risk management can be used for identifying potential problems,
assessing their impact, and determining which potential problems should
be addressed to assure that software quality goals are achieved.
Software project risks may include technical, schedule, or resource-related
risks that could compromise software quality goals, and thereby affect the
ability of the safety computer system to perform safety-related functions.
Risk factors include system risks, mechanical/electrical hardware
integration, risks due to size and complexity of the product, the use of predeveloped software, cost and schedule, technological risk, and risks from
program interfaces (maintenance, user, associate contractors,
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subcontractors, etc.).
Risk management should include the following items:
i. Determine the scope of risk management to be performed for
the digital system
Define and implement appropriate risk management
strategies
iii.

Identify risks to the software project in the project risk

management strategy and as they develop during the
conduct of the project
iv. Analyze risks to determine the priority for their mitigation
Develop risk mitigation plans for risks that have the potential
v.
to significantly impact software quality goals, with appropriate
metrics for tracking resolution progress. (These risks may
include technical, schedule, or resource-related project risks
that could compromise the ability of the safety computer
system to perform safety related functions.)
v. Take corrective actions when expected quality is not
achieved
vii. Establish a project environment that supports effective
communications between individuals and groups for the
resolution of software project risks.
Software project risk management differs from hazard analysis. A hazard
external
is a condition that is prerequisite to an accident. Hazards include
software.
or
events as well as conditions internal to computer hardware
The software and hardware safety plan addresses the identification,
evaluation and resolution of hazards. Hazard analysis is the process that
explores and identifies conditions that are not identified by the normal
design review and testing process. The scope of hazard analysis extends
beyond plant MHA or design basis accident by including abnormal events
and plant operations with degraded equipment and plant systems. The
software safety plan should include the safety analysis implementation
tasks that are to be carried out by the applicant/licensee. The acceptance
criterion for software safety analysis implementation is that the tasks in that
plan have been carried out in their entirety.
Provide a description of the method to be used to ensure that hazards
which software is expected to control are resolved in an acceptable
manner. The description should include a requirement that a safety
analysis be performed and documented on each of the principal design
documents: requirements, design descriptions, and source code.
Hazards, including abnormal events and conditions and malicious
modifications, should be analyzed and documented. Hazard reduction
efforts should be documented.
of the
A set of indicators could be used to determine the success or failure
software
of
software safety effort. The systematic collection and analyses
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then be used to determine the effectiveness of the
safety data couldeffort.
software safety
44

To provide assurance that the required computer system hardware and
software for the RPS are installed in the appropriate system configuration,
the following identification requirements specific to software systems
should be met:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Firmware and software identification should be used to assure the
correct software is installed in the correct hardware component.
Means should be included in the software such that the
identification may be retrieved from the firmware using software
maintenance tools.
Color coding of components, cables, and cabinets can be used to
provide physical identification of the digital computer system
hardware.
The identification should be clear and unambiguous. The
identification should include the revision level, and should be
traceable to configuration control documentation which identifies the
changes made by that revision.

Provide a description of any program used to ensure that the correct
version of the software/firmware is installed in the correct hardware
components.
45

Software testing consists of testing the smallest testable units, and then
integrating those units into larger testable units, and testing as an
integrated unit. This process is repeated until finally the system is tested
after installation.
Testing should be performed with the computer functioning with the
software and diagnostics that is representative of those used in actual
operation. All portions of the computer necessary to accomplish safety
functions, or those portions whose operation or failure could impair safety
functions, should be exercised during testing. This includes, as
appropriate, exercising and monitoring the memory, the central processing
unit, inputs, outputs, display functions, diagnostics, associated
components, communication paths, and interfaces. Testing should
demonstrate that the performance criteria related to safety functions have
been met.
In those cases in which traditional qualification processes cannot be
applied, an alternative approach to verify that a component is acceptable
The
for use in a safety-related application is commercial grade dedication.
being
item
the
that
verify
to
is
dedication
objective of commercial grade
dedicated is equivalent in quality to equipment developed under the
licensees QA program. The dedication process for the computer should
entail identification of the physical, performance, and development process
requirements necessary to provide adequate confidence that the proposed
digital system or component can achieve the safety function. The
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hardware, software, and
should apply to the computer
dedication process
function. The
safety
the
accomplish
to
required
are
that
firmware
include an evaluation
should
dedication process for software and firmware
of the design process.
system
Provide a description of the following set of activities for the safety
software in the RPS:
*test planning, which consists of a test plan that addresses key
aspects of the test program, such as scope, risks, tasks, resources,
responsibilities, and acceptance (pass or fail) criteria for the
software item being tested;
*test specification, which consists of test designs, test cases, and
test procedures that contain the detailed procedures and
instructions for testing as well as the feature or test case
acceptance criteria to be employed during the testing effort should
be provided, and
*test reporting, which consists of transmittal reports, test incident
reports, test logs, and test summary reports that provide for the
recording and summarization of test events and that serve as the
is
basis for evaluating test results. All information in this category
summarized in the test summary report.
46

record of the
Software requirements specification is an essential part of the
[ stem software and serves as the design bases for the
design of saf
2
software to b4 _•jveloped. Correct, complete, well-written and
design and
unambiguous software requirements are essential inputs to the
software
verification processes that are necessary to produce high-integrity
crucial
a
products. Therefore, software requirements specifications are
design input to the software development process.
The software requirements specifications will facilitate the implementation
The
of a carefully planned and controlled software development process. the
in
software requirements specifications for the safety system software
(stimulus)
RPS should include at a minimum a description of every input
all functions
and
into the system, every output (response) from the system,
an output.
of
performed by the system in response to an input or in support
and the
A software requirements specification that exhibits the functional
be
software development process characteristics listed below should
produced.
include:
Functional Characteristics of software requirements specification
*

Accuracy requirements should be stated numerically, and
appropriate physical units and error bounds should be supplied.

*

of
Functionality means that functions should be specified in terms
the
by
out
carried
be
to
inputs to the function, transformations
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the verification and testing. Therefore, this section can be moved
Software requirements document is generally written before

function, and outputs generated by the function.
Reliability means that all requirements for fault tolerance and
failure modes are fully specified for each operating mode.

*

*Robustness means that the behavior of the software in the
presence of unexpected, incorrect, anomalous and improper (1)
input, (2) hardware behavior, or (3) software behavior is fully
specified.
Safety means that the software functions, operating procedures,
input, and output be classified according to their importance to
safety and should be identified as such in the SRS.

*

*Security means that security threats to the computer system are
identified and classified according to severity and likelihood. Actions
required of the software to detect, prevent, or mitigate such security
threats should be specified, including access control restrictions.
*Timing means that functions that should operate within specific
timing constraints are identified, and that timing criteria are specified
for each. Timing requirements should distinguish between goals
and requirements.
Process Characteristics of software requirements specification include:
*Completeness means that all actions required of the computer
system are fully described for all operating modes and all possible
values of input variables. The software requirements specification
should also describe any actions that the software is prohibited from
executing.
*Consistency means that the contents of the software requirements
specification are consistent with the safety system requirements,
the safety system design, and documented descriptions and known
properties of the operational environment within which the safety
system software will operate.
*

Correctness means that the description of actions required of the
computer system are free from faults and that no other
requirements are stated.
*Style means that the contents of the software requirements
specification are understandable. The software requirements
specification should differentiate between requirements placed on
the software and other supplementary information, such as design
constraints, hardware platforms, and coding standards,

•

Traceability means that a two-way trace exists between each
requirement in the software requirements specification and the
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safety system requirements and design. There should be a twoway trace between each requirement in the software requirements
specification and the software design, as well as a forward trace
from each requirement in the software requirements specification to
the specific inspections, analyses, or tests used to confirm that the
requirement has been met.
*Unambiguity means that each requirement, and all requirements
taken together, have one and only one interpretation.
*Verifiability means that it is possible to construct a specific
analysis, review, or test to determine whether each requirement has
been met.
Errors in requirements or misunderstanding of requirements intent are
major sources of software errors. Each of the above functional
characteristics should be present in each requirement. If the requirements
are not clearly stated, they will probably not be clear to the software design
team.
Provide a description of the method for achieving high functional reliability
and design quality in the software used in the safety systems. Each
requirement should be complete, consistent with the overall safety system
requirements, and not in conflict with some other requirement. The
requirements should be understandable and unambiguous. Each
requirement should be traceable to one or more safety system
show
requirements, and a requirements traceability matrix could be used to
A
performed.
being
is
action
where in the software the required
requirements traceability matrix would also show where the particular
requirement is being tested.
47

Because there is not a widely accepted view on software reliability value,
determining a failure probability, and therefore a reliability value, is not
possible. There is no industry consensus on a method to quantify
very
software reliability and/or availability. Highly reliable software relies
software
reliable
ensure
to
process
heavily on the software development
may
because testing cannot cover all possible conditions that the software
encounter in actual service.
Quantitative reliability determination, using a combination of analysis,
testing, and operating experience, can provide an added level of
confidence in the reliable performance of the computer system. When
reliability goals are identified, the proof of meeting the goals should include
the software. The method for determining reliability may include
combinations of analysis, field experience, or testing. Reliability of
software might be demonstrated by evaluation of the development process
combined with testing under a wide range of input conditions. Software
error recording and trending may be used in combination with analysis,
field experience, or testing. Compensation for the deficiencies in original
development process needs to be thorough and systematic to provide
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software will perform its safety function when needed.
confidence that the
The qualification method should not rely heavily on operating history for a
system that is intended to protect with extraordinarily high reliability against
low-frequency events. The normal facility's operating history is not
particularly likely to generate unusual and rare conditions that were not
anticipated and which are the cause of a software malfunction.
Provide a description of the software reliability measures and the means for
attaining software reliability goals.
Access Control
48

Physical and electronic access to digital computer-based control system
software and data should be controlled to prevent changes by unauthorized
personnel. Control should address access via network connections and
via maintenance equipment.
Access control uses design features to provide the means to control
physical access to safety system equipment, including access to test points
and means for changing setpoints. Typically such access control includes
provisions such as alarms and locks on safety system panel doors, or
control of access to rooms in which safety system equipment is located.
Thus, all safety-related digital components and network cabling should be
installed in a facility's location that physically secures the equipment.
Portable computer equipment intended to interface with the safety-related
equipment should not be used for other purposes, and should not be taken
out of and returned to the protected area without appropriate controls and
safeguards.
Controls used to prevent unauthorized access should address access via
network connections, and via maintenance equipment. All remote access
should be prohibited. Remote access is defined by the safety system's
computer security assessment. Wireless connectivity should not be
implemented. All wireless capabilities should be disabled on workstations.
All wireless capabilities on maintenance and test equipment should be
disabled prior to connecting to safety-related equipment.
Provide a description of those provisions to prevent unauthorized access to
hardware and software, throughout the life cycle, for the RPS.

Cyber Security
49

Computer-based systems are secure from cyberlAttakY~unauthorized and
inappropriate access and use of those systems is deterred, detected, and
mitigated. The security of computer-based systems is established through
(1) designing the security features that will meet licensee's security
requirements in the systems, (2) developing the systems that do not
contain software flaws (e.g. improper feature implementation, buffer
overflows, race conditions) or undocumented source code (e.g., back door
coding, "logic bomb" code, and/or "time bomb" code) and that are resilient
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and
horses)
Trojan and
viruses,
(e.g.,
programs
to
malicious
(3) installing
service),
denial ofand
force, worms,
(e.g.
brute
operation
malicious
and maintaining those systems in accordance with the station
administrative procedures and the licensee's security program.
Licensees should provide high assurance that digital computer and
communication systems and networks are adequately protected against
cyber attacks, up to and including the MHA, from internal and external
threats. Licensees should protect from cyber attacks digital computer and
communication systems associated with certain categories of functions and
support systems and equipment, which, if compromised, would adversely
impact the safety-related and important-to-safety functions, security
functions, and emergency preparedness functions (including offsite
communications) at the facility.
The licensee should:
1. Establish, implement, and maintain a cyber security program for
software, systems, and networks that provides a protection system
function; and
2. Integrate the cyber security program with the physical protection
program to allow physical protection measures to augment or
satisfy cyber security protection requirements.
The cyber security program should be designed to:.
1. Implement security controls to protect the RPS from cyber attacks;
2. Apply and maintain defense-in-depth protective strategies to ensure
the capability to detect, respond to, and recover from cyber attacks;
3. Mitigate the adverse affects of cyber attacks; and
4. Ensure that the functions of the RPS are not adversely impacted
due to cyber attacks.
As part of the cyber security program, the licensee should:
1. Ensure that appropriate facility personnel, including contractors, are
aware of cyber security requirements and receive the training
necessary to perform their-assigned duties and responsibilities.
2. Evaluate and manage cyber risks.
3. Ensure that modifications to safety system software or hardware in
the RPS are evaluated before implementation to ensure that the
cyber security performance objectives are maintained.
The licensee should establish, implement, and maintain a cyber security
plan that implements the cyber security program requirements of the
RPS.
1. The cyber security plan should describe how the requirements of
this section will be implemented and should account for the sitespecific conditions that affect implementation.
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2. The cyber security plan should include measures for incident
response and recovery for cyber attacks. The cyber security plan
should describe how the licensee will:
i.Maintain the capability for timely detection and response to
cyber attacks;
ii.
iii.

Mitigate the consequences of cyber attacks;
Correct exploited vulnerabilities; and

iv.

Restore affected systems, networks, and/or equipment
affected by cyber attacks.

The licensee should develop and maintain written policies and
implementing procedures to implement the cyber security plan. Policies,
implementing procedures, site-specific analysis, and other supporting
technical information used by the licensee need not be submitted for
Commission review and approval as part of the cyber security plan but are
subject to inspection by NRC staff on a periodic basis.
The licensee should review the cyber security program as a component of
the physical security program, including the periodicity requirements.
The licensee should retain all records and supporting technical
documentation for at least three (3) years after the record is superseded.
The applicant should discuss the conclusions about capability, operability, and suitability of
the RPS requested in Section 7.2.5. That is, the applicant should summarize in this section
of the SAR why the system design of the RPS is sufficient and suitable for performing the
functions stated in the design bases.
7.5 Engineered Safety Features Actuation Systems
If ESFs are required by the accident analyses in Chapter 13, their actuation systems should be
described in this section. The ESF actuation system senses the need for and initiates the
operation of ESF systems (1) to prevent or mitigate the consequences of damage to fission
product barriers such as fuel, cladding, or fueled experiments caused by overpower or loss-ofcooling events or (2) to gain control of any radioactive material released by accidents.
Each active ESF should be automatically initiated by a subsystem of the ESF actuation system.
Examples of such systems include those to actuate an active emergency core cooling system
(ECCS), containment or confinement system, containment or confinement air cleanup and
filtration system, or any other ESF that is designed to perform a mitigative function. Most
NPUFs do not have an active ECCS because they are designed to rely on passive ECCS or
natural coolant circulation to provide sufficient core cooling to prevent loss of fuel integrity.
Certain NPUFs may not be required by the accident analyses to have containment or
confinement ESF systems or a containment or confinement air cleanup and filtration ESF
system. When such systems are required, their actuation systems should be described in this
section, in coordination with the information in Chapter 6, 'Engineered Safety Features," of the
SAR.
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Certain parameters should be monitored to determine the need to initiate the operation of ESFs.
These parameters should be determined by the accident analyses, and may include fuel
temperature, core coolant flow and temperature, coolant level, area radiation, and radioactivity
of airborne materials. ESF actuation systems need not be designed to be redundant or
diverse, or to be able to survive a single failure and still perform the safety function unless the
accident analysis requires these features.
The applicant should describe the ESF actuation system in sufficient detail to describe the
functions required of the ESF and the operation of the system. The SAR should include
the following information for each required ESF actuation system:
°

A description of the design criteria for the ESE actuation system as outlined in Section
7.2.1, including any criteria specific to the reactor design not outlined in the section.

*

A description of the design bases information for the ESF actuation system as Specified
in Section 7.2.2 and any additional facility-specific design bases not specified in the
general system requirements.

*

A description of each ESF actuation system similar to that specified in Section 7.2.3. The
description should include:
-

any additional facility-specific system design

-

features of the individual initiation and actuation systems which provide for them to
function in concert to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents.

*

An analysis of the operation and performance of each ESF actuation system similar to
that specified in the general system requirements of Section 7.2.4, including analysis of
the designs of any facility specific features or aspects, including:
-

a discussion of an analysis of the operation and performance of the individual
systems which allow them to function in concert to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of postulated accidents

-

the bases of any technical specifications, including surveillance tests and intervals
specific to the design and operation of the subsystem

The specific design features of the ESF actuation systems that should be addressed include
the following:
Design Basis
1

The RPS initiates rapid control rod insertion to mitigate the consequences
of anticipated operating occurrences or MHA or design basis accident.
The ESF actuation systems initiates and controls safety equipment that
removes heat or otherwise assist with maintaining the integrity of the
physical barriers to radioactive release, such as cladding, coolant pressure
boundary, and containment.
Provide a description of the decision criteria for determining which
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2

accident or design basis accident should be
maximum hypothetical
accommodated by functioning of the (ESFs) to mitigate their
consequences.
System performance requirements, including system response times,
system accuracies, ranges, and rates of change of sensed variables to be
accommodated until conclusion of the protective action, should also be
identified in the system designation of the ESF actuation system. The
system performance requirements should be consistent with the applicable
portions of Chapter 13. The licent~e should identify the analytical limit
associated with each variable and 'irovide a description of the margin
between analytical limits and setpoints.
Provide a description of the reactor variables associated with each design
basis accident that are monitored by the RPS/ESF actuation systems,
the
including a description of the range, accuracy, and response times of
instrument sensors.

3

Simple and direct means should be provided for the manual initiation of
each protective action (e.g., reactor trip, containment isolation).
Manual initiation of a protective action should perform all actions performed
by automatic initiation, such as starting auxiliary or supporting systems,
sending signals to appropriate valve-actuating mechanisms to ensure
correct valve position, and providing the credited action-sequencing
functions and interlocks.
The control interfaces for manual initiation of protective actions should be
located in the control room. They should be easily accessible to the
operator so that action can be taken in an expeditious manner at the point
in time or under the facility's conditions for which the protective actions of
the ESF actuation system should be initiated. Information displays
the
associated with manual controls should (i) be readily present during
of
location
the
from
visible
be
(ii)
time that manual actuation is necessary,
not
will
that
indications
unambiguous
the manual controls, and (iii) provide
confuse the operator.
No single failure within the manual, automatic, or common portions of the
RPS/ESF actuation systems should prevent initiation of a protective action
by manual or automatic means.
of a
Manual initiation of protective actions should depend on the operation
minimum amount of equipment.
Manual initiation of a protective action should be designed so that, once
initiated, the action will go to completion.
The point at which the manual controls are connected to safety equipment
should be downstream of the digital I&C safety system outputs. These
connections should not compromise the integrity of interconnecting cables
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electrical or electronic cabinets and the
and interfaces between localequipment.
facility's electromechanical
Provide a description of the manual controls including the points in time
and the operating conditions during which manual control is allowed, the
justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to initiation solely
by manual means, the range of environmental conditions imposed upon the
operator during normal, abnormal, and accident circumstances throughout
which the manual operations should be performed, and the variables that
should be displayed for the operator to use in taking manual action. The
description should also include confirmation that the controls will be
functional (e.g., power will be available and command equipment is
appropriately qualified), accessible within the time constraints of operator
responses, and available during operating conditions under which manual
actions may be necessary.
To the extent feasible and practical, sense and command feature inputs
should be derived from signals that are direct measures of the desired
variables as specified in the design basis. For example, flow sensors
provide a direct measure pressure signal or pump speed provide an
indirect measure; however, any indirect parameter should be a valid
representation of the desired direct parameter for all events.

4

Provide a description for both direct and indirect parameters, and the
characteristics (e.g., range, accuracy, resolution, response time, sample
rate) of the instruments that produce the inputs to the ESF actuation
system. Relate these parameters to show consistency with the analysis
provided in Chapter 13 of the SAR. Thus, even a directly measured
variable should be reviewed and its response to postulated events
compared with the credit taken for the parameter in the events for which it
provides protection.
5

Where it is determined that the spatial dependence of a parameter requires
several sensor channels to ensure protection of the facility, the redundancy
requirements are determined for the individual case. In certain designs,
for example, adequate monitoring of core power requires a minimum
number of sensors arranged in a given configuration to provide adequate
protection. This aspect of redundancy is dealt with in coordination with the
organization responsible for reviewing reactor designs to establish
redundancy requirements.
Provide a description of and identify the number and location of those
variables monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each
protective action that have a spatial dependence (that is, where the
variable varies as a function of position in a aular region). The
location of sensors are
analysis should demonstrate that the numb •
adequate.

6

Interlocks ensure that operator actions cannot defeat an automatic safety
function during any operating condition where that safety function may be
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required. These interlocks include permissives for manually initiated
operating bypasses and interlocks to ensure manually initiated operating
bypasses are automatically removed when operating conditions would
require the trip functions. Interlocks are also provided to ensure that
manually initiated maintenance bypasses can only defeat a single train or
channel of the ESF actuation systems but not multiple channels or trains
that would impair the system's ability to function and meet the single-failure
criteria, if required.
Where operating requirements necessitate automatic or manual block of a
protective function, the block is automatically removed whenever the
appropriate permissive conditions are not met. Hardware and software
used to achieve automatic removal of the block of a protective function are
part of the PSMS and, as such, are designed in accordance with the same
criteria as the protective function.
Some operating bypasses may be automatically initiated when the
operating permissive condition is sensed by the ESF actuation systems
input channel(s). An example of an automatically initiated operating
bypass for the ESF actuation systems would be automatically bypassing
the high-source-range neutron flux trip by the power range neutron flux.
Some operating bypasses may be manually initiated. These operating
bypasses can be manually initiated separately within each ESF actuation
systems division when the operating permissive condition is sensed by the
ESF actuation systems input channel(s). An example of a manually
automatically initiated operating bypass for the ESF actuation systems
would be manually bypassing the high-source-range neutron flux trip with
high-intermediate-range neutron flux.
All operating bypasses, either manually or automatically initiated, should be
automatically removed when the facility moves to an operating regime
where the protective action would be required if an accident occurred.
Status indication should be provided in the control room for all operating
bypasses.
Provide a description of all operating bypasses, either manually or
automatically initiated. Provide a description of the permissive conditions
that prevent the defeat of safety functions.
7

The ESF actuation system should remain operable throughout the ranges
of operating conditions, which include such items as voltage, frequency,
radiation, temperature, humidity, pressure, and vibration.
Equipment should meet its functional requirements during normal
environmental conditions and anticipated operational occurrences, the
requirements should be specified in the design/purchase specifications. A
maintenance/surveillance program based on a vendor's recommendations,
which may be supplemented with operating experience, should ensure that
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equipment meets the specified requirements.
For
safety-related
I&C systems,
the evidence
of and the
qualification
shouldcomputer-based
be based on actual
environmental
conditions,
records should be retained at a facility in an auditable and readily
accessible form for review and use as necessary.
Provide a description of how the RPS equipment is designed to meet the
functional performance requirements over the normal range of
environmental conditions anticipated within the facility. The licensee
should identify normal environmental conditions, including those resulting
from anticipated operational occurrences, as applicable, for temperature,
pressure, radiation, relative humidity, EMI/RFI, power surge environment,
and operational cycling, and MHAs to which the equipment is qualified.
8

Data communication between safety channels or between safety and nonsafety systems should not inhibit the performance of the safety function.
Safety functions are typically separated from non-safety functions such that
the non-safety functions cannot prevent the safety system from performing
its intended functions. In digital systems, software performing both safety
and non-safety functions may reside on the same computer and use the
same computer resources..However, equipment that is used for both
safety and non-safety functions should be classified as part of the safety
system. The term "equipment" includes both software and hardware of the
digital systems. For this reason, any software providing non-safety
functions that resides on a computer providing a safety function should be
classified as a part of the safety system.
Provide a description of those auxiliary features that (1) perform a function
that is not required for the safety systems to accomplish their safety
functions, and (2) are part of the ESF actuation systems by association
(that is, not isolated from the ESF actuation systems). Provide a
description showing that the ESF actuation system is designed to meet
those criteria necessary to ensure that these components, equipment, and
systems do not degrade the safety performance of the ESF actuation
systems below an acceptable level.

9

Specific timing requirements may affect system architecture because it may
not be possible to get sufficient computational performance for a specific
function or group of functions from a single processor, or the locations
where functions are performed may be widely separated. Timing
requirements may also increase complexity, either by fragmenting the
system into multiple processors or by code tuning, which makes the
software product harder to understand, verify, or maintain. The digital
instrumentation loop often includes the sensor, transmitter, analog-to-digital
converter, multiplexer, data communication equipment, demultiplexer,
computers, memory devices, controls, and displays. Timing analysis
should consider the entire loop.
The level of detail in the architectural description should be sufficient that
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the staff can determine the number of message delays and computational
delays interposed between the sensor and the actuator. An allocation of
time delays to elements of the system and software architecture should be
available. In initial design phases (e.g., at the point of design certification
application), an estimated allocation of time delays to elements of the
proposed architecture should be available. Subsequent detailed design
and implementation should develop refined timing allocations down to unit
levels in the software architecture.
A design should be feasible with currently known methods and
representative equipment. Design timing feasibility may be demonstrated
by allocating a timing budget to components of the system architecture so
that the entire ESF actuation system meets its timing requirements. The
timing budget should include internal and external communication delays,
with adequate margins.
Any non-deterministic delays should be noted and a basis provided that
such delays are not part of any safety functions, nor can the delays impede
any protective action.
Software architectural timing requirements should be addressed in a
software architectural description. Databases, disk drives, printers, or
other equipment or architectural elements subject to halting or failure
should not be able to impede the protective action of the ESF actuation
system.
Provide an analysis of the real time performance of the ESF actuation
systems, from sensor to actuation.
Design Criteria
Single Failure
10

The general design criteria for the facility should address the need for
design redundancy for reactor protective and safety features, so that any
single failure of any active component will not prevent safe reactor
shutdown or result in unsafe conditions as verified by Chapter 13 analyses.
Because NPUFs are conservatively designed, few, ifany, accidents should
require redundant or diverse ESF systems. However, consideration
should be given to adding redundancy and diversity to ESF systems ifthe
reactor is of a higher power level (2 MW or greater thermal power level), if
an ESF system would be susceptible to loss of capability to function
because of a single failure, or ifthe radiological consequences to the public
of the accident that the ESF is designed to protect against would be very
serious if the ESE were to not function.
I&C systems should be designed so that a single failure will not prevent the
safe shutdown condition of the reactor.
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The SAR should describe the operation of the ESF actuation1 system and
present the analysis of how the system design meets the design criteria
and design bases. A description of the ESF actuation system should
include accuracy, reliability, adequacy and timeliness of I&C system action,
trip setpoint drift, quality of components and, if required by the analyses,
redundancy, independence, and how a single failure affects both its ability
to perform its safety function and the effect on operation or safe shutdown
condition of the reactor.
The single failure criterion stated above should be applied to the design of
the ESF actuation systems. Attention should be given to the situation
where a credible single failure could both initiate a MHA or design basis
accident and cause the loss of the corresponding protective action at the
channel or subsystem level. One such situation is where a control system
input signal is derived from a protective instrument channel (a neutron-level
channel, for example)..
Provide a description of the method of performing a single failure analysis
to show that the ESF actuation systems are designed not to fail or operate
in a mode that would prevent the RPS from performing its designed
function, or prevent safe reactor shutdown. The effects of each
component failure mode on the overall system performance should be
discussed. In this process, the component failure modes that could
contribute to unsafe system failure are identified, and necessary action can
be taken at this point in the procedure. The description of the ESF
actuation system should demonstrate that:
*All credible failures in the ESF actuation systems are detectable
(through self-diagnosis or manual surveillance tests).
*No credible single failure in the ESF actuation systems will prevent
actuation of the RPS.

11

*

No credible single failure in the ESF actuation systems will result in
spurious actuation of the RPS, which results in a reactor trip.

*

The RPS will fail to the safe state for all credible failures (e.g., the
safe state for the RPS is trip whereas the safe state for the ESF
actuation systems may be as-is).

Traditionally, diversity is used to protect against design inadequacies.
digital technology is used in the implementation, diversity should be
considered to protect against implementation inadequacies.

If

Assessments of adequate diversity in safety systems generally consider
the following six attributes:
*
*

design diversity,
equipment diversity,
•functional diversity,
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*
*
*

human diversity,
signal diversity, and
software diversity.

As addressed in Section 7.2.1, the I&C systems should be designed to
have functional reliability, including redundancy and diversity,
commensurate with the safety functions to be performed and the
consequences of failure of the system to perform the safety function.
The ESF actuation system should be designed to perform its protective
function after experiencing a single random active failure within the system.
With the introduction of computers as a part of a safety system, concerns
have arisen over the possibility that the use of computer software could
result in a common-mode failure. Diversity is one method of addressing
this concern.
The two principal factors for defense against common-cause failures
(CC~s) are quality and diversity. Maintaining high quality will increase the
reliability of both individual components and complete systems. Diversity
in assigned functions (for both equipment and human activities),
equipment, hardware, and software can reduce the consequences of a
common-mode failure. The ESF actuation systems should incorporate
multiple means for responding to each event discussed in the SAR Chapter
13. At least one pair of these means for each event should have the
property of signa! diversity, i.e., the use of different sensed parameters to
initiate protective action, in which any of the parameters may independently
indicate an abnormal condition, even if the other parameters are sensed
incorrectly. The diverse means may actuate the same protective function
or different protective functions, and may be automatically or manually
activated, consistent With the response time requirements of the function.
The SAR analyses for the ESF actuation system should evaluate the ability
of the ESF actuation system to perform its safety function after a single
failure as well as its ability to meet applicable requirements for seismic and
environmental qualification, redundancy, diversity, and independence.
Demonstrate that vulnerabilities of the ESF actuation systems to CCFs are
adequately addressed. Where indicated by the SAR analysis as being
necessary, a diverse means should be provided for initiating the affected
ESF actuation systems function or an alternate-compensating function to
mitigate the consequences of the identified MHA for which action is
required.
Independence
12-13

The RPS/ESF actuation systems should be separated from the RCS to the
extent that failure of any single component or channel within the ROS, or
failure or removal from service of any single component or channel which is
common to the RCS and RPS/ESF actuation systems leaves intact a
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system
satisfying
all protection
reliability, systems.
redundancy,
and independence
requirements
of the
Interconnection
of the RPSIESF
actuation systems and the RCS should be limited so as to assure that
safety is not significantly impaired.
To satisfy the requirements of independence, the safety system functions
of the ESF actuation system should maintain their independence between
redundant portions of the ESF actuation system and between safety
systems and other systems. The aspects of independence are:
*
•
*

Physical independence.
Electrical independence.
Communications independence.

Physical independence can be achieved through physical separation (e.g.,
separate wireways, cable trays, and penetrations), or barriers (e.g.,
cabinets or rooms).
Electrical independence includes more than the use of separate power
sources. To ensure electrical independence, fiber optic cables or qualified
isolators can be used to interface all signals between equipment.
For digital interfaces, communications isolation is provided to ensure
functional independence between systems. Communication isolation
includes communication buffers, which provide separation between
communication processing, functional processing, and functional logic,
which ensures prioritization of all safety functions.
Communications independence should include confirmation that the routing
of signals related to safety maintains (1) proper channeling through the
communication systems, and (2) proper data isolation between redundant
channels or alternatively, some form of data communication such that data
from one channel cannot adversely affect to operation of another channel.
Transmission of signals between independent channels should be through
isolation devices.
Where data communication exists between different portions of a safety
system, the licensee should confirm that a logical or software malfunction in
one portion cannot affect the safety functions of the redundant portion(s).
If a digital computer system used in the ESF actuation system is connected
to a digital computer system used in a non-safety system, the licensee
should confirm that a logical or software malfunction of the non-safety
system cannot affect the functions of the ESF actuation system.
The l&C evaluation is limited to the review of components and electrical
wiring inside racks, panels, and control boards for systems important to
safety. The evaluation of the physical separation of electrical cables is
addressed in the review of Chapter 8 of the SAR.
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Provide a description of the physical, electrical, and communications
independence of the ESF actuation system both within the ESF actuation
system channels and between the ESF actuation system and non-safetyrelated systems. The description should be sufficient to show that the
safety system design precludes the use of components that are common to
redundant portions of the safety system, such as common switches for
actuation, reset, mode, or test; common Sensing lines; or any other
features which could compromise the independence of redundant portions
of the ESE actuation system. Physical independence is attained by
physical separation and physical barriers.
Equipment Qualification
14

Electromagnetic interference (EMI), radio-frequency interference (RFI), and
.power surges have been identified as environmental conditions that can
affect the performance of safety-related l&C equipment.
Fiber optics typically offer resistance to such effects but have other
attributes that prevent universal acceptability. For example, if the fiberoptic medium may be subject to radiation, fiber that does not become
opaque or brittle under irradiation should be specified, or there should be a
defined replacement schedule.
Provide a description of the design, installation, and testing practices for
addressing the effects of EMI/RFI and power surges on safety-related ESF
actuation systems l&C systems. The information provided should be
sufficient to allow a reviewer to confirm that data communication media do
not present a fault propagation path for environmental effects, such as
high-energy electrical faults or lightning, from one redundant portion of the
ESF actuation to another or from another system to the ESF actuation
system.

Fail Safe
15

The accident analyses provide the design bases for any required ESF.
The ESF design should be as basic and fail safe as practical. Because
NPUFs are conservatively designed, few, ifany, accidents should require
redundant or diverse ESF systems. However, consideration should be
given to adding redundancy and diversity to ESF systems ifthe reactor is of
a higher power level (2 MW or greater thermal power level), if an ESF
system would be susceptible to loss of capability to function because of a
single failure, or ifthe radiological consequences to the public of the
accident that the ESF is designed to protect against would be very serious
if the ESF were to not function.
All NPUFs should be designed for reactor shutdown in the event normal
electrical power is lost. This includes the fail-safe actuation of the control
rods. Some NPUFs may also require emergency power to maintain the
shutdown reactor in a safe condition. Some examples of uses of
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emergency electrical power follow:
•

Power for reactor power level monitors, recorders, and necessary
safety-related instruments;

*

power for effluent, process, and area radiation monitors, including
recorders;
*Power for physical security control systems, information systems, or
communications; (In this section, the applicant should only mention
the existence of such emergency electrical power and should
confine details to the facility physical security plan.)
*Placing or maintaining experimental equipment in a safe condition;
*Power for active confinement or containment engineered safety
feature (ESF) equipment and control systems, such as blowers,
fans, or dampers, and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
equipment; (This is the equipment necessary to maintain equipment
and personnel habitability or to control concentrations or release of
airborne radioactive material and to mitigate accident
consequences.)

*

Power for coolant pumps or systems that remove residual heat from
the fuel;

*

Power for the emergency core cooling system, including l&C
systems;

*

Power for other ESF equipment, if applicable (includes electrical,
air, hydraulic, and water);

*

Power for emergency area lighting and communication equipment;

*

Power for those instrument and control systems necessary to
monitor reactor shutdown; (These could include fuel temperature,
*control rod positions, or fission product monitors.)

Provide a description of the electrical power needs for the ESF actuation
system and the safe states or priority logic associated with a loss of power
event.
Setpoints
16

For setpoints that have a significant importance to safety, a rigorous
setpoint methodology should be used. The methodologies utilized should
be documented and appropriate justification for their use should be
provided.
Because all measurements are imperfect attempts to ascertain an exact
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natural condition, the actual magnitude of the quantity can never be known.
Therefore, the actual value of the error in the measurement of a quantity is
also unknown. There are a number of recognized methods for combining
instrumentation uncertainties such as the statistical square root sum of
squares methods to combine random uncertainties and then algebraically
combine the nonrandom terms with the result.
Provide a description of the methodology used to determine the setpoints
for the ESF actuation systems, including a description of the uncertainties
associated with the parameters used.
17

Regulation 10 CFR 50.36(c)(1)(ii)(A), "Technical specifications," requires
that, where a limiting safety system setting (LSSS) is specified for
variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the setting be so fben
that automatic protective action will correct the abnormal situation
oe a
safety level is exceeded. LSSSs are settings for automatic protective
devices related to variables with significant safety functions. Setpoints
found to exceed technical specification limits are considered as
malfunctions of an automatic safety system. Such an occurrence could
challenge the integrity of the reactor core, reactor coolant pressure
boundary, containment, and associated systems.
Accident analyses establish the limits for critical process parameters.
These analytical limits, as established by accident analyses, do not
normally include considerations for the accuracy (uncertainty) of installed
instrumentation. Additional analyses and procedures are necessary to
assure that the limiting trip setpoint of each safety control function is
appropriate.
Provide a description of the physical features of the ESF actuation system
that assure that the proper setpoints are automatically made active or
include features that facilitate administrative controls to verify the proper
setpoints, or both, when the operating mode of the reactor is changed.

Operational Bypass/Permissives
18-20

Any individual channels for which bypassing is allowed during reactor
operation should be justified in the SAR. Only minimal bypassing should
be permitted in safety systems and never in a system that could
compromise scram capability of the other channels.
The purpose of interlocks is to maintain the ESF actuation system in a state
that assures its availability in an accident. For the I&C systems, interlocks
are used to isolate safety systems from non-safety systems, and interlocks
to preclude inadvertent inter-ties between redundant or diverse safety
systems where such inter-ties exist for the purposes of testing or
maintenance.
Whenever the applicable permissive conditions are not met, a feature in the
ESF actuation system should physically prevent or facilitate administrative
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controls to prevent unauthorized use of bypasses. If operating conditions
change so that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible, the
ESF actuation system should automatically accomplish one of the following
actions:
*
*
*

Remove the appropriate active operating bypass(es).
Restore operating conditions so that permissive conditions once
again exist.
Initiate the appropriate safety function(s).

The requirement for automatic removal of operational bypasses means that
the reactor operator should have no role in such removal. The operator
may take action to prevent the unnecessary initiation of a protective action.
Provide a description of the interlocks within the ESF actuation system, the
conditions for their initiation and removal, and which conditions are manual,
automatic, or both.
Completion of Protective Actions
21

The ESF system should be designed so that once initiated--either
automatically or manually--the intended sequence of protective actions of
the execute features should continue until completion.
The licensee could use functional and logic diagrams to show that "sealin" features are provided to enable sYstem-level protective actions to go to
completion. The seal-in feature may incorporate a time delay as
appropriate for the safety function. Additionally, the seal-in feature need
not function until it is confirmed that a valid protective command has been
received, provided the system meets response time requirements. Only
deliberate operator action should be permittedto reset the ESF actuation.
systems or its components. The mechanisms for deliberate operator
intervention in ESF actuation systems status or its functions should not be
capable of preventing the initiation of ESF actuation systems actions.
Provide a description of those features used to ensure that the intended
sequences of protective actions continue until completion.

Surveillance
22-23

I&C systems undergo testing and calibration to maintain reliable and
accurate performance.
Testing should confirm operability of both the automatic and manual
circuitry and should duplicate, as closely as practical, the overall
performance required of the ESF actuation system. When this capability
can only be achieved by overlapping tests, the test scheme may be such
that the tests do, in fact, overlap from one test segment to another. Test
procedures that require disconnecting wires, installing jumpers, or other
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similar modifications of the installed equipment are not acceptable test
procedures for use during power operation.
One benefit of digital I&C systems is the use of self-testing, which is a test
or series of tests performed by a device upon itself. Self-tests include online continuous self-diagnostics, equipment-initiated self-diagnostics, and
operator-initiated self-diagnostics. Self-testing can be used for the early
identification of inoperable equipment. When self-diagnostics are applied,
the following self-diagnostic features should be incorporated into the design
of the ESF actuation system: Self-diagnostics during computer system
startup, periodic self-diagnostics while the computer system is operating,
and self-diagnostic test failure reporting.
Other self-testing features that are candidates for incorporation into digital
computer-based l&C systems include plausibility checks for intermediate
results, evaluation using different methods, ranges of variables, array
bound checking, well-defined outputs for detected failures, reporting of
errors for which error recovery techniques are used, use of counters and
reasonableness traps, and correctness verification of transferred
parameters.
Although self-testing can be used to ensure reliable and accurate
performance, for digital computer-based systems, test provisions should
address the increased potential for subtle system failures such as data
errors and computer lockup.
Calibration, especially in analog systems, is used to address instrument
drift, inaccuracies, and errors. The performance of analog systems can
typically be predicted by the use of engineering models. Digital I&C
systems are fundamentally different from analog I&C systems in that minor
errors in design and implementation can cause them to exhibit unexpected
behavior. Inspection and testing are used to verify correct implementation
and to validate desired functionality of the final product, in both analog and
digital systems.
Provide a summary of the calibration, inspection, and testing (including
self-tests and surveillance tests) to confirm operability of the desired
functionality of the ESF actuation systems.
24

All reactor licensees are required by 10 CFR 50.36(c) to specify safety
limits in the technical specifications. These safety limits should be placed
on important process' variables identified in the SAR as necessary to
reasonably protect the integrity of the primary barrier against the
uncontrolled release of radioactivity.
Surveillance tests are conducted specifically to confirm compliance with TS
surveillance requirements. The SAR should provide the bases of any
technical specifications, including surveillance tests and intervals specific to
the design and operation of the subsystem. The licensee should describe
how the proposed design and the justification for test intervals are
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consistent with the surveillance testing proposed as part of the facility's TS.
If automatic test features are credited with performing surveillance test
functions, provisions should be made to confirm the execution of the
automatic tests during plant operation. The capability to periodically test
and calibrate the automatic test equipment should also be provided. The
balance of surveillance and test functions that are not performed by the
automatic test feature should be performed manually
Provide a summary of its TS and the bases for the surveillance intervals
used in its safety analyses.
25

Ifthe ESF actuation system is designed to permit periodic testing of its
functioning when the reactor is in operation, the ESF actuation systems'
design should retain the capability to accomplish its safety function while
under test. Where on-line periodic testing is necessary or provided, such
testing should not reduce the capability of the RSS below a level of
reliability and redundancy such that the RSS can, as a minimum, perform
the required protective actions in the presence of any single failure.
In the event that the disabling of a channel (for example, by the
disconnection of a detector) is necessary to conduct a surveillance activity,
the RSS should include either features which physically assure that
operability is restored before allowing any operation of the reactor for which
the operability is required or features which facilitate administrative controls
which specifically accomplish the same function; for example, a prestart
instrument checklist.
Provide a description of the capabilities of the ESF actuation systems to
operate while undergoing testing.

Classification and Identification
26

In order to provide assurance that the design, construction, maintenance,
and operation of the facility meet the design criteria, the licensee should
describe the following:
*

how safety system equipment should be identified for each
redundant portion of the ESF actuation system;
*how the identification of safety system equipment is distinguishable
from any identifying markings placed on equipment for other
purposes (for example, identification of fire protection equipment,
phase identification of power cables).

One acceptable method of identification is color coding of components,
cables, and cabinets.
Provide a description of how the safety system equipment is
identified for each redundant portion of the ESF actuation system
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and how the identification of safety system equipment in the ESF
actuation system is distinguishable from any identifying markings
placed on equipment for other purposes.
Human Factors
27

Human factors engineering principles and criteria should be applied to the
selection and design of the displays and controls. Human-performance
requirements should be described and related to the facility's safety criteria.
Recognized human-factors standards and design techniques should be
employed to support the described human-performance requirements.
Provide a summary of the human-machine interface principles used in the
location of instrumentation and controls for the ESF actuation systems.

Quality
28

10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1) requires that structures, systems, and components be
designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety function to be
performed. The design of the system should be of sufficient quality to limit
the potential for inadvertent actuation and challenges to the ESF actuation
system. While the design of a control system that minimizes inadvertent
actuations and challenges to a safety system is good practice, there is no
specific requirement for such design practice in reactor applications for
which no transients occur. That is, inadvertent actuation may not be a
concern for research reactors below 2 MW and TRIGAs.
The engineering design of ESF actuation systems and the components
procured for them should be of high quality to ensure reliable operation.
This quality is essential because these systems are designed to mitigate
the consequences of postulated accidents. Provide a description of the
quality program for the ESF actuation systems.
Provide a description of design criteria for the ESF actuation systems and a
statement that the criteria and guidelines for implementing those criteria will
be implemented in the design of ESF actuation systems.

29

Managerial and administrative controls are used to assure safe operation.
10 CFR 50.34(a)(7) requires that applicants for construction permits
describe a quality assurance program for the design and construction of the
structures, systems, and components of the facility. 10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(ii)
requires a description in the SAR of managerial and administrative controls
to be used to ensure safe operation. ANSI/ANS 15.8-1 995, endorsed by
RG 2.5, provides an acceptable method in developing a quality assurance
program for the design, construction, testing, modification, and
maintenance of research and test reactors for complying with the program
requirements of 10 CFR 50.34.
Provide a description of the overall quality assurance program
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requirements. The program should identify the items and activities to
which it applies and the extent of program application for each item and
activity. The program should provide for the appropriate and necessary
indoctrination and training of personnel who perform activities that affect
quality, to ensure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.
Use of Digital Systems
30

Because NPUFs are conservatively designed, few, if any, accidents should
require redundant or diverse ESF systems. However, consideration
should be given to adding redundancy and diversity to 2SF systems if the
reactor is of a higher power level (2 MW or greater thermal power level), if
an ESF system would be susceptible to loss of capability to function
because of a single failure, or ifthe radiological consequences to the public
of the accident that the ESF is designed to protect against would be very
serious if the ESF were to not function.
Design techniques, such as functional diversity or diversity in component
design and principles of operation, can be used to prevent the loss of the
protection function.
The six types of diversity are:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Design diversity
Equipment diversity
Functional diversity
Human diversity
Signal diversity
Software diversity

Examples of diversity in the 2SF actuation systems are:
1. Functional diversity--monitoring different reactor variables related
to the MHA or design basis accident.
2. Equipment diversity--monitoring the same reactor variable using
equipment with different principles of operation.
3. Simple redundancy--monitoring the same reactor variable using
duplicate equipment.
Provide a description of the evaluation for adding redundancy and diversity
to the ESF actuation systems. If an 2SF system would be susceptible to
loss of capability to function because of a single failure, or if the radiological
consequences to the public of the accident that the ESF is designed to
protect against would be very serious ifthe 2SF were to not function.
31

Software development plans can be used to provide a high-quality software
life cycle process. These plans commit to documentation of life cycle
activities that enhance the quality of the design features upon which the
safety determination is based.
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Digital l&C systems are fundamentally different from analog I&C systems.
Digital l&C systems can share code, data transmission, data, and process
equipment to a greater degree than analog systems. Minor errors in
design and implementation can cause them to exhibit unexpected behavior.
Consequently, the performance of digital systems over the entire range of
input conditions cannot generally be inferred from testing at a sample of
input conditions. Inspections, type testing, and acceptance testing of
digital systems and components do not alone accomplish design
qualification at high confidence levels. To address this issue, the design
qualification for digital systems focuses to a large extent on the
applicant/licensee employing a high-quality development process that
incorporates disciplined specification and implementation of design
requirements. Inspection and testing are used to verify correct
implementation and to validate desired functionality of the final product, but
confidence that isolated, discontinuous point failures will not occur derives
from the discipline of the development process.
The development of safety system software, such as that for an ESF
actuation system, should progress according to a formally defined life cycle
(e.g., Concepts; Requirements; Design; Implementation; Test; Installation,
Checkout, and Acceptance Testing; Operation; Maintenance; Retirement).
The software developer should select and document the software life cycle,
and specify the products that will be produced by that life cycle. The
software developer can be the applicant/licensee, the vendor, a company
working on behalf of either, or a commercial software development
company.
Although not required, specific output documents that formally document
the development process and are helpful in also documenting the
successful completion/planning throughout the life cycle processes. The
information to be reviewed may be contained in the following documents:
*
*
*
*
,
°
•
*
*
*
*
*

Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software
Software

Management Plan (SMP)
Development Plan (SDP)
Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP)
Integration Plan (SlntP)
Installation Plan (SlnstP)
Maintenance Plan (SMaintP)
Training Plan (STrngP)
Operations Plan (SOP)
Safety Plan (SSP)
Verification and Validation Plan (SWP)
Configuration Management Plan (SCMP)
Test Plan (STP)

Provide a description of the software development activities for the 2SF
actuation system. Ifthe software or system development was delegated to
others, the authority, duties, verifying, and any activities that can affect the
safety-related functions should be discussed.
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32

Because
there
is not probability,
a widely accepted
view ona software
determining
a failure
and therefore
reliability reliability
value, is value,
not
possible. There is no industry consensus on a method to quantify
software reliability and/or availability. Highly reliable software relies very
heavily on the software development process to ensure because testing
cannot cover all possible conditions that the software may encounter in
actual service.
Quantitative reliability determination, using a combination of analysis,
testing, and operating experience, can provide an added level of
confidence in the reliable performance of the computer system. When
reliability goals are identified, the proof of meeting the goals should include
the software. The method for determining reliability may include
combinations of analysis, field experience, or testing. Reliability of software
might be demonstrated by evaluation of the development process
combined with testing under a wide range of input conditions. Software
error recording and trending may be used in combination with analysis,
field experience, or testing. Compensation for the deficiencies in original
development process needs to be thorough and systematic to provide
confidence that the software will perform its safety function when needed.
The qualification method should not rely heavily on operating history for a
system that is intended to protect with extraordinarily high reliability against
low-frequency events. The normal operating history of the facility is not
particularly likely to generate unusual and rare conditions that were not
anticipated and which are the cause of a software malfunction.
Provide a description of the software reliability measures and the means
for attaining software reliability goals.

Access Control
33

Physical and electronic access to digital computer-based control system
software and data should be controlled to prevent changes by unauthorized
personnel. Control should address access via network connections and
via maintenance equipment.
Access control uses design features to provide the means to control
physical access to safety system equipment, including access to test points
and means for changing setpoints. Typically such access control includes
provisions such as alarms and locks on safety system panel doors, or
control of access to rooms in which safety system equipment is located.
Thus, all safety-related digital components and network cabling should be
installed in a location in the facility that physically secures the equipment.
Portable computer equipment intended to interface with the safety-related
equipment should not be used for other purposes, and should not be taken
out of and returned to the protected area without appropriate controls and
safeguards.
Controls should address access via network connections, and via
maintenance equipment. All remote access should be prohibited.
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Remote access is defined by the safety system's computer security
assessment. Wireless connectivity should not be implemented. All
wireless capabilities should be disabled on workstations. All wireless
capabilities on maintenance and test equipment should be disabled prior to
connecting to safety-related equipment.
Provide a description of those provisions to prevent unauthorized access to
hardware and software, throughout the life cycle, for theESF actuation
system.
Cyber Security
34

Computer-based systems are secure from cyber attacks if unauthorized
and inappropriate access and use of those systems is deterred,
detected, and mitigated. The security of computer-based systems is
established through (1) designing the security features that will meet
licensee's security requirements in the systems, (2) developing systems
that do not contain software flaws (e.g. improper feature implementation,
buffer overflows, race conditions) or undocumented source code (e.g.,
back door coding, "logic bomb" code, and/or "time bomb" code) and that
are resilient to malicious programs (e.g., viruses, worms, and Trojan
horses) and malicious operation (e.g. brute force, denial of service), and
(3) installing and maintaining those systems in accordance with the
station administrative procedures and the licensee's security program.
Licensees should provide high assurance that digital computer and
communication systems and networks are adequately protected against
cyber attacks, up to and including the MHA, from internal and external
threats. Licensees should protect from cyber attacks digital computer and
communication systems associated with certain categories of functions and
support systems and equipment, which, if compromised, would adversely
impact the safety-related and important-to-safety functions, security
functions, and emergency preparedness functions (including offsite
communications) at the facility.
The licensee should:
1. Establish, implement, and maintain a cyber security program for
software that provides a protection system function; and
2. Incorporate the cyber security program as a component of the
physical protection program.
The cyber security program should be designed to:
1. Implement security controls to protect the ESF Actuation System
from cyber attacks;
2. Apply and maintain defense-in-depth protective strategies to ensure
the capability to detect, respond to, and recover from cyber attacks;
3. Mitigate the adverse affects of cyber attacks; and
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4. Ensure that the functions of the ESF Actuation System are not
adversely impacted due to cyber attacks.
As part of the cyber security program, the licensee should:
1. Ensure that appropriate facility personnel, including contractors, are
aware of cyber security requirements and receive the training
necessary to perform their assigned duties and responsibilities.
2. Evaluate and manage cyber risks.
3. Ensure that modifications to safety system software or hardware in
the ESF actuation system, are evaluated before implementation to
ensure that the cyber security performance objectives are
maintained.
The licensee should establish, implement, and maintain a cybersecurity
plan that implements the cybersecurity program requirements of the ESF
actuation systems.
1. The cybersecurity plan should describe how the requirements of
this section will be implemented and should account for the sitespecific conditions that affect implementation.
2. The cybersecurity plan should include measures for incident
response and recovery for cyber attacks. The cyber security plan
should describe how the licensee will:
i.Maintain the capability for timely detection and response to
cyber attacks;
ii.

iii.
iv.

Mitigate the consequences of cyber attacks;
Correct exploited vulnerabilities; and
Restore affected systems, networks, and/or equipment
affected by cyber attacks.

The licensee should develop and maintain written policies and
implementing procedures to implement the cyber security plan. Policies,
implementing procedures, site-specific analysis, and other supporting
technical information used by the licensee need not be submitted for
Commission review and approval as part of the cyber security plan but are
subject to inspection by NRC staff on a periodic basis.
The licensee should review the cyber security program as a component of
the physical security program, including the periodicity requirements.
The licensee should retain all records and supporting technical
documentation for at least three years after the record is superseded.
*

The applicant should discuss the conclusions about capability, operability, and suitability of
the ESF actuation systems requested in Section 7.2.5:

7.6 Control Console and Display Instruments
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Control console and display instrument systems and equipment include displays for the reactor
operator to view such operating information as current values of operating parameters and the
status of systems and equipment. The system also enables the operator to control the reactor.
Information displays that are important to safety include the alarms and trip information from the
RPS/ESF actuation systems, and the Accident Monitoring System. Errors in these systems can
cause reactor operators to take inappropriate actions that further imperil the reactor. Also,
since these display systems obtain information from the RPS/ESF actuation systems
communication subsystems, faults in display system communications cannot be allowed to
propagate back to RPS communication systems, and faults in the RPS/ESF actuation systems
communication software cannot vitiate the value of the display system just when it is needed
most. A particular problem is reporting faults in display communication systems themselves-the fault may make it impossible to report itself.
The applicant should describe how the control console and display instruments have been
designed to collect and display the operating information in such a manner that it can be readily
observed and interpreted by the operator. It should describe how the manual control inputs
(pushbuttons, switches, and other equipment) have been grouped, oriented, and located with
respect to the relevant display instruments to enable the operator to best observe and interpret
the operating information and thereby take prompt and accurate steps to supply control inputs
on which the RCS can act. In addition, the combined and integrated functioning of the control
console and display system should be described to demonstrate how major equipment is
designed to function as an integrated information-handling system to readily aid the operator in
controlling operation of the reactor. The control console design should prevent unauthorized
operation of the reactor.
The advancement of digital technology has simplified the ability to gather, analyze, manipulate,
and display large amounts of data. A number of licensees have considered adding internally
developed operator information display systems and operating aids to their I&C systems. If
these systems digitally process control console information and present this information to the
reactor operator to inform the operator of the status of the reactor, or ifthe operator uses such
information to make decisions about the operation of the reactor, the systems need to go
through the same review, including verification and validation of software as a digital RCS or
control console, display instruments, and equipment. It is acceptable to locate these systems
in areas where they cannot be viewed by the reactor operator. The applicant should ensure
that any interface between the information display system and the control console is isolated.
The SAR system design criteria and basis information should include a system description and
a system performance analysis for each instrument systemor major equipment connected to or
displayed at the control console. The description and analysis should be similar to those
specified in Section 7.2 and should address the following:
*
*
*
*

the outputs, controls, and operator interfaces
how the output instruments are placed and how they are related to the reactor and other
system controls in the main console and auxiliary control room racks
drawings or photographs showing the arrangement of the display instruments and
console control equipment
sufficient reactor-specific information for operators to understand functions of both
analog and digital systems, including connections and interaction between them, and
both redundancy and diversity of such systems
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*

the conclusion about operability and suitability for human factors as requested in the
general system recommendations of Section 7.2.

The term "Highly-Integrated Control Room" (HICR) refers to a control room in which the
traditional control panels, with their assorted gauges, indicating lights, control switches,
annunciators, etc., are replaced by computer-driven consolidated operator interfaces. In an
HICR:
•
*

The primary means for providing information to the operator is by way of computerdriven display screens mounted on consoles or on the control room walls.
The primary means for the operator to command the facility is by way of touch screens,
keyboards, pointing devices or other computer-based provisions.

A digital workstation is in essence just one device. Unlike a conventional control panel, there is
no way for its many functions to be independent of or separated from one another, because
they all use the same display screen, processing equipment, operator interface devices, etc.
Functions that should be independent should be implemented in independent workstations.
Controls and indications from all safety divisions can be combined into a single integrated
workstation while maintaining separation, isolation, and independence among redundant
channels.
Typically, data-handling systems such as the post-accident monitoring system, display system,
plant computer, or operator console that display and store data from the RPS or ESF actuation
system are not safety grade. The RCS may use either sensor data or an output from the RPS.
The concern of safety-to-non-safety communications is isolation to protect the propagation of a
fault from a non-safety system to a safety system.
The applicant should include the following for each Control Console and Display System:
*

Discuss the design criteria for the Control Console and Display Systems as outlined in
Section 7.2.1, including any criter~ia specific to the reactor design not outlined in the section.
*Discuss the design bases information for the Control Console and Display Systems
specified in Section 7.2.2, and any additional design bases of facility-specific subsystems.
*Describe the Control Console and Display Systems as specified in Section 7.2.3, including
any additional system descriptive material specific to subsystem design and implementation
not covered in Section 7.2.
*Analyze the operation and performance of the Control Console and Display Systems as
specified in Section 7.2.4 including analyses and results of any features or aspects specific
to the facility design and implementation not specified in Section 7.2. Include the bases of
any technical specifications and surveillance tests with intervals specific to the design and
operation of the systems. Address the specific design features of the RCS, such as the
following:
Design Basis
1

The designed range of operation of each control console and display
device should be sufficient for the expected range of variation of monitored
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variables for each mode of operation in which the variable is required for
monitoring or controlling the facility. The information should include the
analysis of the adequacy of the design to perform the necessary control
and actuations of the RPS and ESF* actuation system as well as
information management, storage, and display functions.
The variables that are monitored in order to provide protective action along
with the analytical limit associated with each variable should be provided.
The applicable portion provided in Chapter 13 should confirm that the
system performance requirements are adequate to ensure completion of
protective actions. Performance requirements--including system
response times, system accuracies, ranges, and rates of change of sensed
variables to be accommodated until conclusion of the protective action-should also be identified in the system designation.
Provide a description of the range of a control console and displays and
provide sufficient information to ensure that the range of the instruments
cover the accidents identified in the facility's licensing basis documents.
2

The control room should provide the means to manually initiate, monitor,
and control automatically initiated protective actions at the division level.
Simple and direct means should be provided for the manual initiation of
each protective action (e.g., reactor trip, containment isolation).
Manual initiation of a protective action should perform all actions performed
by automatic initiation, such as starting auxiliary or supporting systems,
sending signals to appropriate valve-actuating mechanisms to ensure
correct valve position, and providing the credited action-sequencing
functions and interlocks.
The control interfaces for manual initiation of protective actions should be
located in the control room. They should be easily accessible to the
operator so that action can be taken in an expeditious manner at the point
in time or under the facility's conditions for which the protective actions of
the safety system should be initiated. Information displays associated with
manual controls should (i) be readily present during the time that manual
actuation is necessary, (ii) be visible from the location of the manual
controls, and (iii) provide unambiguous indications that will not confuse the
operator.
No single failure within the manual, automatic, or common portions of the
RPS/ESF actuation systems should prevent initiation of a protective action
by manual or automatic means.
Manual initiation of protective actions should depend on the operation of a
minimum amount of equipment.
Manual initiation Of a protective action should be designed so that, once
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initiated, the action will go to completion.
The point at which the manual controls are connected to safety equipment
should be downstream of the digital I&C safety system outputs. These
connections should not compromise the integrity of interconnecting cables
and interfaces between local electrical or electronic cabinets and the
facility's electromechanical equipment.
Provide a description of the manual controls including the points in time
and the operating conditions during which manual control is allowed, the
justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to initiation solely
by manual means, the range of environmental conditions imposed upon the
operator during normal, abnormal, and accident circumstances throughout
which the manual operations should be performed, and the'variables that
should be displayed for the operator to use in taking manual action. The
description should also include confirmation that the controls will be
functional (e.g., power will be available and command equipment is
appropriately qualified), accessible within the time constraints of operator
responses, and available during operating conditions under which manual
actions may be necessary.
3

Equipment should meet its functional requirements during normal
environmental conditions and anticipated operational occurrences, the
requirements should be specified in the design/purchase specifications. A
maintenance/surveillance program based on a vendor's recommendations,
which may be supplemented with operating experience, should ensure that
equipment meets the specified requirements.
For safety-related computer-based I&C systems, the evidence of
qualification should be based on anticipated environmental conditions, and
the records should be retained at a facility in an auditable and readily
accessible form for review and use as necessary.
Provide a description of how the control console and display equipment is
designed to meet the functional performance requirements over the
environmental conditions anticipated within the facility. The licensee
should identify normal environmental conditions, including those resulting
from anticipated operational occurrences, as applicable, for temperature,
pressure, radiation, relative humidity, EMI/RFI, power surge environment,
and operational cycling, and MHAs to which the equipment is required to
operate.

4

Control, safety, and transient rod position indication and limit lights should
be displayed on the console and should be readily accessible and
understandable to the reactor operator.
Provide a description of control, safety, and rod position indication and limit
lights.
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5

Controls and displays of important parameters that the operator should
monitor to keep parameters within a limiting value, and those which can
affect the reactivity of the core should be readily accessible and
understandable to the reactor operator.
Display instrumentation should provide accurate, complete, and timely
information pertinent to safety system status. The information displayed
and the characteristics of the displays (e.g., location, range, type, and
resolution) should support operator awareness of system and facility status
and aid operators to make appropriate decisions. Information displayed
on the control console should clearly show the status of systems such as
operating systems, interlocks, experiment installations, pneumatic rabbit
insertions, ESF initiation, radiation fields and concentration, and
confinement or containment status. The design should minimize the
possibility of ambiguous indications that could be confusing to the operator.
The display instrumentation provided for safety system status indication
need not be part of the safety systems.
Provide a description of other controls and displays (in addition to control,
safety, and rod position indication described above)- used to keep
parameters with a limiting value and those that can affect the reactivity of
the core.

6

A set of displays and controls (safety or non-safety) should be provided in
the control room for manual system-level actuation and control of safety
equipment to perform protective actions. Information displays associated
with manual controls should:
i.
ii.
iii.

be readily present during the time that manual actuation is
necessary,
be visible from the location of the manual controls, and
provide unambiguous indications that will not confuse the operator.

In providing diverse manual initiation of protective actions, a set of
independent and diverse displays and manual controls should be provided
in the main control room. These displays and controls may be safety or
nonsafety. These displays and controls could be those used for manual
operator action. The information displays for manually controlled actions
should include confirmation that displays are functional (e.g., a reliable
source of power will be available and sensors are appropriately qualified)
during facility conditions under which manual actions may be necessary.
Provide a description of the displays and controls used for manual control,
including a description of its visibility and clarity of information provided.
7

A control console instrument system failure or malfunction should not
prevent the RPS from performing its safety function and should not prevent
the reactor from achieving a safe shutdown condition. If the control
console instrumentation is non-safety, data communication between safety
channels or between safety and non-safety systems should not inhibit the
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performance of the safety function.
Because displays have software for data communication (even those that
are not touch screen monitors), any failure should not cause a failure of a
•safety system or prevent the safety system from working. Loss of power,
power surges, power interruption, arnd any other credible event to any
operator workstation or controller should not result in spurious actuation or
stoppage of any device or system unless that spurious actuation or
stoppage is enveloped in the facility's safety analyses.
Provide a description of the failure modes of the display and control
instrumentation and the effects of those failures.
8

If the design includes remote shutdown stations, those stations should
provide appropriate displays so that the operator can monitor the status of
the shutdown. Those same displays should not prevent achieving a safe
reactor shutdown condition.
If remote shutdown capability or monitoring is available, provide a
description of the selection, use, security locations, and functions of each
monitoring device, including but not limited to remote area monitors.

9

Manual capability may be necessary because all of the protection and
control systems are digital-computer-based and therefore vulnerable to
common-cause failure. These displays and controls provide facility
operators with information and control capabilities that are not subject to
common-cause failures due to software errors in the facility's automatic
digital I&C safety system because they are independent and diverse from
that system. The point at which the manual controls are connected to
safety equipment should be downstream of the facilities digital I&C safety
system outputs. These connections should not compromise the integrity
of interconnecting cables and interfaces between local electrical or
electronic cabinets and the facility's electromechanical equipment. To
achieve system-level actuation at the lowest possible level in the safety
system architecture, the controls may be connected either to discrete
hardwired components or to simple (e.g., component function can be
completely demonstrated by test), dedicated, and diverse, software-based
digital equipment that performs the coordinated actuation logic. These
connections should not compromise the integrity of interconnecting cables
and interfaces between local electrical or electronic cabinets and the
facility's electromechanical equipment.
Provide a description of manual control system and its connection to the
digital I&C system.

10

Functional characteristics of the display and control digital components
(e.g., range, accuracy, time response, update frequency, update speed,
screen change speed) should be sufficient to provide operators with the
information needed to place and maintain a facility in a shutdown condition.
Time response should be sufficiently fast to perform safety functions and
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be consistent with Human System Interface response expectations.
Provide a description of the basis used to demonstrate that the assumed
values used for instrumentation inaccuracy, calibration uncertainties and
error, and time response is acceptable and reasonable.
Design Criteria
Independence
11

In the past, information displays only provided a display function and did
not require two-way communications. Because modern display systems
may include control functions, incorrect functioning of t~iformation
displays could prevent the safety function from being •l:Lmed when
necessary. (This is the same issue as and similar methos are
appropriate; however, the display instrumentation need not be part of the
safety system. For separate RPS and RCS systems, ifa single display is
used to display safety and non-safety information, the signals associated
with control of the RCS should not initiate or defeat control of the RPS.)
If the communications path is one-way from the safety system to the
displays, or ifthe displays and controls are qualified as safety related, the
safety determination is simplified. Two-way communications with nonsafety control systems ha"e the same isolation issues as any other nonsafety to safety communications. In addition, however, the reviewer
should ensure that inadvertent actions, such as an unintended touch on a
touch-sensitive display cannot prevent the safety function. Two distinct
direct operator actions should be required by the operator to initiate a
.response.
Provide a description of data communications within and between safety
channels and between safety and non-safety systems and how incoming
and outgoing message data are stored and segregated. Provide a
description of how the safety channels withstand communications faults
and any barriers used to isolate systems and channels.

Fail Safe
12

When required by the safety analysis, the control console instruments and
equipment should be designed to assume a safe state, a state that has
been demonstrated to be acceptable on some defined basis such as
disconnection of the system, loss of energy (e.g., electric power, instrument
air), or postulated adverse environments (e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire
pressure, steam, water, and radiation) are experienced. The control
console and instruments should have a reliable source of emergency
power sufficient to sustain operation of specific devices on loss of electrical
power.
Provide a description of the safe state for the control console instruments
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and displays and the defined bases for those states.
Prioritization of functions
13

A priority function receives device actuation commands from safety and
non-safety sources, and sends the command having highest priority to one
or more safety-related actuated devices. The actuated device is a safetyrelated component such as a motor actuated valve, a pump motor, a
solenoid operated valve, etc. The priority module should also be safetyrelated.
Safety-related commands that direct a component to a safe state should
always have the highest priority and should override all other commands.
Communication isolation for each priority module should be as described in
the guidance for interdivisional communications. Software-based
prioritization should meet all requirements (quality requirements, V&V,
documentation, etc.) applicable to safety-related software. To minimize
the probability of failures because of common software, the priority module
design should be fully tested. (This refers to proof-of-design testing, not to
individual testing of each module and not to surveillance testing.)
Automatic testing within a priority module, whether initiated from within the
module or triggered from outside, and including failure of automatic testing
features, should not inhibit the safety function of the module in any way.
The priority module should ensure that the completion of a protective action
is not interrupted by'commands, conditions, or failures outside the module's
own safety division.
Provide a description of the priority functions within the control console and
display stations and the proof-of-design tests to verify that it meets its intent
as specified. Provide a description of the selection of a particular
command to send to an actuator when multiple and conflicting commands
exist.

Surveillance
14-15

The control console, display instruments (including touchscreen displays),
and equipment used to detect and announce failures should be designed
for easy testability and capable of being accurately calibrated.
For digital computer-based systems, test provisions should address the
increased potential for subtle system failures such as data errors, failure to
refresh, and computer lockup. This review should be coordinated with the
technical specifications review to verify that appropriate surveillance tests
and intervals are specified to ensure that the instruments and equipment
will perform their functions as designed.
Calibration, especially in analog systems, is used to address instrument
drift, inaccuracies, and errors. The performance of analog systems can
typically be predicted by the use of engineering models. Inspection and
testing are used to verify correct implementation and to validate desired
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functionality of the final product, in both analog and digital systems.
One benefit of digital I&C systems is the use of self-testing, which is a test
or series of tests performed by a device upon itself. Self-tests include online continuous self-diagnostics, equipment-initiated self-diagnostics, and
operator-initiated self-diagnostics. Self-testing can be used for the early
identification of inoperable equipment. When self-diagnostics are applied,
the following self-diagnostic features should be incorporated into the
system design: Self-diagnostics during computer system startup, periodic
self-diagnostics while the computer system is operating, and self-diagnostic
test failure reporting.
Test and calibration functions should not adversely affect the ability of the
computer to perform its safety function. V&V, configuration management,
and QA should be required for test and calibration functions on separate
computers (e.g., test and calibration computer) that provide the sole
verification of test and calibration data. V&V, configuration management,
and QA should be required when the test and calibration function is
inherent to the computer that is part of the safety system.
Surveillance tests are conducted to confirm compliance operability of the
system.
Provide a summary of the calibration, inspection, and testing (including
self-tests and surveillance tests) to confirm operability of the desired
functionality of the control console and display instrumentation.
16

The bases for technical specifications, including surveillance tests and
intervals for control console devices, and any bypass conditions should be
discussed in this section of the SAR (i.e., Section 7.6). The test and
calibration provisions should support the types of testing required by the
technical specifications.
Regulation 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3), "Technical specifications," states that
surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, calibration, or
inspection to assure that the necessary quality of systems and components
is maintained, that facility operation will be within safety limits, and that the
limiting conditions for operation will be met. Maintaining system
performance provides the basis for the technical specifications of NPUFs
(Oh. 14), consistent with the safety analysis with respect to reliability,
availability, and capability of the RPS.
Provide a summary of its technical specifications and the bases for the
surveillance intervals used in its safety analyses.

Human Factors
17

The information displayed and the characteristics of the displays (e.g.,
location, range, type, and resolution) support operator awareness of
system and facility's status and will allow facility's operators to make
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appropriate decisions. For example, the output and display devices
showing reactor status should be readily observable by the operator while
positioned at the reactor control and manual protection systems.
Human factors engineering (HFE) principles and criteria should be applied
to the selection and design of displays and controls. Attention should be
paid to integrated displays and controls and especially those that are
reconfigurable according to context such as touch screens.
Recognized human-factors standards and design techniques should be
employed to support the described human-performance reqluirements.
Defensive measures that can be used to ensure that alarm, display, and
control functions provided by the redundant workstations meet these HFE
principles include segmentation, fault tolerance, signal validation, selftesting, error checking, and supervisory watchdog programs.
Changes to displays should be evaluated, especially if touch-screens are
used. For example, touch screens, which are commonly used in digital
control rooms, can be designed to be clearly understood and reduce the
likelihood of operator misoperation. However, without application, of good
human factors design criteria, the screens can become virtually unreadable
and unnavigable.
Provide a summary of the human-machine interface principles used in the
location of instrumentation and controls for the control console and displays
and in the display screens.
Annunciators
18

The annunciator and alarm panels on the control console should give
assurance of the operability of systems important to adequate and safe
reactor operation, even ifthe console does not include a parameter display.
The primary purpose of alarms is to alert operators that the facility is in an
abnormal status. Alarms are used not only to draw operator's attention but
also to identify the source and extent of the abnormal status. The alarms
are also designed taking into consideration functional and ergonomic
aspects, facilitating appropriate operator response.
The main features of alarms are as follows:
*
*
*

adequate display to acknowledge and recognize alarm information;
application of alarm prioritization to avoid alarm avalanche;
request function from alarm display to relevant system display and
alarm response procedures.

These functions help operators to identify and diagnose transients.
Typical attributes reviewed are reliability, diversity, independence,
redundancy, self-test, and alarms for manually controlled actions. Thus,
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the
and data
links used
to process alarms should be redundant.
The computers
data links from
the safety
cabinets
(RPS, ESF Actuation Systems, etc.)
should be physically and functionally isolated so as not to inhibit the safety
system in case of failure of the alarm processing.
Provide a description of alarms and annunciators and their attributes such
as reliability, diversity, independence, redundancy, and self-test
capabilities.
19

The reliability of alarms is typically based on the following design aspects:
redundancy (includes audible and visual devices); separation between
redundant segments; testability (typically through self-diagnosis); an
augmented qualification program, which includes software V&V; and similar
environmental, seismic, and EMI/RFI specifications. The assessment of
reliability of annunciators should consider the effect of possible hardware
and software failures and the design features provided to prevent or limit
the effects of these failures. Hardware failure conditions to be considered
should include failures of portions of the computer itself and failures of
portions of communication systems. Hard failures, transient failures,
sustained failures, and partial failures should be considered. Software
failure conditions to be considered should include, as appropriate, software
common-cause failures, cascading failures, and undetected failures.
Provide a description of the reliability and quality of the annunciators that
are used to support normal and emergency operations.

20

Negligible-risk research reactors need not comply with the single-failure
criterion for the automatic detection of each MHA or design basis accident
and the immediate execution of the achieying a safe shutdown condition
(scram) of the reactor. However, under such a design, the facility should
include methods that promptly detect unsafe failures and alert the reactor
operator. Under these conditions, the fault detection and alarms should be
reliable, should not introduce a credible common failure mode, and
administrative controls are used to identify appropriate specific actions to
be taken upon detection of a fault.
If the safety analysis in the SAR shows that independence of annunciators
is necessary to alert operators of the detection of unsafe failures (e.g., in
lieu of meeting the single-failure criterion), provide a discussion on the
Independence (isolation between safety systems and other systems) of the
annunciators.

21

Because of design and architectural differences between analog and digital
systems, traditional provisions for analog systems may not be adequate for
digital computer-based systems. Self-diagnostics are part of any digital
system and should be done appropriately. For example, self-testing of the
annunciators should not interfere with proper system operation. Thus, if
the alarm system integrity is checked by self-diagnosis, this testing should
not affect alarms and digital control system portion of alarms that have selfdiagnosis functions. Typically, when no failures are present, the self-
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diagnostics do not interfere with normal operation; when a failure occurs,
the self-diagnostics identify the failure by the cut-in (interrupt processing)
features or announcing the failure.
Provide a description of the surveillance tests and self-test features of each
digital computer-based module associated with the annunciators.
Describe how the design and implementation of the alarms maintains
conformance with the criteria that no failure in the annunciators and
associated instrumentation interferes with performance of any safety
functions. The surveillance test provisions should be adequate to fulfill the
fundamental intent of each surveillance test.
22

Alarms that are provided for manually controlled actions for which no
automatic control is provided and that are required for the• safety systems to
accomplish their safety functions should be reviewecj5•ity and reliability.
The reliability of alarms credited for manual action inLr safet analysis
should consider the following additional design aspects: prompts for
credited manual operator and that those alarms developed through an
augmented quality program, which includes software V&V; and diversity of
alarms to address CCFs. For example, technical specifications may
require a shutdown because of a high temperature in the pool. If the
reactor does not scram on high pool temperature, an operator must take
action.
Provide a description of those actions for which no automatic controls are
provided but manual control is required. The description should include a
description of the reliability and quality of the alarms.

Quality
23

10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1) requires that structures, systems, and components be
designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety function to be
performed.
The quality standards and design control measures for the control console,
display instruments, and equipment should be provided for verifying or
checking the adequacy of design. The design reasonably ensures that the
design bases can be achieved, the Control Console and Display Systems
will be built of high-quality components using accepted engineering and
industrial practices, and the system can be readily tested and maintained in
the designed operating condition.
Provide a description of design criteria for the control console, display
instruments, and equipment and a statement that the criteria and guidelines
for implementing those criteria will be implemented in the design of control
console and display systems.

Use of Digital Systems
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24

The software for the displays should be developed under a software
management program commensurate with the risk associated with its
failure or malfunction.
Configuration management (CM) is a significant part of high quality
engineering activities. The quality assurance criteria for software is
implemented through a configuration management program, which includes
criteria for administrative control, design documentation, design interface
control, design change control, document control, identification and control
of parts and components, and control and retrieval of qualification
information associated with parts and components.
While the principles and intentions of traditional configuration management
apply equally to software, with software there is a greater emphasis on the
design process; the deliverable product is more like a design output. With
engineered software, a large amount of the design process information and
many intermediate design outputs are associated with the final design
output. Relatively many software engineering changes are expected and
encountered. Consequently, although similar in intent to hardware
configuration management, software configuration management requires a
change in emphasis, with expansion of the importance of intermediate
design baselines and associated design process information. The needs
for robust change management and identification and control of product
versions are also substantially increased.
Software changes should be traced to their point of origin, and the software
processes affected by the change should be repeated from the point of
change to the point of discovery. Proposed changes should be reviewed
for their impact on system safety. Status accounting should take place for
each set of life cycle activities prior to the completion of those activities.
The status accounting should document.
a. Identification and control of all software designs and code,
b. Identification and control of all software design functional data (e.g.,
data templates and data bases),
c. Identification and control of all software design interfaces,
d. Control of all software design changes,
e. Control of software documentation (user, operating, and
maintenance documentation),
f. Control of software vendor development activities for the supplied
safety system software,
g. Control and retrieval of qualification information associated with
software designs and code,
h. Software configuration audits, and
i. Status accounting.

25

The digital computer system equipment for the displays and processor,
including hardware, software, firmware, and interfaces, should be reviewed
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to provide assurance that the required computer system hardware and
software are installed in the appropriate system configuration.
To provide assurance that the required computer system hardware and
software are installed in the appropriate system configuration, the following
identification requirements specific to software systems should be met:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Firmware and software identification should be used to assure the
correct software is installed in the correct hardware component.
Means should be included in the software such that the
identification may be retrieved from the firmware using software
maintenance tools.
Color coding of components, cables, and cabinets can be used to
provide physical identification of the digital computer system
hardware.
The identification should be clear and unambiguous. The
identification should include the revision level, and should be
traceable to configuration control documentation which identifies the
changes made by that revision.

Provide a description of any program used to ensure that the correct
version of the software/firmware is installed in the correct hardware
components.
26

Evidence that the digital computer system equipment for the displays,
including hardware, software, firmware, and interfaces, can perform its
required functions should be provided.
Software testing consists of testing the smallest testable units, and then
integrating those units into larger testable units, and testing as an
integrated unit. This process is repeated until finally the system is tested
after installation.
Testing should be performed with the computer functioning with the
software and diagnostics that is representative of those used in actua[
operation. All portions of the computer necessary to accomplish safety
functions, or those portions whose operation or failure could impair safety
functions, should be exercised during testing. This includes, as
appropriate, exercising and monitoring the memory, the central processing
unit, inputs, outputs, display functions, diagnostics, associated
components, communication paths, and interfaces. Testing should
demonstrate that the performance criteria related to safety functions have
been met.
In those cases in which traditional qualification processes cannot be
applied, an alternative approach to verify that a component is acceptable
for use in a safety-related application is commercial grade dedication. The
objective of commercial grade dedication is to verify that the item being
dedicated is equivalent in quality to equipment developed under the
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licensees QA program. The dedication process for the computer should
entail identification of the physical, performance, and development process
requirements necessary to provide adequate confidence that the proposed
digital system or component can achieve the safety function. The
dedication process should apply to the computer hardware, software, and
firmware that are required to accomplish the safety function. The
dedication process for software and firmware should include an evaluation
of the design process.
Provide a description of the following set of activities for the safety system
software used in any Control Console and Display Systems:
test planning, which consists of a test plan that addresses key
aspects of the test program, such as scope, risks, tasks, resources,
responsibilities, and acceptance (pass or fail) criteria for the
software item being tested.
*test specification, which consists of test designs, test cases, and
test procedures that contain the detailed procedures and
instructions for testing as well as the feature or test case
acceptance criteria to be employed during the testing effort should
be provided, and
*test reporting, which consists of transmittal reports, test incident
reports, test logs, and test summary reports that provide for the
recording and summarization of test events and that serve as the
basis for evaluating test results. All information in this category is
summarized in the test summary report.
27

The reliability of the digital computer system equipment for the displays,
including hardware, software, firmware, and interfaces, should be
assessed based on a combination of analysis, field experience, testing,
or software error recording and trending.
Because there is not a widely accepted view on software reliability value,
determining a failure probability, and therefore a reliability value, is not
possible. There is no industry consensus on a method to quantify
software reliability and/or availability. Highly reliable software relies very
heavily on the software development process to ensure reliable software
because testing cannot cover all possible conditions that the software may
encounter in actual service.
Quantitative reliability determination, using a combination of analysis,
testing, and operating experience, can provide an added level of
confidence in the reliable performance of the computer system. When
reliability goals are identified, the proof of meeting the goals should include
the software. The method for determining reliability may include
combinations of analysis, field experience, or testing. Reliability of
software might be demonstrated by evaluation of the development process
combined with testing under a wide range of input conditions. Software
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error recording and trending may be used in combination with analysis,
field experience, or testing. Compensation for the deficiencies in original
development process needs to be thorough and systematic to provide
confidence that the software will perform its safety function when needed.
The qualification method should not rely heavily on operating history for a
system that is intended to protect with extraordinarily high reliability against
low-frequency events. The normal facility's operating history is not
particularly likely to generate unusual and rare conditions that were not
anticipated and which are the cause of a software malfunction.
Provide a description of the software reliability measures and the means
for attaining software reliability goals.
Access Control
28

Reactor operation should be prevented and not authorized without use of a
key or combination authentication input at the control console to prevent
the unauthorized use of the reactor control.
Physical and electronic access to digital computer-based control system
software and data should be controlled to prevent changes by unauthorized
personnel. Control should address access via network connections and
via maintenance equipment.
Access control uses design features to provide the means to control
physical access to safety system equipment, including access to test points
and means for changing setpoints. Typically such access control includes
provisions such as alarms and locks on safety system panel doors, or
control of access to rooms in which safety system equipment is located.
Thus, all safety-related digital components and network cabling should be
installed in a facility's location that physically secures the equipment.
Portable computer equipment intended to interface with the safety-related
equipment should not be used for other purposes, and should not be taken
out of and returned to the protected area without appropriate controls and
safeguards.'
Controls used to prevent unauthorized access should address access via
network connections, and via maintenance equipment. All remote access
should be prohibited. Remote access is defined by the safety system's
computer security assessment. Wireless connectivity should not be
implemented. All wireless capabilities should be disabled on workstations.
All wireless capabilities on maintenance and test equipment should be
disabled prior to connecting to safety-related equipment.
Provide a description of those provisions to prevent unauthorized access to
hardware and software, throughout the life cycle, for the control console,
display instruments, and equipment.
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Cyber Security
29

Computer-based systems are secure from cyber attacks if unauthorized
and inappropriate access and use of those systems is deterred, detected,
and mitigated. For control console and display instruments, vulnerabilities
can occur because the COTS monitors allow external devices (e.g., USB
sticks or flash drives) can be inserted into the monitor or the monitor
software can be changed via external devices. The security of computerbased systems is established through (1) designing the security features
that will meet licensee's security requirements in the systems, (2)
developing the systems that do not contain undocumented codes (e.g.,
back door coding, logic, and/or time bomb codes) and that are resilient to
malicious programs (e.g., viruses, worms, and Trojan horses), and (3)
installing and maintaining those systems in accordance with the station
administrative procedures and the licensee's security program.
Licensees should provide high assurance that digital computer and
communication systems and networks are adequately protected against
cyber attacks, up to and including the MHA, from internal and external
threats. Licensees should protect from cyber attacks digital computer and
communication systems associated with certain categories of functions and
support systems and equipment, which, if compromised, would adversely
impact the safety-related and important-to-safety functions, security
functions, and emergency preparedness functions (including offsite
communications) at the facility.

•The applicant should discuss the conclusions about capability and suitability of the Control
Console and Display Systems requested in Section 7.2.5.
7.7 Radiation Monitoring Systems
Radiation monitoring instrument systems should be designed to perform several important
diverse functions in the operation of a NPUF. These monitors should indicate radiation
intensity and may be used for reactor operations such as to indicate the following: low coolant
level, the need to actuate containment or confinement systems, and the need for personnel
radiation protective actions, and to monitor release of radioactive material to the environment.
These systems include area radiation monitors, with displays near the instrument location and in
the control room. These systems may monitor radioactive effluents in the form of gases,
liquids, and airborne particulates and provide continuous air monitoring (CAM) for airborne
radioactivity in occupied spaces such as the reactor room. Portable radiation monitors and
personal dosimetry systems should also be included to help assess exposure and prevent
overexposure of workers and other personnel. The radiation protective instruments and
measures should be discussed in detail in Chapter 11, "Radiation Protection Program and
Waste Management." The present chapter should concentrate on the l&C aspects of the
radiation monitoring systems (RMS) and should be coordinated with the information in Chapter
11.
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The applicant should briefly summarize the RMS for the facility and list the various systems and
types of equipment. Since some of the systems may provide input to the RPS or ESF actuation
system, RMS should meet the applicable criteria and requirements in Section 7.2 for those
systems.
The applicant should include the following for each Radiation Monitoring subsystem:
*

Discuss the design criteria for the RMS as outlined in Section 7.2.1, including any criteria
specific to the reactor design not outlined in the section.

*

Discuss the design bases information for the RMS specified in Section 7.2.2 and any
additional design bases of facility-specific subsystems.
*Describe the RMS as specified in Section 7.2.3, including any additional system descriptive
material specific to subsystem design and implementation not covered in Section 7.2.
*Analyze the operation and performance of the RMS as specified in Section 7.2.4 including
analyses and results of any features or aspects specific to the facility design and
implementation not specified in Section 7.2. Include the bases of any technical
specifications and surveillance tests with intervals specific to the design and operation of the
systems. Address the specific design features of the RMS, such as the following:
-

Radiation monitoring instrument systems should be designed to perform several
important diverse functions in the operation of an NPUF.
-These

monitors should indicate radiation intensity and may be used for reactor

operations such as to indicate the following: low coolant level, the need to actuate
containment or confinement systems, and the need for personnel radiation protective
actions, and to monitor release of radioactive material to the environment.
-These

systems include area radiation monitors, with displays near the instrument

location and in the control room.
the form of

These systems may monitor radioactive effluents in

gases, liquids, and airborne particulates and provide continuous air monitoring (CAM) for
airborne radioactivity in occupied spaces such as the reactor room.
-

Portable radiation monitors and personal dosimetry systems should also be included to
help assess exposure and prevent overexposure of workers and other personnel.

Specific design features of the RMS that should be addressed include the following:
Design Basis
I

It is important that operators be informed if the barriers to the release of
radioactive materials are being challenged. Performance requirements
include system response times, system accuracies, ranges, and rates of
change of sensed variables. It is essential that instrument ranges be
selected so that the instrument will always be on scale. Narrow-range
instruments may not have the necessary range to track the course of the
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accident; consequently, multiple instruments with overlapping ranges may
be necessary.
The range of RMS should be determined based on worst expected
conditions. To cover such a wide detection range, multiple instruments may
be required. Iftwo or more instruments are needed to cover a ,particular
range, overlapping of instrument span should be provided. If the required
range of monitoring instrumentation results in a loss of instrumentation
sensitivity in the normal operating range, separate instruments should be
used. It is also necessary to be sure that when a range is extended, the
sensitivity and accuracy of the instrument are within acceptable limits for
monitoring the extended range.
Provide a description of the range of a radiation monitoring channel and
provide sufficient information to ensure that the range of the instruments
cover the accidents identified in the facility's licensing basis documents.
2

The applicant should briefly summarize the overall RMS for the facility and
list the various subsystems and types of equipment. Since some of the
systems may provide input to the RPS or ESF actuation system, RMS
should meet the applicable criteria and requirements in Section 7.2 for
those systems.
Equipment that is used for both safety and non-safety functions should be
classified as part of the safety system. For this reason, any software
providing non-safety functions that resides on a computer providing a
safety function should be classified as a part of the safety system. If an
applicant/licensee desires that a non-safety function be performed by a
safety computer, the software to perform that function should be classified
as safety-related, with all the attendant regulatory requirements for safety
software, including communications isolation from other non-safety
software. If the RMS provide input to the RPS or ESF actuation system,
RMS should meet the applicable criteria and requirements in Section 7.2
for those systems.
Provide a description of the radiation monitoring l&C systems for the
facility. The description should address both safety and non-safety
systems and any communications with the RPS or ESE actuation systems.

3

Control console and display instrument systems and equipment include
displays for the reactor operator to view such operating information as
current values of operating parameters and the status of systems and
equipment. The Control Console and Display Systems also enables the
operator to control the reactor.
These systems include area radiation monitors, with displays near the
instrument location and in the control room. These systems may monitor
radioactive effluents in the form of gases, liquids, and airborne particulates
and provide continuous air monitoring (CAM) for airborne radioactivity in
occupied spaces such as the reactor room. Portable radiation monitors
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and personal dosimetry systems should also be included to help assess
exposure and prevent overexposure of workers and other personnel.
Provide a description of the radiation monitors and their purpose. If the
monitors are addressed elsewhere in the SAR, these sections should be
referenced.
4

Because of the increasing difficulty in finding spare parts for their original
analog I&C systems, many licensees have begun or have plans to
upgrade, refurbish, or replace their old analog I&C systems with digital
systems. Licensees need to be aware however, of several issues
associated with upgrading to a digital system including obsolescence of the
digital system (hardware and software) because of the short product life
cycle and the associated cost to acquire, store, and maintain a long-term
supply of spare parts. Configuration management and cyber security are
also vitally important for any upgrade. Further, it should be recognized
that the introduction of software and microprocessors could create new
failure mechanisms, such as software errors and increased susceptibility to
electromagnetic interference. Thus, a conversion from analog to digital
I&C systems solves some problems while potentially introducing others.
Recognition of the additional risks coupled with good design, engineering,
review, and testing can identify and minimize these risks.
Provide a description of the radiation monitoring instrumentation along with
an evaluation of any new failure modes introduced by the introduction of
digital I&C components.

5

The instrumentation in the RMS should be of high-quality commercial grade
and should be selected to withstand the specific service environment.
Equipment should meet its functional requirements during nOrmal
environmental conditions and anticipated operational occurrences, the
requirements should be specified in the design/purchase specifications. A
maintenance/surveillance program based on a vendor's recommendations,
which may be supplemented with operating experience, should ensure that
equipment meets the specified requirements.
For safety-related computer-based I&C systems, the evidence of
qualification should be based on anticipated environmental conditions, and
the records should be retained at a facility in an auditable and readily
accessible form for review and use as necessary.
Provide a description of the suitability of the RMS equipment for its service
environment. The description should identify expected environmental
conditions, including those resulting from anticipated operational
occurrences, as applicable, for temperature, pressure, radiation, relative
humidity, EMI/RFI, power surge environment, and operational cycling, and
MHAs to which the equipment is qualified.
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6

The required accuracy of accident monitoring instrument channels should
be established based on the assigned function. That is, the accuracy
requirements for a radiation monitor whose accuracy is specified in the
facility's licensing basis documentation will be much greater than those
variables that provide trend or stability information (i.e., it is of primary
importance for the operator to know whether the monitored variable is
increasing, decreasing, or constant).
To the extent practicable, monitoring instrumentation inputs should be from
sensors that directly measure the desired variables. An indirect
measurement should be made only when it can be shown by analysis to
provide unambiguous information.
Provide a description of the accident monitoring instrumentation and the
required accuracy of that instrumentation based on its function.

7

In general, response times for accident monitoring instruments are not
critical. However, they are used in determining whether the l&C systems
are designed to successfully accomplish the radiation measurement
functions. Typically, the displayed information will lag behind actual
conditions because of sensor location, information processing cycle times,
and other potential effects on instrument response times. Thus, a one-totwo second delay is acceptable for most monitoring systems. For
computer driven displays, the indicated variable will additionally lag real
time conditions depending on the update frequency of the display. The
update frequency should be fast enough to avoid the potential of
misleading the operator with respect to operating conditions.
Provide a description of the response times for the accident monitoring
instruments. Digital computer timing should be shown to be consistent
with the limiting response times and characteristics of the computer
hardware, software, and data communications systems. The means
proposed, or used, for verifying a system's timing should be consistent
with the design. Testing and/or analytic justification should show that the
system meets limiting response times for a reasonable, randomly selected
subset of system loads, conditions, and design basis accidents. The
subset should include some limiting load conditions and be chosen by
persons independent of the persons who designed the system.

Design Criteria
Single Failure
8

It is standard practice that a non-safety system should not affect the
operation of a safety system. Software-based systems should be
specifically addressed because they could affect multiple channels.
The RMS should be designed not to fail or operate in a mode that would
prevent the RPS from performing its safety function, or prevent achieving a
safe reactor shutdown condition, or into a state that has been
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demonstrated to be acceptable on some other defined basis, ifconditions
such as disconnection of the system, loss of energy, or adverse
environments, are experienced. This aspect is typically evaluated through
evaluation of a failure modes and effects analysis. The analysis should
justify the acceptability of each failure effect.
Computer-based safety systems should, upon detection of inoperable input
instruments, automatically place the protective functions associated with
the failed instrument(s) into a safe state. Hardware or software failures
detected by self-diagnostics should also place a protective function into a
safe state or leave the protective function in an existing safe state. Failure
of computer system hardware or software should not inhibit manual
initiation of protective functions or the operator performance of preplanned
emergency or recovery actions.
Provide a description of the analysis used to confirm that the requirements
of the single-failure criterion, if required, are satisfied.
9

Radiation Monitoring Systems, which provide operators with necessary
information to verify functioning of RCS, RPS, ESF actuation systems, and
operating state, should be impervious to single failures. The I&C systems
should be designed to accomplish their radiation measurement functions
and provide operators with information necessary for them to determine the
status of the facility given a single failure within that system. Single failure
includes a single failure of a component or channel, or failure or removal
from service of any single component or channel. Meeting the singlefailure criterion goes beyond the RMS preventing or interfering with
functioning of the RPS because RMS directly supply operators with
information that affects contingency planning.
Because of the potential for software errors potentially affecting
multiple components or channels, the need for diversity to
preclude CCFs should be considered.
Provide a review of the independence of the information channels or
diverse measurements used to mitigate the effect of a single failure
within the RMS.

Independence
10

In separating the safety and non-safety displays, safety display processors
would manage the safety display whereas non-safety display processors
would manage the non-safety displays. A buffering circuit allows two-way
communication between the safety computer and the non-safety computer,
as tong as a buffering circuit is employed in the safety computer. The
buffering circuit provides an interface allowing acknowledgment or no
acknowledgment of data transfer between channels, collision avoidance,
etc. It serves as a buffering feature between the communications link and
safety function to assure the integrity of the safety function.
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If the safety and nonsafety software reside on the same computer and
use the same computer resources, either of the following approaches is
acceptable to address the data communication issues:
*Barrier requirements should be identified to provide adequate
confidence that the non-safety functions cannot interfere with
performance of the safety functions of the software or firmware.
The barriers should be designed in accordance with the
requirements of the safety system software. The non-safety
software is not required to meet these requirements.
*If barriers between the safety software and non-safety software are
not implemented, the non-safety software functions should be
developed in accordance with the requirements for safety system
software.
Provide a description of data communications within and between safety
channels and between safety and non-safety systems and how incoming
and outgoing message data are stored and segregated. Provide a
description of how the safety channels withstand communications faults
and any barriers used to isolate systems and channels.
Surveillance
11-12

If radiation monitors are tied in to digital system (unlike the current analog
systems) and automated testing or self diagnostics are used, periodic
verification, including verification of the automated test should be
performed.
If continuity of operation is a requirement (and surveillance testing during
operation is also a requirement), then the RMS should be designed to
permit periodic testing of its functioning when the reactor is in operation,
including a capability to test channels independently to determine failures
that may have occurred. Where testing of the RMS during operation is
required or provided as an option, the RPS design should retain the
capability to accomplish its safety function while under test.
To maintain reliable and accurate performance, l&C systems undergo
testing and calibration. Calibration, especially in analog systems, is used
to address instrument drift, inaccuracies, and errors. The performance of
analog systems can typically be predicted by the Use of engineering
models. Inspection and testing are used to verify correct implementation
and to validate desired functionality of the final product in both analog and
digital systems.
One benefit of digital I&C systems is the use of self-testing, which is a test
or series of tests performed by a device upon itself. Self-tests include online continuous self-diagnostics, equipment-initiated self-diagnostics, and
operator-initiated self-diagnostics. Self-testing can be used for the early
identification of inoperable equipment. When self-diagnostics are applied,
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the following self-diagnostic features should be incorporated into the design
of the RMS: self-diagnostics during computer system startup, periodic selfdiagnostics while the computer system is operating, and self-diagnostic test
failure reporting.
Test and calibration functions should not adversely affect the ability of the
computer to perform its safety function. Configuration management, V&V,
and QA should be required for test and calibration functions on separate
computers (e.g., test and calibration computer) that provide the sole
verification of test and calibration data. V&V, configuration management,
and QA should be required when the test and calibration function is
inherent to the computer that is part of the RMS.
Surveillance tests are conducted to confirm compliance operability of the
RMS.
Provide a summary of the calibration, inspection, and testing (including
self-tests and surveillance tests) to confirm operability of the desired
functionality of the RMS.
13

Regulation 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3), 'Technical specifications," states that
surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, calibration, or
inspection to assure that the necessary quality of systems and components
is maintained, that facility operation will be within safety limits, and that the
limiting conditions for operation will be met. Maintaining system
performance provides the basis for the technical specifications of NPUFs
(Oh. 14), consistent with the safety analysis with respect to reliability,
availability, and capability of the RMS.
If the instrumentation channel signal is to be used in a computer-based
display, recording, or diagnostic program, qualification applies from the
sensor up to and including the channel isolation device.
Provide a description of the surveillance tests and test intervals for the
components in the RMS. If self-diagnostics are used to increase
surveillance intervals, the bases for this should be provided.

Human Factors
14

The instrumentation should be designed to facilitate the recognition,
location, replacement, repair, or adjustment of malfunctioning components
or modules.
The radiation monitoring instrumentation design should minimize the
development of conditions that would cause meters, annunciators,
recorders, alums, etc., to give anomalous indications potentially confusing
to the operator. Human factors analysis should be used in determining
type and location of displays.
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To the extent practicable, the same instruments should be used for
accident monitoring as are used for the normal operations of the facility to
enable the operators to use, during accident situations, instruments with
which they are most familiar.
Provide a description of the displays for RMS variables used for accident
monitoring and the use of human factors analyses in the display. The
basis for displays and display locations should include functional task
analysis results and accepted human factors principles.
Display and Recording
15

Radiation measurements at a reactor facility may be used for reactor
diagnostic or safety purposes. For example, radiation monitoring of
reactor coolant or the reactor pool may be used to detect fuel failure.
Examples of such functions may include reactor coolant level, coolant
radioactivity, fuel inventory measurements for self-protection, confinement
or containment initiation, and experimental measurements.
The basis for display characteristics for accident monitoring variables
should be based on an analysis of the system functions required to
respond to an accident and the tasks required of the operator to implement
those functions. Display characteristics include variables such as range,
instrument accuracy, precision, display format (e.g., status, value, or trend),
units, and response time.
Provide a review of the suitability of the display characteristics for the
accident monitoring variables.

16

The following types of variables should be uniquely identified on the control
console displays:
*

*

those variables that provide information to indicate whether plant
safety functions are being accomplished (e.g., reactivity control,
core cooling, maintaining reactor coolant system integrity, and
radioactive effluent control) and
those variables that provide information to indicate the potential for
being breached or the actual breach of the barriers to fission
product releases (e.g., fuel cladding, coolant pressure boundary,
and containment/confinement).

Provide a description of the monitoring system used for diagnostics for
safety purposes, including type, number, location, and selection process.
17

Means should be provided for monitoring the reactor confinement or
containment atmosphere, effluent discharge paths, and the facility
environs for radioactivity that may be released from postulated accidents.
Provide a description of the monitoring system used for
diagnostics for safety purposes, including type, number, location,
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and selection process.
18

The
monitoring
variables
may be continuously
displayed or
they
may accident
be processed
for display
on demand.
If direct or immediate
trend
or
rate information is essential for operator action, the trend information
should be continuously available on dedicated trend displays and
selectively available on another redundant trend display (with
corresponding recording devices). Intermittent displays such as data
loggers and scanning recorders can be used if no significant transient
response information is likely to be lost by such devices.
If the radiation monitor can cause a scram, its information should be
continuously displayed on a console clearly visible to the operators;
radiation monitors that do not automatically initiate any actions need not be
displayed on a control'console. Displays for resolving ambiguity do not
have to be of the same variable type as the variables being resolved.
Provide a description and identify those variables continuously displayed or
processed for display on demand, their type, and justification based on any
operator response required.

19

Signals from effluent radioactivity monitors and meteorology monitors are
recorded for future use. If direct and immediate trend or transient
Information is essential for operator Information or action, the recording
should be continuously available on redundant dedicated recorders.
Otherwise, it may be continuously updated, stored in computer memory,
and displayed on demand. Intermittent displays such as date loggers and
scanning recorders may be used if no significant transient response
information is likely to be lost by such devices.
Provide a description and identify those variables that are and are not
recorded for future use, and how and where the data is recorded and
stored.

Quality
20

The instrumentation in the RMS Should be of high-quality commercial grade
and should be selected to withstand the specific service environment.
For construction permits, 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(1) requires that structures,
systems, and components be designed, fabricated, erected, constructed,
tested, and inspected to quality standards commensurate with the
importance of the safety function to be performed. Licensee's should
consider these requirements for operations and maintenance.
The quality standards and design control measures for the RMS should be
provided for verifying or checking the adequacy of design. The design
reasonably ensures that the design bases can be achieved, the system will
be built of high-quality components using accepted engineering and
industrial practices, and the system can be readily tested and maintained in
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the designed operating condition.
Provide a description of design criteria for the RMS and a statement that
the criteria and guidelines for implementing those criteria will be
implemented in the design of those systems.
Use of Digital Systems
21

In addition to the requirements for hardware, software should incorporate
the following activities to improve the quality of the software and its
development:
*

Software development, including the integration of the computer
hardware and software, throughout the lifecycle phases;

*

Software tools, including the overall context of the quality control
and V&V process, and there should be a method of evaluating the
output of the tool;
*Verification and validation, independent verification and validation
requirements, includes those V&V processes that address the
computer hardware and software, integration of the digital system
components, and the interaction of the resulting computer system
with the nuclear power facility. The V&V activities and tasks should
include system testing of the final integrated hardware, software,
firm-ware, and interfaces.
*Software configuration management, including a determination that
any software modifications during the design process and after
acceptance of the software for use will be made to the appropriate
version and revision of the software. This will involve not only a
review of the software configuration management documentation,
but also a review of the actual methods being used at both the
vendor and licensee sites, to ensure that the methods discussed in
the plans are properly implemented.
*Software project risk management, including a review of the
documentation showing that the safety analysis activities have been
successfully accomplished for each life cycle activity group. In
particular, the documentation should show that the system safety
requirements have been adequately addressed for each activity
group; that no new hazards have been introduced; that the software
requirements, design elements, and code elements that can affect
safety have been identified; and that all other software
requirements, design, and code elements will not adversely affect
safety.

If the RMS contain specifically developed software, provide a description of
the software development activities. If the software or system
development was delegated to others, the authority, duties, verifying, and
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any activities that can affect the safety-related functions should be
discussed.
22

To provide assurance that the required computer system hardware and
software are installed in the appropriate system configuration, the following
identification requirements specific to software systems should be met:
*Firmware and software identification should be used to assure the
correct software is installed in the correct hardware component.
ii.

Means should be included in the software such that the
identification may be retrieved from the firmware using software
maintenance tools.

iii.

Color coding of components, cables, and cabinets can be used to
provide physical identification of the digital computer system
hardware.,

iv.

The identification should be clear and unambiguous. The
identification should include the revision level, and should be
traceable to configuration control documentation which identifies the
changes made by that revision.

Provide a description of any program used to ensure that the correct
version of the software/firmware is installed in the correct hardware
components.
23

Computer system equipment qualification testing should be performed with
the computer functioning with software and diagnostics that are
representative of those used in actual operation. All portions of the
computer necessary to accomplish safety functions, or those portions
whose operation or failure could impair safety functions, should be
exercised during testing. This includes, as appropriate, exercising and
monitoring the memory, the central processing unit, inputs, outputs, display
functions, diagnostics, associated components, communication paths, and
interfaces. Testing should demonstrate that the performance criteria
related to safety functions have been met.
Acceptance of the qualification process should be based upon evidence
that the digital system or component, including hardware, software,
firmware, and interfaces, can perform its required functions. The
acceptance and its basis should be documented and maintained with the
qualification documentation.
In those cases in which traditional qualification processes cannot be
applied, an alternative approach to verify that a component is acceptable
for use in a safety-related application is commercial grade dedication. The
dedication process for the computer should entail identification of the
physical, performance, and development process requirements necessary
to provide adequate confidence that the proposed digital system or
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component can achieve the safety function. The dedication process
should apply to the computer hardware, software, and firmware that are
required to accomplish the safety function. The dedication process for
software and firmware should include an evaluation of the design process.
Provide a description of the following set of activities for the safety system
software in the RMS:
*test planning, which consists of a test plan that addresses key
.aspects of the test program, such as scope, risks, tasks, resources,
responsibilities, and acceptance (pass or fail) criteria for the
software item being tested.
*test specification, which consists of test designs, test cases, and
test procedures that contain the detailed procedures and
instructions for testing as well as the feature or test case
acceptance criteria to be employed during the testing effort should
be provided, and
*test reporting, which consists of transmittal reports, test incident
reports, test logs, and test summary reports that provide for the
recording and summarization of test events and that serve as the
basis for evaluating test results. All information in this category is

summarized in the test summary report.
Because determining a failure probability, and therefore a reliability value is
not possible, the reviewer should access if the software was developed
using a high quality process of software design to obtain high quality
software. The reliability of digital computers in safety systems can be
assessed based on a combination of analysis, field experience, testing, or
software error recording and trending.
24

Quantitative reliability determination, using a combination of analysis,
testing, and operating experience, can provide an added level of
confidence in the reliable performance of the computer system. When
reliability goals are identified, the proof of meeting the goals should include
the software. The method for determining reliability may include
combinations of analysis, field experience, or testing. Reliability of
software might be demonstrated by evaluation of the development process
combined with testing under a wide range of input conditions. Software
error recording and trending may be used in combination with analysis,
field experience, or testing. Compensation for the deficiencies in original
development process needs to be thorough and systematic to provide
confidence that the software will perform its safety function when needed.
The qualification method should not rely heavily on operating history for a
system that is intended to protect with extraordinarily high reliability against
low-frequency events. The normal facility's operating history is not
particularly likely to generate unusual and rare conditions that were not
anticipated and which are the cause of a software malfunction.
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Provide a description of the software reliability measures and the means for
attaining software reliability goals.
Cyber Security
25

The digital safety system development process should identify and mitigate
potential weakness or vulnerabilities in each phase of the digital safety
system life cycle that may degrade the SDOE or degrade the reliability of
the RMS.
The cyber security program should include policies, procedures and
processes for providing appropriate assurance that the SDOE is adequately
protected from cyber threats and attacks.
Provide a description of the cyber security program for the RMS.

*

The applicant should discuss the conclusions about capability and suitability of the RMS
requested in Section 7.2.5.
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